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n „p …-InP–n -In2O3 –P2O5 –Pd diode structures as potential sensors for near-infrared
radiation, moisture, and hydrogen

S. V. Slobodchikov and Kh. M. Salikhov
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~Submitted August 26, 1999!
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Diode structures based onn(p)-InP with intermediaten-In2O3 and P2O5 layers were fabricated
by electrochemical deposition of Pd. It is shown that when exposed to pulses of water
vapor the photo-emf of the structures varies by 60–400% and in the presence of H2 it can vary
by 1.5–2 orders of magnitude. Thesen(p)-InP–n-In2O3–P2O5–Pd structures are potential
sensors for near-infrared radiation, moisture, and hydrogen. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7850~99!02812-8#
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The development of gas analyzers using various se
conductor diode structures is of considerable interest
monitoring systems in industry, agriculture, and ecology.
some of our previous studies we showed that changes in
photoelectric characteristics of the diode structures, suc
the photo-emf, lead to a substantial improvement in the s
sitivity of the sensor, particularly for the detection
hydrogen.1–3

In the present paper we report results of investigation
n(p)-InP-based palladium-contact diode structures as po
tial triple-purpose sensors, i.e., for detecting near-infrared
diation, moisture, and hydrogen.

The diode structures were fabricated usingn-InP crystals
with n5131016cm23 and p-InP with p5531018cm23.
The preliminary stage involved the well-developed proc
of cold etching of the substrate surface. First, the surface
cleaned systematically with acetone, sulfuric acid, and
H2SO41H2O21H2O solution ~1 min!, it was then polished
in Br ~5%!1CH3COOH~95%! etchant, and these cleanin
operations were then repeated. At the second stage th
was deposited electrochemically from an electrolyte conta
ing PdCl2, Na2PO4•12H2O, and C6H5COOH. The process
was carried out at 5–60° and a current density of 1 mA/c2

giving a Pd layer;400Å thick. The Ohmic contacts wer
applied to then-InP by electrochemical deposition of nick
and to thep-InP be deposition of Ag/Zn alloy.

It follows from the published data4–6 that the important
components of the intermediate layer between Pd
n(p)-InP are the oxides of indium and phosphorus: the fi
is the highly conducting semiconductorn-In2O3 having the
band gapEG'3.6 eV, and the second is an insulator with t
postulated band gapEG58 eV. A structure containing the
oxidesn-In2O3 and P2O5 was also obtained by electrochem
cal etching in Ref. 6 and our previous studies of the electr
and photoelectric characteristics of these structures heat
long time in air7 identified the important role of these tw
oxides in the current transfer mechanism. The spectral p
tosensitivity of the structures~Fig. 1a! is determined by the
photocarrier generation in then(p)-InP substrate~Fig. 1b!,
i.e., embraces the spectral rangel50.6–1mm with lmax
1001063-7850/99/25(12)/3/$15.00
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50.8mm. The results of the pulsed action of water vapor a
hydrogen were as follows.

For n-InP-based structures exposed to 0.5 ppm H2 the
photo-emf decreases by 1.5–2 orders of magnitude~curves1
and2 in Fig. 1!. The pulsed action of water vapor increas
the photo-emf by 100–400% when the humidity increa
from 30% to 100%.

For the structures having ap-InP substrate the photo-em
increases by 200–300% under the action of an H2 pulse
~100%! whereas water vapor increases the photo-emf by 5
70% in the short- and long-wavelength parts of the spectr

FIG. 1. a — Schematic of diode structure; b:1 — spectral curve of photo-
emf, 2 — spectral curve ofn-InP–n-In2O3–P2O5–Pd structure after admit-
ting 0.5 pm H2; 3 — increase in photo-emf~%! under pulsed action of wate
vapor as a function of the wavelength of the exciting light,p-InP–n-In2O3–
P2O5–Pd structure.
1 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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and barely changes it atlmax ~curve3, Fig. 1b!.
We shall now discuss possible mechanisms for chan

in the current transport which are responsible for this h
sensitivity to moisture and hydrogen.

The photo-emf at low signal levels can be approximat
given by

Vph'I phR0 , ~1!

whereI ph is the short-circuit current andR0 is the zero-bias
resistance. The change in the photo-emf must be a co
quence of a change in one or other of these parameters
preferential change in one of these parameters. We know
P2O5 is a strong absorber of water vapor and this sho
change the properties of the oxide and, which is very imp
tant, should change the characteristics of then-In2O3–P2O5

and P2O5–Pd heterojunctions. Experience has shown that
forward and return currents change negligibly under the
tion of a water vapor ‘‘pulse.’’ We therefore assume that t
increase in the photo-emf is mainly caused by an increas
I ph, i.e., a change in the characteristics of the nonequilibri
minority carriers. Taking into account the intermediate P2O5

layer, the photocurrent may be expressed in the form

I ph5
I ph 0

11Dsn,pf s exp~bn,px1/2d!
, ~2!

where I ph 0 is the photocurrent of a Schottky diode witho
an intermediate layer,D is the density of bound states at th
n-In2O3–P2O5 heterojunction,sn,p are the cross sections fo
trapping of minority carriers,bn,p are the tunneling coeffi-
cients, xn,p is the semiconductor–insulator barrier heig
andd is the thickness of the P2O5 oxide. When water vapo
is absorbed, it is unlikely that the transmission coefficie
bn,pxn,p

1/2d of the oxide P2O5 will change appreciably. How-
ever, a radical change is predicted for the pre-exponen
factor Dsn,pf s which reflects the recombination character
tics of the minority carriers. We can postulate that in t
absence of a water vapor pulse, the recombination flux
minority carriers to bound states of densityD, located at the
n-In2O3–P2O5 heterojunction will be high. In expression~2!
we then haveDsn,pf s exp(bn,pxn,p

1/2d).1. Under the action of
a vapor pulseD decreases substantially, which increases
lifetime of the minority carrierstn,p . A possible mechanism
for this change is determined by the interaction of H2O mol-
ecules with bound heterojunction states. According to so
data,8 no dissociation of H2O molecules is observed whe
H2O is adsorbed on an InP surface, although some pa
dissociation cannot be eliminated. We know that the abso
tion of water causes some deterioration in the characteris
of P2O5 as an insulator, in particular, increasing the cond
tivity. Bearing in mind these factors, we can postulate t
the molecular absorption of H2O leads to loosening of the
oxide lattice and the formation of new ‘‘defect’’ states at t
heterojunction and in the P2O5 bulk. These new states sup
press the influence of the initial states, lowering their co
centration D. Since we can assume that in this proce
D; (1/N0), whereN0 is the concentration of absorbed mo
ecules at the heterojunction, then
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I ph;
I ph 0N0

sn,pf sexp~bn,pxn,p
1/2d!

, ~3!

i.e., the photo-emf should be proportional to the water vap
concentration. Figure 2 shows the corresponding linear ch
acteristic.

It can be seen from Fig. 3 that the relaxation times of t
photo-emf pulse which records the water vapor pulse
p-InP-based structures are approximately the same for
ascending and descending branches at 1–2 s. For then-InP
structures the descending branch may have an elongated
laxation tail of 60 s. Structures of this type probably ha
additional deep trapping centers.

The change in the photo-emf under the pulsed action
H2, i.e., an increase forp-InP structures and a decrease fo
n-InP structures, is similar to the behavior of the photo-e

FIG. 2. Change in photo-emf~%! as a function of the water vapor concen
tration, forp-InP–n-In2O3–P2O5–Pd structure.

FIG. 3. Photo-emf pulses recording water vapor ‘‘pulses’’:1 — p-InP struc-
ture,2 — n-InP structure.
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in n(p)-Si structures9 and is determined by the change in t
height of the Schottky barrier. Experiments to measure
relaxation times of the return current and the photo-emf a
an H2 pulse inp-InP structure showed an opposite symme
cal change in these characteristics. The dependence o
photo-emf on the electrical characteristics is given by

Vph;
kT

q
lnF I ph

I p0 exp~2bpxp
1/2d!

11G . ~4!

From this it follows directly that a decrease in the da
return current defined byI p0 exp(2bpxp

1/2d) leads to an in-
crease in the photo-emf and conversely.

These results show that it is possible to use
n(p)-InP–n-In2O3–P2O5–Pd structure to fabricate a triple
purpose detector, for near-infrared radiation, moisture,
hydrogen. However, it is quite clear that in order to impro
the efficiency of these multipurpose detectors, both the te
nological characteristics of the structure and the electr
characteristics of its constituent elements must be optimiz
e
r

-
the

n

d

h-
al
d.
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Angular dependence of the signal in nonlinear polarization spectroscopy under
conditions of noncollinear excitation by partially polarized radiation
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The light-induced anisotropy tensor of initially isotropic media is calculated for the case of
partially nominally polarized radiation. An analytic expression is obtained for the first time for the
signal in a noncollinear nonlinear polarization spectroscopy system with a polarization-
incoherent pump wave. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~99!02912-2#
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In Ref. 1 we showed that the dependence of the signa
the angle of convergenceu of the probe and pump waves ca
be studied theoretically in a noncollinear nonlinear polari
tion spectroscopy~NPS! system. Although the analytic de
pendence of the signal intensity on the angleu derived in this
study was obtained under various assumptions, it provide
quantitative interpretation of the experimental data fro
Refs. 2 and 3. Moreover, the nonmonotonicity of the fun
tion I (u) suggests that in addition to diagnostic applicatio
a noncollinear NPS system may also be used for effec
spectroscopic investigations.1,4

This angular dependence was derived in Ref. 1 for co
pletely polarized pump and probe radiation, however, t
approximation does not ideally satisfy all the experimen
conditions. Moreover, when studying weak effects, the d
ference between the degree of polarization of the radia
and its limiting value may be of the same order of smalln
as the effects being studied. At the same time, the degre
polarization may serve as an additional experimental par
eter ~for example, for control measurements!.

The aim of the present study is to obtain an analy
expression for the NPS signal in the general case of an a
trary degree of polarization of the pump wave and an a
trary angle of convergence of the interacting waves.

We shall follow a conventional scheme for our inves

gations: the light-induced anisotropy tensork̂ is a contrac-
tion of the light-induced anisotropy tensors with the unit ve
torsuP anduA , characterizing the action of the polarizer a

the analyzer in the NPS system, anduA* k̂uP is the intensity

of the transmitted signalI 5Kz2uuA* k̂uPu2. Here we haveK
5 9

16(v1
2/c2n1

2) ux1221u2uE10u2uE0u4, v1 is the frequency of the
probe wave,x1221 is the component of the third-order non
linear optical susceptibility tensor,E10 andE0 are the ampli-
tudes of the probe wave~initial value! and the pump wave
n1 and c are the refractive index at frequencyv1 and the
velocity of light in vacuum,z is the distance covered by th
probe wave in a medium with light-induced anisotropy, a
an asterisk denotes complex conjugation. A more deta
description of this procedure can be found in Refs. 5–7.

The tensork̂ is defined in terms of the beam tensorF̂,
introduced by Fedorov8 as follows:9
1001063-7850/99/25(12)/2/$15.00
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k̂5 Î 1C1F̂1C2F̂* , ~1!

where Î is the unit tensor, andC1 and C2 are expressed in
terms of the components of the nonlinear susceptibi
tensor.8 Using the expression for the beam tensor in the g
eral case of partially polarized radiation,7 we obtain the light-
induced anisotropy tensor as follows:

k̂5 Î 1I 0F S 12p

2 DCÎ1p~C1e0^ e0* 1C2e0* ^ e0!

2
12p

2
Ct̂nG , ~2!

where I 05uE0u2, C5C11C2 , p is the degree of polariza
tion, e0 is the normalized electric field strength vector of t
pump wave,t̂n5n0^ n0 , n0 is the unit vector of the norma
of the pump wave, and the symbol^ denotes the Kronecke
~dyadic! product of the vectors.

In accordance with the classification of media presen
in Ref. 8, the tensor~2! corresponds to an absorbing anis
tropic medium possessing intrinsic gyrotropy.

We shall subsequently assume that the polarizer and
lyzer are characterized by the real unit vectorsuP and uA .
We shall assume that within the cell dimensions the dista
z is related to the pump beam width parameterl by z
5 l /sinu. The final formula for the intensity of the NPS sig
nal then has the form:

I 5
Kl 2

4 sin2 u
F S 2

C

2
sin 2a sin2 u

1pC cos 2hS cosu sin 2w cos 2a2
sin 2a cos 2w

2

3~11cos2 u! D D 2

1p2S2 sin2 2h cos2 uG , ~3!

where the angular parametera determines the orientation o
the polarizer axis relative to the vectora0 of the orthonor-
malized basisa0 , b0 , n0, related to the normaln0 and the
phase plane of the pump wave, and the anglesh and w
define the ellipticity and the polarization azimuth of th
4 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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strong wave in this basis, respectively,S5C12C2, and we
assume that the parametersC1 andC2 are real.4

For completely unpolarized pump radiation (p50) the
intensity of the NPS signal is

I}sin2 u sin2 2a. ~4!

In the particular cases of a completely polarized strong w
with linear or circular polarization, expression~3! yields the
corresponding expressions from Ref. 1 which explain
experimentally observed dependence cot2u. We merely note
that in expression~11! from Ref. 1, the first term in large
brackets should have the factor 1/4 and the correspon
changes should be introduced into formula~12!.

An analysis of expression~3! suggests an experiment
geometry which can simplify the interpretation of the expe
mental data under conditions of appreciable depolarizat
A convenient geometry has the polarizer axis positioned
the direction of the vectora0 ~the anglea is 0!, or orthogonal
to this direction~the anglea is p/2). The recording device
then records the signal:

I}@C2 cos2 2h sin2 2w1S2 sin2 2h#cot2 u, ~5!

which is determined by the polarization state of the hig
power wave and the angle of convergence of the probe
pump waves. In this case, the degree of polarization
merely a calibration parameter.
e

e

ng

-
n.
n

-
nd
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To sum up, we have derived for the first time an analy
expression for the NPS signal in a noncollinear geome
Explicit dependences of the intensity on the angle of conv
gence of the interacting waves, the position of the polari
and the analyzer relative to the direction of excitation, a
the state and degree of polarization of the pump wave h
been obtained.

This work was partially supported under the proje
INTAS-Belarus 97-0207.
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Optical spectroscopy was used to study the high-energy region of the fundamental absorption
edge in films of amorphous hydrogenated carbon obtained for various deposition
parameters. The slope of the absorption edge was analyzed using the slope of the linear Tauc
dependence. The results of the optical spectroscopy were compared with the Raman
light scattering data and the content of bound hydrogen in the films. A correlation is established
between the slope of the absorption edge, the deposition parameters, and the structure of
the films. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~99!03012-8#
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Films of amorphous hydrogenated carbon are of con
erable practical interest because of their broad spectrum
mechanical, electrical, and optical properties, which dep
on the deposition conditions. For instance, it has b
shown1–3 that because of their transparency in the near in
red, high mechanical strength, and chemical inertness,
drogenated carbon films can be used as protective a
reflection coatings for infrared radiation detectors a
solar cells.

Films of amorphous hydrogenated carbon were dep
ited on glass and silicon substrates from a mixture of me
ane and hydrogen gas activated with an rf~13.5 MHz! dis-
charge in a planar reactor. The variable deposit
parameters were the gas mixture composition and the
bias potentialVsb of the electrode-susceptor at a consta
working pressure of 0.8 Torr.

The spectral dependencea(hn) was investigated in the
energy range 1.4–4.5 eV using a SPECORD M 400 spec
photometer. Raman scattering spectra of the carbon fi
were excited using the 514 nm argon laser line and w
analyzed from the point of view of the intensity ratio of th
D andG bands.4–6 The content of bound hydrogen was es
mated by analyzing the intensities of the hydrocarb
stretching vibration bands in the range 2700–3200 cm21

~Ref. 7!. The infrared spectra were recorded using
SPECORD M80 spectrophotometer.

Unlike ordered solid graphite, films of amorphous h
drogenated carbon have semiconducting properties which
found in the presence of a band gap. The band gap is usu
determined by a linear extrapolation of the Ta
dependence8

a•hn5B•t~hn2Eg!2,

wherea is the absorption coefficient,hn is the photon en-
ergy, Eg is the optical band gap, andB is the slope of the
absorption edge.

The inset to Fig. 1 shows the Tauc dependence for a
obtained for the self-biasUsb52300 V and the gas mixture
composition CH430%1H270%. Also plotted is the depen
dence of the coefficientB on the deposition parameters. Th
1001063-7850/99/25(12)/2/$15.00
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dependence ofB on the self-bias potential generally show
the same trend for different gas mixture compositions. F
values ofUsb greater than2100 V, the slope of the absorp
tion edge increases steeply. A further increase in the self-
weakly influencesB. The fact that the dependences ofB on
Usb show the same general behavior for various gas mixt
compositions suggests that the self-bias potential princip
determines the slope of the absorption edge.

The Raman scattering spectra of the films comprise
broad axisymmetric band near 100–1700 cm21 typical of
amorphous carbon films.4,5 The results of a computer analy
sis of the spectra were used to estimate the intensity rati
the D and G bandsI D /I G . Figure 2 gives the ratiosI D /I G

~curve1, left-hand scale! and also the content of bound hy
drogen in films~Fig. 2, right-hand scale! prepared using vari-
ous self-biases and a constant concentration of gas mix
CH430%1 H270%.

From an analysis of these results we can isolate the
lowing main correlations: the tendency of the slopeB of the
fundamental absorption edge to increase with increasingUsb

is accompanied by an increase in the relative intensity of
D-band and a reduction in the bound hydrogen conten
the film.

As has already been established,5,6 the optical properties
of hydrogenated carbon films near the fundamental abs
tion edge are determined by the graphite-like fraction. Fr
this viewpoint we can postulate that the slope of the abso
tion edge is determined by the density ofp-electron states
participating in the optical absorption in this energ
range. These experimental results can be explained in te
of the following concepts. At low discharge powe
(Usb<2100 V), because of the low degree of dissociation
the methane molecules, a large quantity of bound hydro
is incorporated into the film. This bound hydrogen imped
the growth of graphite-like nanocrystallites so that the size
the ordered regions remains small5 (<1 nm!. The small
number of atoms in the ordered system is responsible for
low density of electron states and thus the broadened abs
tion edge. At high discharge powers the degree of disso
tion of the methane molecules increases which helps to
6 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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large the graphite-like nanocrystallites. The associa
increase in the density of electron states accounts for
steeper absorption edge.

To sum up, we have established that when amorph
hydrogenated carbon films are obtained by plasma-chem
deposition, the main process parameter determining the
gree of broadening of the absorption edge is the discha
power which determines the quantity of bound hydrogen a

FIG. 1. SlopeB of the absorption edge as a function of the self-bias pote
tial for films deposited using various gas mixture compositions:1 —
CH430%1 H270%;2 — CH450%1 H250%;3 — CH470%1 H230%; the
inset shows a typical Tauc dependence fora-C:H films.
d
e

us
al
e-

ge
d

the size of the graphite-like nanocrystallites. In this case, t
slope of the absorption edge is determined by the density
p-electron states.
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FIG. 2. Dependence of the intensity ratio of theD and G bands on the
self-bias potential~left-hand scale! — 1; content of bound hydrogen as a
function of self-bias potential~right-hand scale! — 2.
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A. P. Vladimirov, V. I. Mikushin, and A. L. Lisin

Institute of Machine Sciences, Urals Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Ekaterinburg
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The theory of a laser interference method of determining in real time the relative displacement of
two scattering objects in space is put forward and an experimental verification is described.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~99!03112-2#
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1. INTRODUCTION

We are familiar with the method of determining the a
solute displacements of a surface based on a real-time a
sis of the interference pattern obtained by superposin
speckle field and a reference field1 and also with the method
of determining the relative displacements along the nor
to the surface based on an interference comparison of
identical speckle fields.2 In the present study, as a develo
ment of these methods1,2 we describe the theory and an e
perimental verification of a method of determining the co
ponents of the relative displacement vector.

2. THEORY

Let us assume that a source of coherent radiation p
tioned at a points ~Fig. 1! illuminates two three-dimensiona
diffusers1 and2 comprising a set of point scatterers distri
uted randomly in regionsV1 andV2 near pointsR01 andR02.
We then assume that waves having random amplitudes
phases arrive at pointq in the free field from these poin
scatterers. We shall neglect multiple scattering of the wa
and the difference in their polarizations. Assuming thatu1

andu2 are the displacement vectors of diffusers1 and2, we
express the total complex amplitude of the scattered ra
tion at pointq as follows:

A~q!5A1~q!1A2~q!

5(
i 51

N

uai uexp$ iw i1 ik@ uL s1~Ri1u1!u1uLq1~Ri1u1!u#%

1(
j 51

M

uaj uexp$ iw j1 ik@ uL s2~Rj1u2!u1uLq2~Rj1u2!u#%,

~1!

whereA1(q) andA2(q) are the total complex amplitudes o
the waves scattered from regionsV1 and V2, respectively,
uai u and w i are the modulus and random phase of the co
plex amplitude of the wave arriving at pointq from the i th
scatterer,M andN are the number of scatterers in regionsV1

andV2, respectively,k is the wave number,uL s1(Ri1u1)u is
the distance between the radiation source and the point
terer having the coordinateRi1u1 for the first diffuser,
uLq1(Ri1u1)u is the distance between the poi
1001063-7850/99/25(12)/3/$15.00
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Ri1u1 and the observer, anduL s2(Rj1u2)u and
uLq2(Rj1u2)u are similar distances for the second diffuser

Assuming that the sizes of the regionsV1 and V2 and
also the displacements of the diffusers are small compa
with the distances between the point scatterers and the p
s and q, we expanduL s1(Ri1u1)u and uL s2(Rj1u2)u
near the pointss, R01 and s, R02, respectively, and
uLq1(Ri1u1)u anduLq2(Rj1u2)u near the pointsq, R01

and q, R02, respectively, allowing only for the first-order
derivatives. We have:

uL s1~Ri1u1!u5rs11 ls1~r i1u1!,

uLq1~Ri1u1!u5rq11 lq1~r i1u1!,

uL s2~Rj1u2!u5rs21 ls2~r j1u2!,

uLq2~Rj1u2!u5rq21 lq2~r j1u2!, ~2!

where rs1 and rs2 are the distances from the points to
points R01 andR02, respectively,rq1 andrq2 are the dis-
tances from pointsR01 andR02 to the pointq, respectively,
ls1 andls2 are unit vectors directed from the pointsR01 and
R02 to the radiation source, respectively,lq1 andlq2 are unit
vectors directed from the pointsR01 andR02, respectively,
to the pointq, andr i andr j are the coordinates of the point
scatterers relative to the pointsR01 andR02, respectively.

We then find the intensity of the scattered radiationI at
point q. Subsequently omitting the coordinateq, we then
have:

I 5uAu25I 11I 21A1A2* 1A1* A2 , ~3!

whereI 1 andI 2 are the radiation intensities at pointq in the
absence alternately of diffusers2 and1, respectively.

We transform the expressionA1A2* using expressions~1!
and ~2! which gives:

A1A2* 5exp$ ik@rs11rq11u1~ ls11 lq1!2rs22rq2

2u2~ ls21 lq2!#%•N•M•Ãn•Ãm* , ~4!

where Ãn and Ãm* are the arithmetical means o
uanuexp$i @wn1krn( ls11 lq1)#% and uamuexp$2i @wm2krm

3( ls22 lq2)#%, respectively, n51, . . . ,N, m51, . . . ,M .
Similarly for A1* A2 we have:
8 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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A1* A25exp$2 ik@rs11rq11u1~ ls11 lq1!2rs22rq2

2u2~ ls21 lq2!#%•N•M•Ãn* •Ãm. ~5!

Assuming that for fairly largeM and N: ÃnÃm* 5Ãn* Ãm

5 Ĩ 12 andls15 ls25 ls , lq15 lq25 l1, which can be achieved in
practice using systems of mirrors, we have instead of Eq.~3!:

I 5I 11I 212•I 1,2•cos$k@Dr1Du~ ls1 lq!#%, ~6!

where I 1,25N•M• Ĩ 12, Dr5rs11rq12rs22rq2, and Du
5u12u2 is the vector of the relative displacements of t
diffusers. ForDr5const andDuÞ0, formula~6! describes a
periodic change in intensity as a result of the displaceme
of the diffusers. It follows from formula~6! that

~ ls1 lq!Du5DN•l, ~7!

whereDN5N2N0 , N0 andN are the orders of the fringes a
the observation point before and after the relative displa
ment of the diffusers byDu andl is the wavelength.

3. EXPERIMENT

In order to check formula~7!, we carried out an experi
ment in which the relative displacements of the diffus
were produced by periodic loading of a cylinder.

A hollow cylinder 1 ~Fig. 2! made of D16 aluminum
alloy, having inner and outer diameters of 21.7 and 24.8 m
respectively and a length of 65 mm, was mounted coaxi

FIG. 1. System of coordinates and notation.
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together with a solid cylinder3, 77 mm long and 30 mm in
diameter between rigid screw clamps5. Periodic loading was
achieved by heating the solid cylinder3 with an electric coil
and then allowing it to cool naturally after the voltage h
been switched off. A 20 mm thick ceramic plate was inser
between the cylinders for thermal insulation.

A laser beam6 was split into two beams by a semitran
mitting mirror 7 and a mirror8 directed these beams onto th
surface of the object, parallel to each other and along
normal to the surface~parallel to thez axis!. The dimensions
of the illuminated sections of the surface were of the orde
0.3 mm and the distancel 0 between these illuminated sec
tions was 12.3 mm. A lens9 of 61 mm focal length focused
the beams onto the surface. Two matched pairs of scatt
beams10, 11 and12, 13 reflected at anglesbx15138° and
bx1550° to thex axis and at an angle of 90°to they axis,
were produced by beams from the mirror8 and the semi-
transmitting mirror7, and these were directed toward ph
totransistors14. The signals from the phototransistors we
fed via an adapter15 to an IBM PC/AT 16 computer for
digital analysis. We used al50.6328mm, 1.6 mW
LGN207A helium–neon laser. The deformation of the cyli
der was also monitored using a standard strain gauge17
incorporated in an SIP-250 system. The distancel 1 between
the strain gauge probes was 50 mm. The signals from
strain gauge were also fed into the computer.

Taking into account the angles of illumination and o
servation, from formula~7! we obtain relationships to deter
mine the components of the relative displacement vector

Dux5l~0.698DN220.738DN1!,

Duz5l~0.271DN210.313DN1!, ~8!

where DN1 and DN2 are the changes in the orders of th
fringes corresponding to the angles of observationbx1

andbx2.
Figure 3 shows typical time-varying signals from th

phototransistors and the strain gauge. The magnitudes o
signals are given in pixels of the computer monitor screen
change in the strain gauge signal by 30 pixels correspon
to a relative displacementD l of the strain gauge probes b
3.5mm.

Figure 4 gives the relative strains«xx , determined by the
optical method using the formula«xxo5Dux / l 0 as a function
al
FIG. 2. Schematic showing loading of the object and optic
system.
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of the strains determined using the strain gauge read
from the formula«xxm5D l / l 1. The values ofDux were de-
termined graphically by smoothing the experimental time
pendence of the orders of the fringesDN1 and DN2 taking
into account the signs of the fringe orders. The values
DN1 were assigned a minus sign and those ofDN2 a plus
sign from physical reasoning based on observations of
direction of displacement of the fringes during th
experiment.

Note that the maximum relative displacementDuz was
1.3mm. The deviation of the experimental curve from un
slope in Fig. 4 was within 9%, and the difference in t
readings of the optical detector for different parts of the s
face was within 4%.

CONCLUSIONS

The method of determining relative displacements c
sidered in the present study has some similarities with h
graphic interferometry. If the directions of illumination o
the scattering sections and the directions of observation
the scattered radiation are the same, the theoretical rela
ship between the displacement and the order of the frin
agrees with the same formula in holographic interferome

FIG. 3. Time dependences of the signals from the phototransistors~1, 2! and
the strain gauge~3!.
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The sensitivity of the methods is also the same. Since
change in the fringe pattern within the region of overlap
nonidentical speckles is analyzed in the proposed meth
the limiting continuously measurable displacements dep
on the relative displacement of the speckles and the deco
lation of the speckles caused by the displacement of
diffusers.

Good agreement was obtained between the relative
placements measured by the optical method and usin
strain gauge. At present, the sensitivity of this optical meth
is inferior to that of the most sensitive strain gauges. Ho
ever, the method is a noncontact one and can be use
determine all three component of the relative displacem
vector.

1N. G. Vlasov, V. M. Ginzburg, and A. E. Shtan’ko, Author’s Certifica
No. 554467@in Russian#, Byull. Izobret. No. 14,~1977!.

2B. B. Gorbatenko, I. S. Klimenko, V. P. Ryabukho, and L. A. Surmenk
Author’s Certificate No. 1374042@in Russian#, Byull. Izobret. No. 6,
~1988!.

Translated by R. M. Durham

FIG. 4. Dependence of the strain«xx0 determined by the optical method o
the strain «xxm determined using the strain gauge:s — loading,
1 — unloading.
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Separation of germanium and silicon oxides by plasma-chemical deposition of
germanosilicate glass in a moving plasma column

K. M. Golant and I. V. Nikolin

Scientific Center of Fiber Optics, Institute of General Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow
~Submitted April 5, 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.25, 55–61~July 12, 1999!

The optical transmission spectrum of germanosilicate glass deposited by surface plasma chemical
vapor deposition on the inner surface of a quartz tube revealed interference resonances
typical of multilayer dielectric coatings with alternating refractive indices. It is shown that this
effect can be attributed to the longitudinal inhomogeneity of the plasma composition and
specifically to an axial shift of the concentration maxima of germanium and silicon oxide. As a
plasma having a nonuniform composition moves along the tube, a layer of glass is formed
with a strong transverse germanium concentration gradient. It is established that in surface plasma
chemical vapor deposition the axial separation of the regions of deposition of the silicon
and germanium oxides increases if the glass is synthesized under conditions of oxygen deficiency.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~99!01107-6#
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Surface plasma chemical vapor deposition~SPCVD! is
used to synthesize quartz-glass preforms for fiber-opt
waveguides.1 In this method, layers of pure and doped SiO2

are deposited on the inner surface of a section of quartz g
tube whose volume is periodically filled with a chemica
active plasma. This periodic filling is accomplished by va
ing the length of a steady-state plasma column which is
ated and sustained in the tube by microwave energy tr
ported by surface plasma waves.2 The length of the column
~distance between the point of application of the microwa
field and the point of plasma detachment! is regulated by
varying the power supplied to the plasma.

In SPCVD, silicon dioxide is synthesized by passing s
con tetrachloride mixed with oxygen through a movi
plasma column. When the reagents enter the discharge z
gas-phase SiO molecules are formed as a result of
plasma-chemical interaction between SiCl4 and oxygen mol-
ecules excited by electron impact. The process of glass
1011063-7850/99/25(12)/3/$15.00
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mation on the walls of the tube terminates, where the S
adsorbed from the gas phase is oxidized to give SiO2 by
heterogeneous addition of oxygen. The chlorine released
result of the reactions and the excess oxygen are remove
the pumping system.

Here we report some characteristic features of the
mation of germanosilicate glass by this method. In the
periments we synthesized and investigated glass coat
200mm thick deposited on the inner surface of a quartz tu
having an outer diameter of 20 mm and a wall thickness
2 mm. An O21SiCl41GeCl4 mixture was passed into th
tube at a total pressure of around 0.2 Torr. Each reagent
supplied via a separate RRG-9 gas flow rate regulator wh
measured each component of the gas mixture to within 1
The coatings were deposited by periodically moving
plasma along a 25 cm long section of the tube. The velo
and amplitude of the displacement of the plasma colu
front was controlled using a feedback system which contr
1 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Transmission spectrum of a germanosilica
glass coating 200mm thick deposited on the inner sur
face of a quartz glass tube by SPCVD. The measu
ments were made using an S2000 Ocean Optics
spectrometer at 350–940 nm and using a Perkin–Elm
Fourier spectrometer at 2000–4000 nm.
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the microwave power supplied to the plasma. The chlor
flow rate and the plasma displacement velocity were s
that a 200mm thick coating was obtained after 400 plasm
passes. The temperature of the tube walls was stabilize
around 1200 °C by means of an electrical furnace and
monitored with an optical pyrometer. During the depositi
process we observed temperature fluctuations in the rang
650 °C about a given value, which were synchronous w
the periodic motion of the plasma column and caused by
internal plasma heating of the tube. The deposition proc
was carried out with a flow rate ratio SiCl4 /GeCl4510:1,
which corresponds to a GeO2 content in the resultant glass o
around 10 mol.% assuming 100% efficiency of implanti
silicon and germanium atoms in the glass. After the end
the deposition process, the tube together with the laye
germanosilicate glass deposited on the inside was cut
transverse sections. These transverse sections were us
samples to obtain transmission spectra and were exam
by electron microscopy.

A characteristic feature of the optical transmission sp
trum of the deposited glass is its contrast interference st
ture ~Fig. 1! which indicates that the refractive index distr
bution exhibits regular variations over the coating thickne
From the spectral position of the peaks we can readily es
lish that these correspond to different interference order
the same periodic refractive-index structure with the fun
mental interference order at the wavelengthl0'2.9mm.

Figure 2 shows a photograph of a transverse sectio
the deposited layer of germanosilicate glass obtained usi
scanning electron microscope. The light bands correspon
sections of the glass having an increased germanium con
It can be seen that the periodic structure responsible for
observed transmission spectrum of the coating can be at
uted to germanium concentration peaks repeated from
layer to another, which increase the refractive index of
glass. Note that, judging by Fig. 2, the thickness of
germanium-enriched layers is small and is at least an orde
magnitude less than the period of the structure ('1 mm for
the deposition regime described above!. We used the method
of characteristic matrices3 to model the transmission spe
trum of a structure formed by ‘‘thick’’ dielectric layers o
thicknessd separated by ‘‘thin’’ dielectric layers of high re
1011063-7850/99/25(12)/3/$15.00
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fractive index. The fundamental interference order for wh
the transmission coefficient of this structure has a minim
corresponds to the conditiond5l0/2n wheren is the refrac-
tive index of the glass in the thick layer. Forl0'2.9mm and
n'1.45 ~undoped quartz glass! we obtain the estimated
'0.98mm which shows good agreement with the period
the layered structure shown in Fig. 2. If the total number
structure periods is 200 and the thickness of the t
germanium-enriched layers is of the order of 0.1mm, the
refractive index of the thin layers would have to be 1.55–
to produce a contrast interference spectrum such as
shown in Fig. 1. Since the refractive index increment
quartz glass caused by introducing 10 mol.% GeO2 does not
exceed 0.014, it must be concluded that the SiO2 and GeO2

are substantially stratified at the glass formation stage
SPCVD. We note that the observed effect is too great to b
consequence of variations in the germanium content cau
by the periodic temperature fluctuations of the tube wa
noted above.

FIG. 2. Electron image of the transverse cross section of a deposited
ing, which illustrates the periodic spatial variation of the germanium dis
bution. The period of the structure is 1mm.
2 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 3. Intensity distribution of the emission lines o
SiO molecules and Ge atoms along a chemically act
plasma at various oxygen partial pressures. The exc
of oxygen in the gas mixture over that required by st
ichiometry to oxidize all the silicon and germanium a
oms is:1 — a factor of 6.5;2 — a factor of 4; and3 —
a factor of 2.6. The abscissa is directed from the exci
toward the point of plasma quenching.
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Direct confirmation of a layering effect at the sta
where the chlorides are converted to the gas phase is
vided by the distribution curves of SiO molecules and
atoms in the plasma, obtained by local emission optical sp
troscopy~Fig. 3!. In the experiments we measured the inte
sity distributions of the 425 nm~SiO molecular band4! and
the 327 nm spectral lines~Ge atomic line5! along the plasma
column. Apart from variations in the parameters of t
plasma electron component~density and temperature!, the
radiation intensities of the bands correspond to the conc
trations of emitting particles. It can be seen from Fig. 3 t
the maxima of the axial distributions of SiO and Ge a
shifted relative to each other and the shift increases as
oxygen partial pressure decreases. As a result of this s
the gaseous medium above the deposition zone is a se
of plasma having a highly nonuniform composition. On
right-hand side some distance from the microwave exci
predominantly SiO2 is deposited whereas on the left-ha
side it is predominantly GeO2 ~Fig. 2!. The periodic motion
of this inhomogeneous deposition zone relative to the t
results in the formation of a layered structure in the dep
ited layer.

Note that the thermodynamic characteristics of SiO a
GeO differ substantially. For instance, the sublimation te
perature of GeO at normal pressure is only 710 °C~Ref. 6!,
i.e., even at high pressure it is far below the characteri
temperature maintained during the deposition of quartz g
in the SPCVD process~1000–1200 °C!. This can explain the
‘‘pulling’’ of Ge from the deposition zone into the depth o
the plasma column. Quite clearly, this effect is intensifi
when there is an oxygen deficiency because the rate of
erogeneous oxidation of GeO to form GeO2 is reduced.
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To conclude we note that this layering effect in SPCV
is evidently typical not only of germanosilicate glass but a
of other SiO2-based systems in which the active radica
forming the glass are produced in different parts of the de
sition zone. By varying the ratio of the reagent flow rates,
can control the parameters of these layered structures so
this effect can be used to produce quartz-glass optical in
ference filters.

For the optical measurements we used apparatus f
the central pool of spectroscopic equipment of the Russ
Academy of Sciences and we should like to thank the dir
tor, V. G. Plotnichenko, for making this possible. The a
thors would also like to thank S. V. Lavrishchev for th
electron microscopic analyses of the samples and Prof. A
Biryukov for valuable comments.
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for Fundamental Research~Project No. 98-02-16361!.
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Generation of subnanosecond superradiance pulses in the short-wavelength part
of the millimeter range

M. I. Yalandin, V. G. Shpak, S. A. Shuna lov, M. R. Ul’maskulov, N. S. Ginzburg,
I. V. Zotova, A. S. Sergeev, A. D. R. Phelps, A. W. Cross, K. Ronald, and S. M. Wiggins
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Institute of Applied Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, Nizhni� Novgorod
Strathclyde University, Glasgow, UK
~Submitted July 12, 1999!
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Results of a simulation are presented and experimental observations of the generation of
superradiance pulses in the 4 and 2 mm wavelength ranges as a result of the rectilinear motion of
a subpicosecond high-current electron beam through a periodic retarding system are
described. In the 4 mm range the microwave pulse power reached 10–15 MW with a duration
of 150 ps. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~99!00112-3#
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Theoretical and experimental investigations of the g
eration of ultrashort electromagnetic pulses in the 8 m
range as a result of superradiance effects are describe
Refs. 1–4. Various superradiance mechanisms have
studied, including cyclotron, undulator, and Cˇ erenkov. A
maximum radiation power of up to 60 MW in 300 ps puls
was achieved for the Cˇ erenkov mechanism when a subnan
second electron beam formed by a high-current RADA
accelerator5 was injected into a periodic retarding structur
Synchronous interaction took place with the first recipro
harmonic of the waveE01. The direction of the wave group
velocity was the opposite of the translational motion of t
particles. A strong~up to 5 T! static magnetic field generate
by a superconducting solenoid was used to achieve pu
periodic operation at an accelerator cycle frequency
to 25 Hz.

The present paper describes the results of the next s
of the investigations in which we observed the generation
subpicosecond superradiance pulses in the short-wavele
part of the millimeter range at frequencies of 75 a
150 GHz. In these experiments we used our previous exp
ence of studying short-wavelength relativistic backwa
wave tubes supplied by electron beams of several nano
onds duration which can produce steady-state generatio6

As in our previous experiments in the 8 mm range,4 an
accelerator based on a RADAN 303 high-voltage gener
with a subnanosecond slicer was used to inject an elec
beam having a duration of 0.5–1.5 ns, 0.5–1.5 kA curre
and electron energy up to 250 keV~Ref. 5!. A tubular cross-
section beam was generated in a magnetically insulated
axial vacuum diode having a graphite explosive-emiss
cathode. A Tektronix 7250 digitizing oscilloscope and
S7-19 high-speed oscilloscope having recording bands
and 5 GHz, respectively, were used to record the subna
second signals from the voltage~capacitive probe!, beam
current~Faraday cup!, and microwave power detectors~hot-
carrier germanium detector!.

The high-current electron beams were transpor
through the interaction space in the static magnetic field
9271063-7850/99/25(12)/3/$15.00
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superconducting magnet or a pulsed solenoid of up to
The working space was a section of a corrugated waveg
having seventeen corrugation periods. The depth of the
rugation decreased smoothly over the final periods, ensu
matching with the output electrodynamic channel. At t
cathode end, the interaction space was bounded by a su
critical constriction and after being reflected from this, t
generated electromagnetic pulse was emitted in the direc
of the electron translational motion. For the experiments
the 4 mm range the average waveguide diameter
3.75 mm and the corrugation period was selected as 1.7
with a depth of 0.37 mm. As in the investigations of rel
tively long-pulse generators,6 for the experiments in the
2 mm range these geometric dimensions were halved.

The generation process was first modeled using
KARAT code.7 The geometry of the system was selected
correspond to the real experimental conditions~Fig. 1!. Thus,
the modeling included the formation of the electron pulse
the magnetically insulated coaxial diode. We assumed
the cathode has unlimited emissivity and the current in
working space was determined self-consistently. For the c
figuration shown in Fig. 1, which corresponds to the expe

FIG. 1. Schematic of experiment:1 — cathode,2 — anode unit,3 —
superconducting solenoid windings,4 — vacuum chamber,5 — corrugated
retarding system,6 — electron beam collector,7 — horn antenna, and8 —
vacuum microwave window.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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mental conditions in the 4 mm range, when a 250 kV volta
pulse was fed into the coaxial supply line, the current in
working space reached 800 A which was in good agreem
with the experimental data. Figure 2a gives the calcula
time dependence of the radiation power, which indicates
as an electron bunch passes through the corrugated w
guide, it emits a short electromagnetic pulse having a h
height duration of less than 150 ps and a peak power u
30 MW ~it should be noted that the power averaged over
high-frequency period is half the instantaneous power sho
in Fig. 2!. In this case, the output radiation had the struct
of an E01 wave with a central frequency of 75 GHz.

Figure 2b shows the results of modeling the radiation
the 2 mm structure. It should be noted that in the calculati
the duration of the electron pulse was not reduced prop
tionately with the reduction in the wavelength and the len
of the interaction space. For this reason the output radia
consists of a main pulse having a maximum peak power
to 15 MW and a series of subsequent peaks of lower am
tude. According to the results of the modeling, the durat
of the electron pulse should be reduced to 0.2–0.3 ns to
late the main pulse. At this stage of the experimental inv
tigations, the duration of the electron pulse was not redu
because a decrease in the duration of the accelerating vo
pulse using a clipping spark gap would involve an app
ciable drop in the amplitude of the accelerating voltage.

Figure 3a shows an oscilloscope trace of the microw
pulse in the 4 mm range. It can be seen that the pulse
time does not exceed 120 ps. The angular distribution of
radiation corresponded to the excitation of theE01 mode.
Measurements of the absolute peak power were made
integrating over the angular distribution of the readings fr

FIG. 2. Numerical simulation of the generation of superradiance pulse
the 75 GHz range~a! and in the 150 GHz range~b!.
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a detector which was calibrated using a 4 mm relativist
backward-wave tube having a pulse duration of 3 ns~Ref. 8!
and a calorimeter whose design is similar to that described
Ref. 9. From these measurements the peak power of the
diation pulses can be estimated as 10–15 MW. These pul
were generated using a cathode accelerating voltage
250 kV, an injection current of 800 A, an electron beam d
ration of 0.6–0.7 ns, and a guiding magnetic field of 3.5 T.
should be noted that because of constraints on the pass b
of the cable delay line of the oscilloscopes, the fundamen
characteristics~rise time, duration, and amplitude! of a short
;150 ps pulse were significantly distorted in the exper
ments. In this context, this estimate of the peak power sho
be regarded as the lower limit of the real value. The hig
peak power of the electromagnetic pulses was also confirm
by the observation of rf breakdown of air when radiation wa
concentrated in a circular cross-section, conical receivi
horn having an exit diameter of 8 mm. However, unlike th
experiments in the 8 mm range,4 the observation of micro-
wave breakdown in the field of theE01 wave at 75 GHz
prevents us from making any additional estimates of the pe
power because of the lack of experimental data on the bre
down strength of air for;100 ps pulses.

In order to generate microwave pulses in the 150 GH
range, the electron energy was reduced to 180–200 ke
This was required for a cathode 1.2 mm in diameter to pr
vent any loss of current caused by strong collimation of th
beam on entry to the retarding structure, whose drift chann
had a diameter of only 1.5 mm. A reduction in the accelera
ing voltage reduces the transverse velocities of the electro
emitted by the cathode. It is important to note that a tran
porting field of 2.5 T was used in the experiments with puls
in the 150 GHz range. Figure 3b shows a 150 GHz micr
wave pulse obtained under conditions when only the ele
trons emitted at the tip of the accelerating pulse can inter
synchronously with the waveE01. The measured rise time of
the microwave pulse was 75 ps which coincided with th
frequency limit of the S7-19 oscilloscope tube. These da
were consistent with the numerical calculations~Fig. 2b!,
which for 150 GHz predicted a half-height duration of 70 p
However, calibrating the oscilloscope, the cable delay lin
and other components of the channel using a 100 ps t
pulse showed that the amplitude of the signal from the m
crowave detector was by a factor of least 2.5. No absolu
calibration of the microwave detector was made in the 2 m
range. However, assuming that the deterioration in the det

in

FIG. 3. Subnanosecond microwave pulse in the 75 GHz range~a! and
change in the profile of microwave pulses in the 150 GHz range as
duration increases and the amplitude of the beam current pulse decre
~b–d!.
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tor sensitivity on transition from the 4 mm to the 2 mm ran
is approximately the same as that on transition from
8 mm to the 4 mm range, a lower estimate of the peak po
of the 2 mm radiation may be 5–10 MW.

In our experiments the duration of the beam curr
pulse could be increased by simultaneously increasing
accelerating voltage but this was accompanied by a pa
loss of current as a result of collimation. The microwa
pulses thus obtained are shown in Figs. 3c and 3d. A
result, in accordance with the numerical modeling data~see
Fig. 2b!, the generated radiation is a series of several pul
On account of the frequency constraints of the measu
system we postulate that the percent modulation of the pu
is far greater than that shown in Figs. 3c and 3d.

This work was supported by the RFBR, Grant No. 9
02-17308.
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Characteristic features of the amplification of short electromagnetic pulses during
propagation along steady-state electron beams

N. S. Ginzburg, I. V. Zotova, and A. S. Sergeev

Institute of Applied Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, Nizhni� Novgorod
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Specific characteristics of the amplification of short electromagnetic pulses propagating along a
steady-state nonequilibrium electron beam whose group velocity differs from the particle
translational velocity are studied. It is shown that as a result of one of the pulse leading edges
being continuously supplied with electrons having no initial modulation, a high level of
amplitude is achieved, substantially exceeding the saturation level for the amplification of
quasisteady-state signals. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~99!00212-8#
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At present serious attention is being paid to the use
superradiance effects1–7 to generate ultrashort electroma
netic pulses. In particular, the generation of pulses havin
peak power of 60 MW and duration of 300 ps in the 8 m
range and 10–15 MW and 150 ps in the 4 mm range us
this mechanism is described in Refs. 5–7. Similar pul
were generated as a result of the rectilinear motion o
220 keV, 1.5 kA, 0.8 ns electron bunch produced by
RADAN high-current accelerator with a subnanoseco
slicer, through a retarding structure in the form of a wea
corrugated waveguide. In this context it is of considera
interest to study the possibility of further increasing the pe
power of pulses and reducing their effective duration. It w
be shown subsequently that this possibility can be realize
a result of the propagation and amplification of pulses i
steady-state active medium formed by a nonequilibrium e
tron beam. A necessary condition is that the pulse gr
velocity should differ from the translational velocity of th
particles to ensure that one of the pulse leading edge
continuously supplied with electrons having no initial mod
lation ~apart from the noise component!.

In the present paper the characteristics of the amplifi
tion of short electromagnetic pulses are studied usin
Čerenkov traveling-wave-tube amplifier with a quasi-c
electron beam under phase-synchronism conditions

v5hVi , ~1!

wherev is the frequency,h is the longitudinal wave numbe
of the synchronous harmonic of the field, andVi5b ic is the
electron translational velocity.

We express the longitudinal component of the elec
field of the synchronous wave in the form

Ez5 Re$Ez
s~r'!A~z,t !exp@ ivt2uhz#%, ~2!

whereEz
s(r') is the transverse field distribution which coin

cides with one of the modes of the electrodynamic syst
A(z,t) is the complex amplitude of the field which varie
slowly with respect to time and the longitudinal coordina
9301063-7850/99/25(12)/3/$15.00
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and the carrier frequencyv is taken to be the exact phas
matching frequency. Then, using the following as indep
dent variables

Z5zv/c, z5~v/c!~ t2z/Vi!~1/Vgr21/Vi!
21,

the amplification of the electromagnetic pulses by the el
tron beam under the phase-synchronism conditions~1! may
be described using the system of equations:

F ]

]Z
1

]

]zGa5J, J5G
1

pE0

2p

e2 iudu0 ,

]g

]Z
52Re~aeiu!, ~3!

]u

]Z
5

1

A12g22
2

1

A12g0
22

with the boundary conditions

auZ505a0~z!eidz, uuZ505u0P@0,2p#, guZ505g0 .

Here the following dimensionless variables and parame
are introduced:a5eAEsz

(R0)/mcv is the amplitude of the
longitudinal wave component synchronous with the be
(R0 is the injection radius!, u5vt2hz is the phase of the
electrons relative to this wave,E5mc2g is the electron en-
ergy,Vgr5bgrc is the wave group velocity,G is a parameter
proportional to the beam current and the electron–wave c
pling impedance, the functiona0(z) defines the initial pro-
file of the electromagnetic pulse, andd5 vs2v/v
3(bgr

212b i
21) describes the detuning of the input signal fr

quencyvs from the carrier frequency.
In order to illustrate characteristic features of the mec

nism for the amplification of short electromagnetic puls
propagating along a steady-state electron beam, Fig. 1 sh
the characteristics of the electronsz5const and the wave
z5Z1const on the (Z,z) plane ~to be specific we assum
that the particle translational velocity is higher than the wa
group velocity!. Let us assume that an electromagnetic pu
of initial durationT is incident on the system. It can be se
from the diagram that over the entire interaction length
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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trailing edge of the electromagnetic pulsez5Z1T will in-
tersect the characteristics of electrons which ideally have
initial modulation, and this should increase the field at
pulse trailing edge, as will be shown subsequently.

Figure 2a shows the space–time distribution of the a
plitude of the rf field obtained by means of a numerical sim
lation of Eq.~3! when a rectangular electromagnetic pulse
applied to the system and the frequency of the incident sig
coincides with the exact phase-synchronism freque
d50. It can be seen that at the trailing edge of the elec
magnetic pulse the field amplitude increases consider
faster than in its central section, for which this amplitude
limited by factors characteristic of the amplification
steady-state monochromatic signals~capture of electrons by
the wave, and so on!. At the same time, the trailing edge o
the electromagnetic pulse is continuously supplied w

FIG. 1. Diagram showing characteristic features of the amplification
short electromagnetic pulses propagating along a steady-state electron
The straight lines give the characteristics of the electron beamz5const and
the electromagnetic pulsez5Z1const.

FIG. 2. Space–time evolution of the pulse amplitude during propagatio
an ideal electron beam exhibiting no noise modulation:G52.531024,
g051.4 ~a!. The same in the presence of noise modulationr 50.03 ~b!.
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‘‘fresh’’ electrons which accelerate its leading edge. As
result, the mechanisms for saturation of the amplitu
growth of this trailing edge are considerably weaker. It c
be seen from Fig. 2a that the maximum amplitude of
central part of the pulse is 0.025 whereas for a normali
length of the working spaceL5200, the maximum ampli-
tude of the pulse at the trailing edge reaches 0.04 for an in
amplitude of 0.02. This amplitude may be increased furt
by increasing the length of the working space, but this
accompanied by a reduction in the duration of the m
pulse. It is important to stress that Fig. 2a corresponds to
situation when the initial signal levela0 exceeds the satura
tion level in terms of steady-state theory~in this case this
level is 0.01!. Nevertheless, the peak amplitude gain is;2
and the power gain is therefore;4. Note that when a weake
input signal is applied and the amplification process inclu
a linear stage, the gain may be considerably higher. Ano
possible method of increasing the gain involves detuning
frequency of the incident electromagnetic pulsevs from the
exact phase-synchronism frequencyv. A numerical simula-
tion shows that for the optimum detuning parame
d520.1 and a given length of interaction space the pe
amplitude of the output pulse reaches 0.06.

Figure 3 shows the energy transfer efficiency for ele
trons involved in amplifying the electromagnetic pulse.
can be seen that for some fractions the efficiency exce
40%. Note that for the selected parameters the efficiency
the amplification of steady-state signals is of the ord
of 15%.

This mechanism for the amplification of radiation at t
pulse leading edge may be impeded by the buildup of int
sic noise inevitably present in a beam, which must lead
modulation of the electron beam with a phase uncorrela
with that being amplified by the signal. In order to simula
the influence of noise, the initial phase of the electrons w
defined asuuZ505u01rcos@u01w(z)#, where the modulation
amplituder was assumed to be constant and the phasew was
randomized over time. Figure 2b shows the space–time
tribution of the field allowing for the amplification of the
noise. It can be seen that if the initial amplitude of the ele
tromagnetic pulse being amplified is fairly high, then a
though the influence of the noise reduces the peak ampli
of the pulse by 10–15%, the amplification process is nev

f
am.

in

FIG. 3. Energy transfer efficiency for electrons involved in amplifying t
electromagnetic pulse.
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theless still fairly efficient. Note that the influence of noi
can be reduced by introducing some detuning of the pu
frequency from the carrier frequency.

To conclude, we shall estimate the possibility of amp
fying a 300 ps, 40 MW, 38 GHz pulse in an amplifier bas
on the Čerenkov interaction mechanism. Let us assume
the interaction space is a waveguide 1 cm in diameter
25 cm long, partly filled with a dielectric of permittivity
«;3. The thickness of the dielectric insert is 0.2 cm. Fo
particle energy of 200 keV, current 200 A, and an injecti
radius of 0.15 cm, the coupling parameter isG52.531024

~Ref. 7!. In terms of dimensionless variables, the initial s
nal amplitude isa050.02, the pulse duration isT;100, and
the normalized length of the interaction space isL;200.
According to Fig. 2a, the peak power can be amplified fo
times over this length, i.e., the output pulse power may re
160 MW. At the same time, the effective pulse duration m
be reduced~to 50 ps at half-height!. Note that the peak powe
of the microwave pulse is higher than the electron be
power of 40 MW, but this does not contradict the ener
conservation law because some slippage of the electrom
netic pulse relative to the electrons occurs during the am
fication process, so that different fractions of the elect
beam contribute to the increase in the peak pulse amplit
Although the efficiency of each fraction is relatively hig
~Fig. 3!, it is still less than unity.

In practical terms this process may be implemented
synchronizing two RADAN accelerators8,9 one forming a
subnanosecond electron beam by using slicers and the
generating a beam of 4–5 ns duration. The first accelerat
used to generate the superradiance pulses and the seco
amplify them. Naturally, periodic retarding structures
which the electron beam interacts with a slow spatial h
monic may be used as the retarding system. A sim
e
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35 GHz amplifier was described in Ref. 10. It can be dedu
from an analysis of the dispersion diagrams that in an am
fier using the first positive spatial harmonic, the partic
translational velocity is higher than the wave group veloc
and, as follows from the preceding analysis, the amplitude
the field should increase appreciably at the leading edg
the electromagnetic pulse, rather than at the trailing edg

This work was supported by the RFBR, Grant No. 9
02-17308.

The authors are grateful to M. I. Yalandin for stimula
ing discussions.
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Observation of anomalous transmission of x-rays in tungsten single crystals
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Results of observations of the anomalous transmission of x-rays in tungsten single crystals are
presented. The dislocation density (2 – 4)3105 cm22 was determined from an analysis of
the dynamic diffraction characteristics. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7850~99!00312-2#
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Studies of the formation of an x-ray wave field in cry
tals ~effects of dynamic scattering theory! are currently of
topical interest1,2 although the first observations of anom
lous transmission were made more than fifty years ago.
necessary high degree of structural perfection is o
achieved for a limited number of crystals, such as silic
germanium, and related families; almost no observation
dynamic effects have been made in metals. Studies
anomalous transmission in transition metals are of consi
able interest, particularly tungsten which has a simple str
ture and high absorption coefficient.

The growth of perfect single crystals of refractory met
presents difficulties because of the low defect formation
ergy and the stringent constraints on the level of tempera
gradients. Modern methods of preparing tungsten sin
crystals can produce samples having a dislocation densit
less than 105 cm22, and these were successfully synthesiz
at the Institute of Solid-State Physics of the Russian Ac
emy of Sciences. In the present study we obtained exp
mental results which indicate that dynamic diffraction effe
are observed in tungsten crystals having a high degre
structural perfection.

Tungsten single crystals of 99.95% purity were grow
by electron-beam zone refining.3 The single-crystal ingots
underwent plastic deformation followed by recrystallizati
annealing at 2500 °C in vacuum. Plates measuring 20310
33 mm3 were then prepared by electric-spark cutting, m
chanical grinding, and electropolishing such that the bro
face of the plates coincided with the~110! plane to
within 60.1°.

A classical system~Fig. 1a! was used to record th
anomalous transmission of x-rays~Borrmann effect!. A fine-
focus tube having a focus measuring 50350mm2 was used
as a source of a diverging x-ray beam. The distance betw
the sample and the photographic film was 10 cm and
between the source and the sample was 18 cm~Fig. 1a!. An
asymmetric extraction geometry~the distance between th
source and the sample is not equal to that between
sample and the photographic film! was used to eliminate
focusing of diffracted rays over the radiation spectrum. T
forward transmitted beamT ~Fig. 1c! and the~110! reflection
of the diffracted beamR were recorded on the photograph
film ~Fig. 1b!. Rocking curves were recorded in a dispersio
9331063-7850/99/25(12)/3/$15.00
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free system using a perfect silicon single crystal as the mo
chromator. Angular scanned topograms were obtained in
Q22Q scanning regime.

Figure 1 gives results of x-ray topographic studies o
tungsten crystal. The image in the forward beam is a shad
of the sample, which has the same profile~Fig. 1c!. The fine
vertical double lines on this shadow are the image of
characteristic CuKa1,2 radiation transmitted by the crysta
Similar lines can be seen in theR diffraction direction
~Fig. 1b!. These lines shift along the surface of the samp
as it rotates. A diffractometric analysis of the waves prop
gating in theR andT directions~Fig. 2a and 2b! shows that
the intensities (T) of the diffracted and forward transmitte
beam are the same.

Calculations using kinematic theory show that for co
per radiation and a sample thickness of 0.3 mm (mt;98) the
absorption is 1043. With the available radiation sources~no
more than 107– 108 pulse/s) it is impossible to obtain a re
cordable transmission intensity.

A diverging x-ray beam is one where the angles of in
dence of the x-rays on the sample differ for different parts
the sample. Thus, for a given wavelength the diffraction c
ditions are satisfied along a certain line on the surface of
sample. In the case of dynamic diffraction~perfect crystal!,
at points where the diffraction conditions are satisfied
observe amplification of the intensity in the transmitt
beam, which is the same in theR and T directions. In the
kinematic approximation~crystal containing defects!, the in-
tensity is suppressed. The fact that the transmitted radia
is recorded and the radiation intensity is the same in
diffracted and forward transmitted beams, together with
observation of amplification of the characteristic CuKa1,2

radiation intensity in these directions indicate that the d
fraction is of a dynamic nature. The observation of splitti
of these beams into a CuKa1,2 doublet and the shift as th
sample rotates indicate that these beams are of diffrac
origin and are not a topological characteristic of the samp

Effects associated with the dynamic propagation
x-rays can only be observed in crystals for which the d
tance between dislocations does not exceed the extinc
length L. Calculations for the~110! CuKa reflection for a
defect-free tungsten crystal giveL51.7mm, i.e., the critical
dislocation density isN51/L253.53107 cm22.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Topograms of a tungsten single crystal,~110!
reflection, CuKa radiation: a — schematic of experi
ment, b —R direction, the lineCD gives the image
from the crystal edge in the continuous spectrum, t
line AB corresponds to the characteristic CuKa1,2 lines;
c — T direction.
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In order to determine the type of defects which predom
nate in our crystal and their density we recorded rock
curves for the~110! reflection in Bragg and Laue geometrie
and measured the interference damping factorm i . In Laue
geometry the width of the rocking curve is 349, whereas in
Bragg geometry the rocking curve is narrower and its wi
is 739. The calculated values for these widths in a defect-f
crystal4 are 5.59 and 48.69 in Laue and Bragg geometries
respectively. Hence, the broadening of the rocking curve
a real crystal compared with a defect-free crystal is aro
259 for both rocking curves. Measurements of the absorpt

FIG. 2. Diffraction patterns of tungsten single crystal,~110! reflection,
Q scanning, MoKa1 radiation: a —R direction, b —T direction.
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coefficient for diffracted molybdenum radiation givem i

5464.4 cm21, while the calculations for a defect-free cryst
give a value 25% lower, 369.2 cm21.

The difference between the measured values of the ro
ing curve width and the coefficient of interference absorpt
from the calculated values for a defect-free crystal can
used to determine the dislocation density in our crystal.
timates of the dislocation density using the width of the roc
ing curve5 give N523105 cm22, and using the coefficien
of interference absorption6 N543105 cm22. These data
show good agreement with the dislocation density de
mined using etch pits,N553105 cm22. Thus, the disloca-
tion density in a real crystal is substantially lower than t
critical density. Note that the dislocation density determin
from the coefficient of interference absorption is higher th

FIG. 3. Topogram of tungsten single crystal,~110! reflection,Q22Q scan-
ning, CuKa radiation: a — reflection geometry, b — transmission geom-
etry, R direction.
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that obtained from the rocking curve width. This is eviden
attributable to the presence of defects in the crystal~such as
point defects! which increase the absorption but make
contribution to the rocking curve width.7

The observation of the Borrmann effect allows us to o
tain an angular-scanned transmission topogram for our c
tal ~Fig. 3a!, which reveals blocks larger than 1–2 mm.
comparison with the reflection topogram~Fig. 3b! suggests
that the block structure exhibits similar reflection but t
transmission topogram has a higher image contrast as a r
of the dynamic narrowing of the diffracted beam for a thi
crystal ~the smaller width of the rocking curve in Lau
geometry!.

The authors are grateful to V. B. Molodkin and E. V
Shulakov for useful discussions and V. V. Lome�ko for
growing the single crystal.
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Characteristics of cleavage fracture during interaction of nonlinear waves with the free
surface of a copper single crystal

K. P. Zol’nikov, T. Yu. Uvarov, A. G. Lipnitski , D. Yu. Saraev, and S. G. Psakh’e

Institute of Strength Physics and Materials Sciences, Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences,
Tomsk
~Submitted July 9, 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.25, 22–27~December 12, 1999!

A molecular dynamics method was used to study the interaction of isolated compression pulses
with the ~100! and ~110! free surface in a copper monocrystallite. It is shown that this
may be accompanied by cleavage fracture. Parameters of compression pulses which lead to
cleavage processes are determined. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7850~99!00412-7#
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Studies of material behavior under high-energy puls
action are an important problem in condensed-s
physics.1–3 High-speed mechanical loading, ion beam bo
bardment, and exposure to high-energy electron beams
have the result that the energy pumped into the material
propagate in this material in the form of nonlinear isolat
waves.4,5 Interaction of soliton-like waves with the free su
face is accompanied by tensile stresses which may lea
so-called cleavage fracture. The values of the cleav
stresses are always higher than the corresponding value
der static loading.3,6 It should be noted that the nature of th
fracture under dynamic loading differs substantially fro
that in static tests.

Despite numerous experiments and methods of mea
ing cleavage processes, the data obtained still exhibits
appreciable spread and even, in some cases, contradic6

The difficulties encountered in the experimental investi
tions primarily arise from the transient nature of the pheno
enon. In this context, a molecular dynamic modeling of
material behavior may prove extremely useful. With this a
the task for the present study was to investigate the an
ropy of cleavage phenomena in a copper single crystal w
isolated nonlinear waves interact with the surface.

The calculations were made by a molecular-dynam
method4,5,7using the interatomic interaction potentials calc
lated by the embedded atom method.8,9 The potential used in
this study can describe with a high degree of accuracy m
properties of free surfaces for various crystallograp
planes, including the properties of vicinal surfaces~atomic
structure,9 formation and migration energies of poin
defects,10 and phonon spectra11!.

We modeled a copper crystallite having an ideal
structure and containing more than 12 000 atoms. The c
tallite was constructed as a parallelepiped elongated in
direction of loading.

The boundary conditions were selected as follows.
stringent boundary condition was set on the loading side
a free surface on the other side. Periodic boundary condit
were used in directions perpendicular to the direction of
plication of the load.

We investigated the interaction between a propaga
perturbation and the~100! and ~110! free surfaces. Thes
9361063-7850/99/25(12)/2/$15.00
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were chosen because of the different degrees of compres
of the surface atomic planes@for the ~100! direction for the
last two planes the compression is 1.2% whereas for
~110! direction it is 4.5%#. In order to simulate the externa
loading, sample atoms from the impact region of the selec
face were assigned a constant velocity in the direction be
studied for 9.7310216s, which was;2 –3% of the total
calculation time. The loading rate was varied between 16
and 4300 m/s for the@100# direction and between 1400 an
2200 m/s for the@110# direction.

As a result of the loading, one or several isolated co
pression pulses form in the material~Fig. 1a! having a flat
leading edge and propagating in the material without a
change in shape or amplitude. The width of the pulses
vary between three and eight interplanar spacings and
pends on its amplitude and crystallographic direction. F
example, as the amplitude increases, the width decrea
The present authors have shown12 that the energy of such a
pulse is transferred in the direction of loading in a ballis
regime~without scattering!.

In order to eliminate background perturbations, we d
fined the distribution of initial displacements and atomic v
locities for which a single compression pulse forms.

As a result of the anisotropy in different direction
pulses of different amplitude form under the same loads
the @100# and@110# directions. For instance, at a loading ra
of 1600 m/s a pulse having an amplitude of 1500 m/s for
in the@100# direction and a 2200 m/s pulse forms in the@110#
direction. We also note that the propagation velocities of
pulses differ in the different directions~see Table I!.

The calculations showed that cleavage processes b
at the free surfaces if the amplitude of an isolated comp
sion pulse exceeds a threshold of 1500 m/s for the@100#
direction and 1700 m/s for the@110# direction. As a result of
the planar leading edge of the compression pulse, at ab
threshold amplitudes one or several atomic surface pla
begin to detach from the sample. For the@110# direction in
the range of loads being studied, the last two atomic pla
separated from the free surface as a single entity. For
@100# direction at relatively low load only the last plane b
comes detached, but as the amplitude is increased, an
plane is cleaved~Fig. 1b!.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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As the amplitude of the cleaving pulse increases, the
of detachment increases appreciably for both directions
approaches the propagation velocity of the pulse in the
terial ~Fig. 2!. This leads to an increase in the fraction
energy removed by the cleaved planes.

To sum up, we have shown that cleavage processe
copper monocrystallites are essentially anisotropic. This

FIG. 1. Positions of compression pulses initiated by high-speed loadin
copper: a — inside crystallite, b — after cleavage;n is the number of the
atomic plane andV is the atomic velocity.

TABLE I. Pulse propagation velocity in sample as a function of amplitu
and crystallographic direction.

Direction AmplitudeA, m/s Velocity in sampleV, m/s

650 4750
890 4800

1350 5010
100 1790 5450

2660 6100
3100 6850
4100 7760

720 6000
830 6180

1110 6540
110 1610 7360

1850 7630
2180 7990
te
d

a-

in
n-

isotropy is observed primarily in the difference between
threshold values of the cleaving stresses, the numbe
cleaved atomic planes, and the rates of detachment of
cleaved sections. Since we have shown12,13 that high-energy
bombardment of a material surface leads to the formation
isolated compression pulses, we may predict that the ef
observed here will lead to nanoscopic cleavage from the
surface of the sample. Thus, this nanoscopic cleavage
occur under ion implantation, under bombardment by hig
energy pulsed high-current beams, and also under irradia
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Possibility of demonstrating a self-sustained fusion reaction in an ambipolar trap
G. I. Dimov

G. I. Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics, Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Novosibirsk
~Submitted July 28, 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.25, 28–33~December 12, 1999!

A brief description is given of an axisymmetric mirror trap to demonstrate ignition of a D–T
plasma confined by ambipolar barriers. Key problems for this demonstration are ion
pumping and suppression of instabilities in the thermal barriers. It is suggested that the fusion-
fuel ions can be pumped away from the thermal barriers by exciting trapped-ion bounce
oscillations at parametric resonances. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7850~99!00512-1#
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In principle, an ambipolar trap can be used as the b
for several types of ambipolar fusion reactor. A complet
axisymmetric ambipolar tandem-mirror reactor1 is the most
promising variant. In order to achieve complete axial sy
metry, a high-pressure plasma (b;1) must be confined in
the trap whose magnetohydrodynamic~MHD! stability can
be sustained by the conducting walls of the vacuum ve
and the finite ion Larmor radius effect.2,3

In order to demonstrate the feasibility of an ambipo
D–T reactor, it is possible to construct a mirror fusion sy
tem in the form of a reactor with a shortened central so
noid. Figure 1 shows the superconducting magnetic sys
and the plasma geometry in the mirror fusion system. T
vacuum magnetic field is 2 T in the solenoid, 1.67 T in t
thermal barriers ‘‘b, ’’ 4.3 T in the ambipolar barriers ‘‘b, ’’
14 T in mirrors ‘‘m’’ and ‘‘ h, ’’ and 14.8 T in the exit mirror
‘‘ m*.’’ The total weight of the superconducting coils wit
the supporting structures is around 300 t, which is less t
the corresponding weight of the coils in the LHD stellara
operating at the NIFS Institute~Japan!.

The parameters of the D–T plasma in the solenoid a
density ns51.531014cm23, temperatureTs525 keV, b
50.85, plasma radius 1 m~radius of vacuum wall 1.3 m!,
neutron load on wall 1.8 MV/m2, thermonuclear power, to
gether with that released in blanket 24 MV/m. The depth
the thermal barriers is 112 kV while the depth of the am
polar barriers is 105 kV. The plasma energy confinement
rameter isnt«51.831014cm23

•s for nt«''nt«i .
In the thermal barriers ‘‘b’’ the plasma density

is 1013cm23 and the hot electron temperature is 360 ke
In the ambipolar barriers ‘‘p’’ the plasma density is
531013cm23, the hot ion temperature 400 keV, and t
electron temperature 77 keV. The values ofb' are 0.7 and
0.65 in the ‘‘b’’ and ‘‘ p’’ planes, respectively. The pressu
ratio p' /pi is 1.9 and 2.4 in the ‘‘b’’ and ‘‘ p’’ planes, re-
spectively. An increase inb' andp' /pi improves the stabi-
lization of the plasma by the conducting walls.

Several lowest MHD modes are stabilized by the wa
of the vacuum vessel in the solenoid, the thermal barri
and the ambipolar barriers. Higher MHD modes may be s
bilized by the finite ion Larmor radius effect in the soleno
and the ambipolar barriers. The overall slow transverse d
9381063-7850/99/25(12)/2/$15.00
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of the plasma may be suppressed by various methods.4

The electron cyclotron resonance~ECR! heating power
is 2370 MW ~38 MHz! in the thermal barriers and
2316.7 MW ~77 MHz! in the ambipolar barriers. The atomi
injection power in the ambipolar barriers is 233.8 MW. The
total power absorbed in the plasma of the tandem mir
traps is 176 MW. The ratio of the power generated in t
solenoid to the power input to the end mirror traps
Q'4. Prolonged testing of the mirror fusion system may
carried out without requiring any external electrical ener
by using the generated thermonuclear energy. For a g
specific neutron load on the wall, the capital cost of t
shielding and blanket together with the heat extraction s
tem per unit thermonuclear power will be no greater th
that in any other magnetic-confinement fusion facility. T
main power sources for particle heating in mirror traps
microwave generators in the frequency range 40–80 G
These generators should not be very expensive.

The system can be triggered by ECR heating in the th
mal barriers ‘‘b. ’’ In experiments using various mirror sys
tems~ELMO, SM-1, STM! macroscopic stability of the elec
tron populations, including disk-shaped, has been obse
when these accumulate as a result of ECR heating to h
b;1. Thus, we can reasonably expect that populations
hot electrons will accumulate in the thermal barriers w
above-criticalb after MHD stabilization by the walls, with-
out any additional methods of stabilization. Then, hot io
from the atomic injection build up in the ambipolar barrie
‘‘ p’’ and the electrons undergo ECR heating. At the sa
time, ions start to be pumped from the thermal barriers. A
result, we obtain an MHD-stable plasma with the initial co
fining barriers in the tandem mirror traps.

Then, D–T plasma accumulates and is heated in the
lenoid. This plasma can be heated by supplying a powe
;2 MW for ;100 s by any suitable method. At the begi
ning of the buildup macroscopic stability of the plasma in t
solenoid is sustained by the MHD-stabilizing end mirror sy
tems. After being heated to fusion temperature and reach
b'0.8, the D–T plasma in the solenoid becomes MH
stable and steady-state confining barriers are establishe
the end mirror systems. As the D–T plasma ignites in
solenoid, its initiating heating is terminated.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Schematic of mirror fusion system~right half!: 1 — solenoid and2 — tandem mirror trap.
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As the next stage it is proposed to construct a protot
with a high-temperature plasma—the PPU device. In orde
reduce the cost of this device, the plasma diameter in
solenoid can be reduced to 1 m and its temperature lowe
The total length of PPU will be around 30 m with a cent
solenoid 12 m long. The total weight of the superconduct
coils with the supporting structures will be around 50 t. T
power absorbed in the end mirror systems will be reduce
;30 MW.

The main physical problems should be solved exp
mentally using PPU, i.e., ion pumpout from the thermal b
riers and suppression of drift ion instabilities in the end m
ror systems. The main ions (D1 and T1 in a reactor! trapped
in the thermal barriers should be returned to the solen
along the magnetic field.4 One possible method of achievin
longitudinal return pumping of trapped ions is to excite lo
gitudinal oscillations using parametric resonators. This m
be accomplished by using coaxial coils with a relative
small ac current, positioned near the midplane ‘‘b. ’’ The
impurity ions can be removed from the thermal barriers
resonant low-frequency transverse magnetic fields over
radius into a halo at the plasma surface. The plasma den
in the thermal barriers ‘‘b’’ and in the ambipolar barriers ‘‘
p’’ should be reduced to the required value. The technolo
for fabricating compact superconducting mirror coils gen
ating magnetic fields up to 14 T also needs to be develop
Experiments using PPU will be of decisive importance.

The first stage in the PPU project should involve car
ing out relatively inexpensive experiments, such as: MH
plasma stabilization with highb;1 in axisymmetric geom-
etry, studies of drift ion stability in a deep mirror trap wit
longitudinal pumping of trapped ions, and ECR heating
the plasma electrons in the mirror trap to highb.

Successful experiments in the mirror fusion system w
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open up the way toward achieving a weakly radioactive D
3He ambipolar fusion reactor. In order to develop a D–
reactor (Q;20) the length of the central solenoid must
increased to 100–150 m~Ref. 5!.

In the assumed tandem mirror systems, most of
power is dissipated in ECR heating of the electrons in
thermal barriers. Thermal barriers can be created spont
ously by drift ions without ECR heating of the electrons
the thermal barrier mirror traps. In this case, in the ‘‘b’’
midplane we have

nbeth

ns
Aln

ns

nbeth
'

1

Ap
S 11

nbitr

nbipas
D S 11

bbepas

nbeth
D 21 1

Rmb
,

wherene th and ne pas are the densities of the thermal an
passing electrons,ni tr and ni pas are the densities of the
trapped and passing ions,Rmb is the ratio of the magnetic
field in the entry mirror ‘‘b’’ ( Bm) to the field in the thermal
barrier ‘‘b. ’’ For Bm;20 T it is possible to achieve
Rmb;30. As a result, a very low densitynbeth is established
and therefore a relatively large thermal barrier dep
w5Tsln(ns/nbeth). Estimates indicate that in this case the a
sorption of energy in the tandem mirror systems is halv
compared with that absorbed in the end mirror traps of
mirror fusion system described above. Superconducting
put coils exciting the magnetic fields up to 20 T may
fabricated, but they are fairly expensive.
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Measurement of linear velocity using a resonant ring interferometer
with a low-coherence light source

V. V. Ivanov, M. A. Novikov, and V. M. Gelikonov

Institute of Microstructure Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, Nizhni� Novgorod
Institute of Applied Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, Nizhni� Novgorod
~Submitted July 19, 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.25, 34–42~December 12, 1999!

It is demonstrated theoretically and experimentally that linear velocities of reflecting objects may
be measured using a resonant ring interferometer with a low-frequency light source. The
limiting sensitivity of this interferometer is estimated. It is shown that a resonant ring
interferometer can be used to measure extremely low linear velocities corresponding to
subhertz Doppler frequency shifts of light, which cannot be measured by conventional Doppler
techniques based on direct measurements of the frequency difference between the initial
and reflected waves. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~99!00612-6#
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Optical ring interferometers, which have conventiona
been used to measure angular velocity, have recently fo
interesting new applications in science and engineering.
instance, the possibilities of using ring interferometers
measure linear velocities and displacements, in particula
detect gravitational waves, to measure liquid flow velocitie1

and linear velocities of solids2 are currently being actively
pursued. Compared with the interferometers convention
used to measure linear displacements, ring interferome
possess better noise stability and a lower level of techn
noise. This is because in ring interferometers, changes in
optical length of the ring as a result of reciprocal optic
effects, such as thermal expansion or mechanical noise
not lead to any substantial change in the phase differenc
the interfering waves.

In the present paper it is shown theoretically and exp
mentally that the linear velocities of objects may be m
sured using a resonant ring interferometer with a lo
coherence light source,3 which was earlier proposed an
demonstrated as an optical gyroscope.4 Compared with a Sa
gnac interferometer, which was used to measure linear
locities in Refs. 1 and 2, this interferometer possesses hi
sensitivity for the same ring dimensions as a result of
multipass interference in the ring resonator.

From the many possible systems of resonant ring in
ferometers with low-coherence light sources for the exp
ments, we selected the simplest system shown in Fig. 1.
fundamental elements of the system are a low-cohere
light sourceS, a 3 dB couplerC1, a ring resonatorR, a weak
coupling closed couplerC2, and a photodetectorPD. The
object being measuredM is a return mirror positioned at th
exit from the couplerC2. The polarizerP and the polariza-
tion controllersPC1 and PC2 can isolate the photodetecto
from the light reflected from the ring resonator. This can
accomplished as follows. If the polarization of the light
rotated through690° as a result of single round trip in th
ring resonator~the sign depends on the direction of the rou
trip!, the Jones matrix of this resonator in the system~Fig. 1!
is:
9401063-7850/99/25(12)/4/$15.00
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T̂65S R1/22~12R!~12R1/2exp~ iw6!!
R exp~ iw6!

11R exp~ i2w6!
D

3U1 0

0 1
U1 R1/2~12R!exp~ iw6!

11R exp~ i2w6!
U 1 71

61 1
U, ~1!

where ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘ 2’’ correspond to a resonator round trip i
the clockwise and counterclockwise direction,R is the reflec-
tion coefficient ~the fraction of noncoupled power! of the
couplerC2 ~in a high-Q resonator 12R!1), andw is the
phase shift of the light wave per round trip. The coefficie
of the isotropic matrix contains the termR1/2, which carries
no information on the phase shifts in the resonator. In or
to eliminate background illumination associated with th
term, the second of the two terms~1! should be isolated. This
may be achieved by making the section between the po
izer P and the couplerC2 isotropic and the section betwee
the couplerC2 and the return mirrorM equivalent to a
quarter-wave plate turned through 45° relative to the po
izer P. In this case, the polarizer only passes the wave c
responding to the second term~1! to the photodetectorPD.
Thus, in this polarization scheme the resonator only tra
mits light at its resonant frequencies, as if it were operat
in the transmission mode~Fig. 2!. The required anisotropy in
the resonator and between the polarizer and the objec
created by the polarization couplersPC1 andPC2.

The linear velocity of the objectM may be measured a
follows. The light sourceS emits a broad spectrum whos
width includes many resonances of the ring resonator. On
path from the source to the object, the resonator cuts ba
from this spectrum, corresponding to its resonance lines.
a result, the spectrum of the radiation incident on the ob
is a set of lines whose central frequencies are equal to
natural frequencies of the ring resonator. If the objectM
moves relative to the resonator, the lines in the spectrum
the light reflected from the object are shifted relative to t
lines of the incident light, i.e., relative to the resonant fr
quencies of the resonator. In order to reach the photodete
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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PD, the reflected light must again pass through the reso
tor, although the shifted lines of the reflected light are tra
mitted less efficiently by the resonator the larger their f
quency shift. Consequently, the optical power reaching
photodetector depends on the Doppler frequency shift of
light reflected from the object, i.e., on the velocity of th
object relative to the interferometer.

The phase nonreciprocity in the ring resonator, which
responsible for different resonant frequencies for the clo
wise and counterclockwise directions, influences the inter
ometer output power in exactly the same way as the Dop
effect.3,4 Thus, the phase nonreciprocity in the ring resona
rather than the frequency of the reflected light can be mo
lated to make modulation measurements of the linear ve
ity. This can be accomplished by using phase nonrecipro
modulators comprising asymmetrically positioned recipro
phase modulators used in Sagnac fiber-optic gyroscop6

Modulators based on the Faraday and Kerr magneto-o
effects and other nonreciprocal optical effects can also
used.

The expression for the optical power at the photodetec
is given by:3,4

Pout~n,f!5
p

16F

aP0

11~2F/p!2 sin2S 4p
Ln

c

v
l

2f D , ~2!

FIG. 1. Schematic of resonant ring interferometer with low-coherence li
source: S — light source, C1 — 3 dB fiber coupler,P — polarizer,
C2 — fiber coupler with weak coupling,R — ring resonator,PC1 andPC2

polarization controllers,M — object being measured~moving mirror!, and
PD — photodetector.
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where

F5
pAR

12R
~3!

is the definition of the ring resonator,a is the reflection
coefficient of the object,P0 is the light source power,L is
the length of the ring resonator,n is its refractive index,v is
the velocity of the object,ns is the central frequency of the
source, andf is the phase nonreciprocity in the resonato

For measurements using the modulation method the
iting sensitivity of the interferometer in the 1 Hz band at t
modulation frequencyf m5c/(2nL) ~assuming thatF@1)
is:

vmin'
3c2

2pLnns
SA hns

aP0F
1

~2/p!1/4

F5/2ADns
D , ~5!

whereDns is the spectral width of the light source. The fir
term in Eq.~5! corresponds to the shot noise while the se
ond corresponds to the beat noise of the spectral compon
of the radiation at the photodetector.5 For the easily attain-
able interferometer parametersL5100 m, n51.5, F550,
a51, P05500 mW, ns5231014Hz ~1.5mm wavelength!,
andDns51013Hz ~coherence length 30mm! the lowest de-
tectable velocity of the object is 531027 mm/s, which cor-
responds to a Doppler frequency shift of 731024 Hz. This is
approximatelyAF times better than a Sagnac interferome
with the same light source and the same length of sens
ring system.2 This improvement in sensitivity was achieve
by using multipass interference in the ring resonator. Th
estimates show that for very moderate parameters of the
source and the resonator, the interferometer can measur
locities corresponding to Doppler frequency shifts of the
der of thousandths of a hertz. Measurements of such s
displacements by methods based on detecting the differe
frequency would present considerable difficulties.

The experimental apparatus to measure the linear ve
ity is shown schematically in Fig. 3. For the experiment w
used an all-fiber resonant interferometer consisting of an
tropic single-mode fiber with a low-Q ring resonator and
low-coherence superluminescence light source. The wa
length of the sourceSLD was 0.83mm, the power was
around 100mW, and the coherence length 50mm. The
length of the ring resonator was 500 m. The resonator w
closed by a polished fiber couplerC2 having a division co-
efficient of 1:10. With this division coefficient, the resonat

t

in
m
i-
FIG. 2. Transmission spectrum of ring resonator
resonant ring interferometer in a polarizing syste
where light reflected from the ring resonator is elim
nated.
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definition was determined by the intrinsic losses in the fib
~2.2 dB/km! and did not exceed 1.8 so that the resonat
operated in an almost single-pass regime. The ring resona
was equipped with a phase nonreciprocity modulator whi
consisted of a piezo-optic fiber phase modulatorPM asym-
metrically positioned relative to the closing couplerC2. The
modulation frequency was close to the optimumc/(2Ln)
5200 kHz. The object being measured was a return mirrorM
attached to a loudspeakerLS. The photodetector was a sili-
con photodiodePD whose load voltage was amplified by a
selective amplifierSA tuned to the modulation frequency
200 kHz. Note that the interferometer parameters were

FIG. 3. Schematic of apparatus to measure linear velocity:SLD — super-
luminescence diode,C1 — 3 dB fiber coupler,P — polarizer,C2 — fiber
coupler with weak coupling,R — ring resonator,PM — phase nonreciproc-
ity modulator, G — modulating voltage generator~200 kHz!, PC1 and
PC2 — polarization controllers,M — return mirror,LS — loud speaker,
G2 — sawtooth voltage generator,PD — photodiode,SA — selective
amplifier at 200 kHz, andLIA — lock-in amplifier.
r
r
tor
h

ar

from optimal, since the aim of the experiment was merely
demonstrate the possibility of this new method of measu
ment.

The linear velocity of the return mirror was measur
from the amplitude of the first harmonic of the modulatio
frequency 200 kHz isolated by a lock-in amplifierLIA. The
time constant of this lock-in amplifier was around 0.05 s.
periodic sawtooth voltage from the generatorG2 was fed to
the loudspeaker. The frequency and amplitude of this volt
were taken to be sufficiently low to ensure strict proportio
ality between the voltage at the loudspeaker and the mi
coordinate. Figure 4 shows a trace of the interferometer o
put signal~upper trace! for sawtooth modulation of the po
sition of the return mirror~lower trace!. When the oscillation
amplitude was 0.4 mm and the period 1.25 s, the mirror
locity was61.3 mm/s, which corresponds to a Doppler fr
quency shift of 3.25 kHz. It can be seen that the interfero
eter output signal is proportional to the mirror velocity. Th
interferometer sensitivity was determined by the photode
tor noise and was approximately 0.1 mm/~s•Hz1/2).

This theoretical and experimental investigation of a re
nant ring interferometer with a low-coherence light sour
has shown that this interferometer may be used to mea
the linear velocities of objects. The main advantage of
proposed interferometer over conventional optical veloc
meters based on mixing the initial and reflected waves
measuring the difference frequency is that it is possible
measure very low velocities, corresponding to subhe
Doppler frequency shifts. Another attractive feature of lo
coherence resonant interferometers is that they can be
structed using the well-developed technology and basic
ments of Sagnac fiber-optic gyroscopes. Resonant
interferometers with low-coherence sources can be use
measure microdisplacements with characteristic times of
order of or less than the period of the difference frequen
growth processes, and also processes involving no mech
cal motion but which cause a frequency shift when light
reflected, for example, changes in refractive index.

The authors are grateful to I. A. Andronova for intere
in this work and to R. V. Kuranov for assistance with th
experiment.
u-

ir-
FIG. 4. Interferometer output signal with sawtooth mod
lation of the position of the return mirror. Upper trace —
output signal from lock-in amplifier,i 1 — amplitude of the
first harmonic of the photocurrent,i 0 — constant compo-
nent of photocurrent. Lower trace — position of return m
ror (l , mm!. Time constant of lock-in amplifier — 0.05 s.
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Field evaporation of lanthanum hexaboride and estimate of the stability of forming
clusters

I. Bustani, R. Byunker, G. Khirsh,* ) V. N. Gurin, M. A. Korsukova, M. V. Loginov,
and V. N. Shrednik
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~Submitted July 28, 1999!
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In addition to boron and lanthanum ions, mass spectra of the field evaporation of lanthanum
hexaboride~LaB6) reveal various ionized clusters of the type LaBn

1m , wheren51,2 . . . 6,
m51,2,3,4. The probability of observing specific clusters in an ion flux is compared with the
energy stability of the free clusters calculated theoretically. Clusters possessing low
stability in the free state or completely unstable clusters tending to dissociate leave the surface
more readily. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~99!00712-0#
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1. INTRODUCTION

An atomic probe1,2 was used to investigate fiel
evaporation1 of lanthanum hexaboride~LaB6) single crys-
tals. Thin acicular (LaB)6 crystals were grown by a flux
method.3 Detailed evaporation mass spectra were obtaine
room temperature (T) at various electric field strengths (F)
and after various sample pretreatments. Numerous pea
these spectra~Fig. 1! corresponded to lanthanum~La111,
La11) and boron ions~B11, B2

111 , and so on!, and also
more complex cluster ions~fragments! having the composi-
tion LaBn (n51,2,3,4,5,6). The ion charge was mostly12
or 13 with ions having charges of11 or 14 appearing less
frequently.

The experimental spectra could be used to estimate
relative content of a particular LaBn

1m fragment in the ion
flux.

This content is determined theoretically by the values
the parametersF and T, and also by the energy required
detach this fragment from the solid and ionize it to a spec
charge.1 This should also be influenced by the energy de
mining the chemical stability of a particular free fragme
cluster. The first two types of energy~the heat of evaporation
and the ionization energy! are only known for simple, usu
ally atomic ~nonmolecular! ions. For multicomponent mate
rials these values are generally unknown. The stability
free clusters, including charged ones~which is related to the
energy expended to form them from isolated atoms! can be
estimated theoretically. It was interesting to compare the
perimental probability of particular clusters appearing
field evaporation products with the stability of these clust
calculated theoretically. Such a comparison for LaBn

1m clus-
ters is made for the first time in the present study.

2. CALCULATIONS OF CLUSTER STABILITY

The total energy of Lan
1m (n51 . . . 6,m50 . . . 4) clus-

ters was calculated using exactab initio quantum-chemica
methods in the molecular orbital approximation taking in
account the Hartree–Fock bounded self-consistent field
9441063-7850/99/25(12)/3/$15.00
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configurational interaction. We used a standa
(9s3p/4s2p) Dunning basis,4 supplemented with allowanc
for all the boron electrons using polarizationd-functions
with the exponential function 0.34a0

22. In addition to the
three valence electrons from the 5d16s2 shells of lanthanum,
the calculations also took account of electrons from thes2

and 5p6 shells which are usually included in the atomic co
which allowed us to make reliable calculations of the bindi
energy.

For the internal electron shells of the lanthanum atom
used relativistic, compact effective potentials. The cor
sponding basis for the eleven active electrons of lanthan
together with the relativistic compact effective potentials
the core electrons are given in Ref. 5.

Configurational interaction was analyzed in terms of t
geometric forms obtained when searching for the lo
minima on the potential energy surface using the Hartre
Fock ground-state energy.

All the calculations were made using the GAMESS-U
program package6 on the SGI-Challenge computer at th
Computing Center, Wuppertal University.

The stability of the clusters can be expressed in term
the binding energy, which is the difference between the cl
ter energy and the energies of its constituent individual
oms ~or ions!. For neutral clusters the binding energyEb is
determined using the formula:

Eb~LaBn!5nE~B!1E~La!2E~LaBn!, ~1!

and for charged clusters, allowing for the most conveni
dissociation channel, it is determined by

Eb~LaBn
1m!5~n2m11!E~B!1~m21!E~B!1

1E~La!12E~LaBn
1m!. ~2!

In order to find the most stable systems, we analyzed var
configurations of the LaBn

1m isomer.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Field evaporation spectrum~mass spectrum! of
LaB6 at room temperature. The number of record
ions is plotted on the abscissa. The base voltage isVb

58 kV and the pulsed voltageVp54 kV. The number
of resultative pulses isn5300, the total number of sup
plied pulses isN5534, andm/q is the ratio of the ion
mass to its charge:1 — B1, B2

11 ; 2 — B2
1 , B4

11 ;
3 — La41; 4 — LaB3

41 ; 5 — La111; 6 — LaB6
41 ;

7 — LaB2
111 ; 8 — LaB3

111 ; 9 — LaB4
111 ;

10 — La11; 11 — LaB11; 12 — LaB3
11 ;

13 — LaB4
11 ; 14 — LaB5

11 ; 15 — LaB6
11 ; and

16 — La2B5
111 .
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The binding energies~in electronvolts! of stable lantha-
num boride clusters obtained using self-consistent fi
theory are given in Table I. A dash in the table correspo
to a decaying cluster.

3. ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND COMPARISON
WITH THEORY

We obtained eight mass spectra of the field evapora
of LaB6 and analyzed data from the five most comprehens
and reliable ones. These spectra were obtained using the
lowing base Vb and pulsed Vp voltages (Vb1Vp):
(413) kV ~two spectra!, (514), (814), and (1014.8) kV.
The number of resultative pulses~those which generated th
recorded ions! n relative to the total number of pulsesN was:
300 / 339, 300 / 375, 300 / 358, 300 / 534, and 507 / 515,
spectively. It can be seen from the ratiosn/N that the evapo-
ration regime was intensive. This means that several~two or
three rather than one! ions were very frequently recorded i
one resultative pulse, i.e., the total number of ions excee
for example in the first four spectra,n5300.

At the initial stages~in the chronologically first spectra!
the highest-intensity peak was some boron peak~B11, B2

11

or B2
111). The next peak in terms of height and the pr

dominant peak in the last two spectra was La111, which
could be conveniently used to calibrate the spectrum.
nonstoichiometry in the total composition of the ion flux~the
difference from its composition LaB6) can be attributed to
the predominant field evaporation of lanthanum wh
readily migrates over the surface of LaB6 at room tempera-

TABLE I.

m 0 1 2 3 4

LaB1m 1.9 2.27 1.43 – –
LaB2

1m 4.11 4.26 1.71 – –
LaB3

1m 8.12 8.05 4.38 – –
LaB4

1m 10.22 10.12 9.03 0.77 –
LaB5

1m 14.98 15.36 7.33 3.81 –
LaB6

1m 18.53 19.63 17.89 11.70 –
d
s

n
e
ol-

-

d,

-

e

ture. In addition to B and La ions and LaBn clusters, we also
recorded ions of residual gases. One of the spectra use
the analysis is shown in Fig. 1.

The most frequently encountered, highest-intensity, a
most reliably identified peaks of the LaBn clusters are given
in Table II together with their rating, i.e., the sum of the
amplitudes normalized to the largest LaBn

1m peak. We en-
countered LaB4

111 ions in four out of the five spectra stud
ied while the other ions appeared in three out of five, givi
peaks ranked first among the highest-intensity peaks.

A comparison between the experimental and theoret
data~Table I! reveals that the first four peaks of the LaBn

1m

clusters correspond to the least stable LaB4
111 and LaB11

ions having energies~see Table I! of 0.77 and 1.43 eV, re-
spectively, or even to decaying unstable (LaB2

111 ,
LaB3

111) formations. The only relatively stable cluste
LaB4

11 , having the lowest rating, has a formation energy
9.03 eV, which is by no means the highest of the set given
the table. Thus, the experimental field evaporation spect
contains unstable or the least stable clusters. This obse
tion can be explained in terms of the model of nonequil
rium field evaporation of a multicomponent material d
cussed, for example, when analyzing the field evaporatio
high-temperature superconducting materials.7–9

The complex unit cell of LaB6 rarely evaporates as a un
by the field mechanism. In reality, some part such as a
thanum atom or one or several boron atoms may leave
cell in the form of an ion~ions!. The rest of the cell evapo
rates in subsequent pulses either completely or in parts. If
fragment is internally unstable at the stage of separation f
the surface and ionization, the chances of it detaching fr
the surface, being ionized, and escaping being trapped by
field, are higher for this type of cluster than for a stable o

TABLE II. Most frequently occurring ions in order of decreasing ‘‘rating’

Ion LaB4
111 LaB2

111 LaB3
111 LaB11 LaB4

11

Rating 2.49 2.32 1.98 1.9 1.81
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Quite clearly, as long as the fragment is tightly bound to
solid, its energy characteristic differ from those of a fr
cluster. However, at some intermediate time when there i
equal probability of the fragment becoming detached fr
the surface or remaining bound, a stable cluster most p
ably will not evaporate, whereas an unstable one, having
inherent tendency to break up, will separate from the surf
and evaporate.

In order to ensure that the entire unstable fragmen
recorded by the detector of the atomic probe as a unit,
fragment only needs to stay together during the short ac
eration timeta . As a result of the abrupt nonuniformity o
the field near the tip, this time is less than 10210s, whereas
the drift timet f is a few microseconds. Over the timet f the
fragment can dissociate in principle, although its fragme
will reach the detector simultaneously if the cluster lifetim
was not less thanta . If this lifetime is less thanta , but
comparable to it, ‘‘strange’’ masses may be recorded~since
the ion mass may vary as it is accelerated! but this was not
observed experimentally. A small mass shift could be
tected for some ions by using a high-resolution mass sp
trometer. Such experiments to estimate the lifetime of
stable clusters could form the subject of a separate stud

To sum up, experiments have shown that the most st
clusters have a lower probability of evaporating. Less sta
and unstable clusters remain in the flux of evaporated i
because of the irreversibility of the processes taking plac
they move away from the surface, and a buildup of charg
a result of so-called post-ionization. Note that neutral cl
e
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ters and ions having charges of11 and 12 ~Table I! are
stable and some of them are only converted to decay
forms as a result of subsequent ionization. Ions in clus
having a low formation energy~such as LaB4

111) have
fewer possibilities for binding to the surface compared w
more stable ones and are more likely to leave the surfac
a result of field evaporation.

This work was supported by NATO Gran
HTECH.L.G.972010.
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Surface waves at a moving plasma layer
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An analysis is made of stable and unstable surface electromagnetic waves at the boundary of a
planar moving plasma layer. It is shown that unlike an isolated tangential velocity
discontinuity, both slow and fast waves may exist inside the layer. The maximum spatial growth
rate of the oscillations is achieved for directions of wave propagation other than the
direction of motion of the layer. Symmetric and antisymmetric waves relative to the symmetry
plane of the layer have different critical angles from which their growth evolves and the
range of angles where the flux is stable is determined by the smaller of these. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~99!00812-5#
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The formation of a surface electromagnetic wave n
the planar interface between two media is related to the
istence of an imaginary part of the surface impedance1 which
corresponds to the case where one of the media has a
plex refractive index.2 In the absence of losses, this situati
may arise if the permittivity is«,0, i.e., for a plasma. When
both fixed boundary media have positive permittivities, it
impossible for surface waves to be excited near the interf
The relativistic motion of one of these media leads to
possible excitation of an electromagnetic surface wave e
at a tangential velocity discontinuity in a homogeneous m
dium with «.0. In this case, a necessary condition for t
existence of surface waves is the formation of anisotropy
a result of the appearance of a selected direction of motio
the medium.4 Then, the waves can only propagate in dire
tions forming angles greater than some critical angle w
this direction of motion.

In addition to stable waves, growing surface electrom
netic waves also exist at a tangential velocity discontinu
which leads to hydrodynamic instability of the relativist
plasma fluxes.5 For a planar layer, relativistic motion relativ
to a stationary external medium promotes instability a
result of waves moving away from the interface being e
cited in the external dielectric medium~Čerenkov
instability!6 or surface waves if the stationary medium is
9471063-7850/99/25(12)/3/$15.00
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plasma.7 However, the analysis reported in Refs. 6 and
only referred to the case of a collinear velocity and wa
vector.

We shall consider a moving planar plasma layer
thickness 2h having the permittivity «2 and velocity
V5bc in a stationary medium having the permittivity«1. In
rectangular coordinates the velocity has the fo
b5(0,by , bz), and the wave vectork' is directed along the
z axis. From Maxwell’s equations for a moving medium a
boundary conditions we obtain:

~«2k1S1«1k2!~k1S211k2!

5~«221!~«121!h2g2by
2 , ~1!

where k1
25h22«1 , k2

25h2212(«221)g2(12hbz)
2,

h5kz /k, k5v/c, kz5uk'u, andg5(12b2)21/2.
Equation~1! is the dispersion equation for surface wav

in a planar waveguide filled with a moving plasma, and d
scribes waves having symmetric@S5coth(khk2) @and anti-
symmetric@S5tanh(khk2)# components of the fieldEz rela-
tive to theyz plane. For a tangential velocity discontinuity i
a homogeneous medium i.e.,«15«2, the equations~1! for
the symmetric and antisymmetric waves are the same.
FIG. 1. Propagation constantkz as a function of the angle
w betweenk' and V for a planar moving layer for«1

5«250.5, k5v/c51 cm21, g53, b50.941: 5k2
2

.0 ~slow waves!, j j j 5k2
2,0 ~fast waves!, h510 cm;

5k2
2.0 ~slow waves!, h51 cm.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 2. Dependences of the real and imaginary parts
k5v/c on the anglew betweenk' and V for waves at a
tangential velocity discontinuity and at a moving plasm
layer for b50.999 (g522.4), kz51 cm, n15n251.4
31011 cm, h51 cm: 5Im(k), j j j 5Re (k), planar
moving layer; 5Im (k), - - - 5Re(k), tangential ve-
locity discontinuity.
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h→1` the relative influence of the boundaries becom
negligible and Eq.~1! yields the dispersion equation for su
face waves at the planar interface between two media m
ing relative to each other:3

~«2k11«1k2!~k11k2!5~«221!~«121!h2g2by
2 . ~2!

Figure 1 gives the propagation constantkz as a function
of the anglew betweenk' and V for surface waves at the
moving layer (k51 cm, b50.941, g52.96, «15«250.5).
Surface waves whose amplitude decays exponentially w
increasing distance from the boundaries outside the la
may have two types inside the layer: slow surface waves
k2

2.0 and fast volume waves fork2
2,0. Unlike an isolated

tangential velocity discontinuity where the surface wav
could not propagate at angles smaller than some crit
anglewk betweenk' andV ~Ref. 3!, for surface waves at a
layer the critical anglewk corresponds to the transition from
fast to slow waves. The largest critical angle is achieved
S'A«1«2, which for «15«2 gives h→1`. A decrease in
the layer thickness leads to a reduction in the critical an
and for smallh no fast volume waves appear.

In addition to stable solutions, the equations~1! may also
have solutions which increase in time or space and lea
the appearance of absolute and convective instabilities o
plasma layer. Analytic expressions for a plasma external
dium may be obtained in limiting cases of high and lo
frequencies by substituting expressions for the permittiv
of a stationary and moving plasma into Eq.~2!. For realk we
then have

h5bz
21@16 ikp2k21g21~~k21kp1

2 by
2!/~kp1

2 22k2!!1/2#,
~3!

wherek!kp1 , k!kp2 and fork@kp1 , k@kp2.
When kz!kp1 , kz!kp2 and k!kp1 , k!kp2, the solu-

tion may be expressed in the form

h5@bz~11n!6 i ~nb2~11n!~12bz
21n~12b2!!!1/2#

3~bz
21nb2!21, ~4!

where n5kp2 /kp1 , kp1
2 54pe2n1 /mc2, kp2

2 54pe2n2 /
mgc2, n1 andn2 are the electron concentrations outside a
inside the layer,e is the charge, andm is the electron mass
s
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Note that in these cases, the maximum spatial gro
rate of the oscillations is reached forbz→0, by5b. In this
case, we obtain from Eq.~4! Im (h)5(11ng22)
3(11n)g/b2.

By finding complex solutions of Eq.~1! in the form of
frequency perturbations of the wave whose phase velocit
equal to the velocity of the layer in its direction of propag
tion k5k01k* , uk* u!k0 , k05bzkz ; bph5(k/kz)
' (k0/kz) 5bz , we obtain

k* 5
kp2

g S k1
21k1k2S2~«121!g2by

2/bz
2

~k1S1«1k2!~k1S211k2!
D 1/2

, ~5!

wherek1
25(12«1bz

2)/bz
2 , k2

25(12bz
2)/bz

21kp2
2 /k0

2. Thus,
for resonant wave instability the constraints«1,0 or
«1.1 must be satisfied, i.e., the external medium must
dielectric.

Figure 2 gives the real and imaginary parts ofk obtained
by means of a numerical solution of Eqs.~1! and ~2! for a
fixed real propagation constantkz as a function of the angle
w betweenk' and V for surface waves at the tangenti
velocity discontinuity between two media and a movi
plasma layer for kz51 cm21, n15n251.431011cm21,
b50.999,g522.4, andh51 cm. In the ultrarelativistic case
the tangential velocity discontinuity is stable with respect
surface waves whose wave vector is parallel to the velo
of the medium but unstable with respect to waves propa
ing at angles greater than some critical anglew. For the
plasma layer the symmetric and antisymmetric waves r
tive to theyz plane have different critical angles from whic
they begin to grow. The range of angles where the flux
stable is determined by the smaller of these.

This type of surface waves may be used in relativis
plasma microwave electronics devices to generate elec
magnetic waves in directions other than the direction of m
tion of the plasma layer.
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Exact solution of the problem of an equilibrium configuration of a two-dimensional
charged liquid-metal droplet

N. M. Zubarev

Institute of Electrophysics, Urals Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Ekaterinburg
~Submitted July 13, 1999!
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A conformal mapping method was used to obtain exact solutions of the problem of the
equilibrium shape of a charged two-dimensional liquid-metal droplet. It was found that when the
perturbation amplitudes reach certain critical values, the regions occupied by the liquid
ceased to be singly connected, which corresponds to the breakup of the droplet into parts. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~99!00912-X#
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The problem of the equilibrium configuration of
charged liquid-metal droplet plays an important role in u
derstanding the conditions for the strict excitation of ins
bility leading to its breakup.1,2 In view of the nonlinearity of
the corresponding equations, these have been investig
analytically either using the approximation of small surfa
perturbations or nonself-consistently~see, for example, Refs
3 and 4 and the literature cited!. In the present paper it is
shown that for the special case of a two-dimensional dro
when all the quantities only depend on the pair of indep
dent variablesx and y, conformal mapping can be used
find a wide range of exact solutions to this problem~from the
mathematical point of view a very similar approach was u
to solve the problem of the capillary wave profile at t
surface of an ideal liquid5!.

Thus, we shall assume that a charged conducting liq
having a free surfaceSoccupies a bounded, singly connect
region in the plane$x,y% ~in 3D space the conductor occu
pies a volume bounded by a right cylindrical surface!. The
distribution of the electric field potentialw ~the field strength
is given by E52¹w) in the absence of space charge
described by the Laplace equation:

wxx1wyy50,

This must be analyzed in conjunction with the condition
an equipotential conductor surfacewuS50, and also the con
dition that at infinity the field of the charged conductor w
be the same as the field generated by a point charge:

w→22q ln x, E5uEu→2q/x, r→`, ~1!

where r 5Ax21y2 and q is the electric charge of the con
ductor.

The equilibrium relief of the liquid metal boundary
determined by the balance condition for the forces acting
the surface:2

p1
E2

8p U
S

1
a

R
50, ~2!

wherea is the surface tension,p is the difference between
the liquid pressure and the external pressure, andR is the
9501063-7850/99/25(12)/3/$15.00
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radius of curvature of the surface. Note that the curvature
an equipotential surfaceS may be expressed in terms ofE
andw as follows:R2152(]E/]w)uS .

For convenience we now convert to the dimensionl
quantities:

E→4paq21E, r→q2~2pa!21r ,

w→2qw, p→2pa2q22p.

We then introduce the auxiliary functionc for which
E5$]c/]y,2]c/]x%. The complex expressionw5w2 ic
~the so-called complex potential! is an analytic function of
the complex variablez5x1 iy . Then

f 2 iu[ ln~2dw/dz!5 ln E2 i arctan~wy /wx! ~3!

will also be an analytic function, this being the analog of t
Zhukovskii function in the theory of the plane potential flo
of an incompressible liquid.

For the following analysis it is convenient to use a sy
tem of coordinates wherew and c will play the role of in-
dependent variables. As a result of the analytic nature of
~3!, the functionf will satisfy the Laplace equation in th
new variables

f ww1 f cc50 ~4!

with the condition at the conductor boundary obtained fro
condition ~2!:

] f /]w5pe2 f1ef , w50, ~5!

and also the condition at infinity:

f→w, w→2`, ~6!

obtained from Eq.~1! by eliminating the spatial variabler.
Bearing in mind that in the limituzu→` for the complex
potential2 we havew→2 ln z and hence the closed surfac
corresponds to a change inc by 2p, we add the condition
for periodicity of f in terms of the variablec:

f ~w,c!5 f ~w,c12p!. ~7!

Thus, the problem of finding the steady-state profile o
charged 2D liquid-metal droplet reduces to an analysis of
boundary-value problem~4!–~7! on the half-planew<0.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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We shall seek a solution of the problem~4!–~7! in the
form

f ~w,c!5C1w1 lnS Zw2Z1Y

Zw1Z2YD , ~8!

whereC is a constant,Y is an unknown function of the vari
able c, and Z is an unknown function of the variablew.
Substituting expression~8! into the equations being studied
we observe that the following relationships should be sa
fied:

Z~w!5sinh~kw1 ln d!,

Y~c!5Ak221cos~kc!,

C5 ln~ l /221/2!,

wherek52,3,4 . . . is an integer parameter which defines
number of branches of the corresponding curve in terms
the coordinatesx and y, l 5(124p)1/2 ~the inequality
1, l ,k is satisfied!, and finallyd5(k2 l )1/2(k1 l )21/2.

Substituting our expressions forZ andY into Eq.~8! and
bearing in mind thatE5expf, we obtain for the absolute
value of the electric field intensity at the surface of the co
ductor:

Euw505
11a2d212ad cos~kc!

a21d222ad cos~kc!
expC, ~9!

where we have introduced the notationa5(k21)1/2

3(k11)21/2.
We also need the dependence of the functionu, which

defines the slope of the electric field intensity to the direct
of the x axis, on the variablec at the liquid metal interface
Using the Cauchy–Riemann condition]u/]c5] f /]w, we
obtain from Eq.~5!:

uUw505
p

2
1E

0

c

~E1p/E!U
w50

dc. ~10!

We can now construct equilibrium profiles of the fre
surface of a liquid metal in terms of the coordinatesx andy.
Considering formula~3! to be an ordinary differential equa
tion for the unknown functionz, we obtain by integrating:
z52*exp(2f1iu)dw. Bearing in mind that at the interfac
w52 ic, we find that the unknown surfaces are defin
parametrically as follows:

y5y01E
0

c cos~uuw50!

Euw50
dc,

x5x02E
0

c sin~uuw50!

Euw50
dc, ~11!

where the parameterc covers the range 0<c,2p, and for-
mulas~9! and ~10! should be used in the expressions in t
integrand. The constantsx0 and y0 can be conveniently se
lected so that the geometric center of the curve coinci
with the origin.

Figures 1 and 2 show characteristic steady-state confi
rations of a liquid metal fork52 and k53, respectively,
determined by formulas~9!–~11!. It can be seen that as th
-

e
of

-

n

d

s

u-

parameterl decreases, the amplitudes of the surface pert
bations increase~cylindrical surfaces corresponding to the
limits l→k are considered to be unperturbed surfaces! and
for certaink-dependent critical values of the parameterl, the
region occupied by the liquid ceases to be singly connec
and isolated liquid metal droplets form.

The author is grateful to E. A. Kuznetsov for stimulatin
discussions and also to A. M. Iskol’dski� and N. B. Volkov
for their interest in this work.
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Project No. 97-02-16177.

FIG. 1. Equilibrium configurations of charged 2D liquid-metal droplet fo
k52 for three values of the parameterl ( l 151.86, l 251.90, and
l 351.94).

FIG. 2. Equilibrium configurations of charged 2D liquid-metal droplet fo
k53 (l 152.53, l 252.75, andl 352.97).
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Trajectories of return surface magnetostatic waves in a ferrite–dielectric–metal
structure magnetized by a nonuniform ‘‘ridge’’ field

V. I. Zubkov and V. I. Shcheglov
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Calculations are made of the trajectories of return surface magnetostatic waves~SMSWs! in a
ferrite–dielectric–metal structure magnetized by a nonuniform ‘‘ridge’’ field. It is shown
that there are four different types of trajectories. Conditions are determined for which the return
SMSWs propagate in the direction opposite to the forward SMSWs and in the same
direction as the forward SMSWs. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7850~99!01012-5#
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Surface magnetostatic waves~SMSWs! propagating in
ferrite films and structures based on them@ferrite–dielectric–
metal ~semiconductor, superconductor, and so on!# are used
in microwave analog information processing devices.1,2 The
nonuniform magnetic field in these devices allows their
mensions to be minimized and new principles of informat
processing to be implemented.3 This makes it topical to
study the propagation of return SMSWs in a ferrite
dielectric–metal~FDM! structure magnetized by a nonun
form ‘‘ridge’’ field Hg and results are presented below.

The FDM structure consists of a ferrite film of thickne
d separated from the metal layer by a layer of dielectric
thicknessp. Theyz plane of the coordinate system is paral
to the plane of the ferrite film, the origin is located at t
center of the film thickness, and thex axis is perpendicular to
the plane of the film.

The field Hg is directed in the plane of the ferrite film
parallel to thez axis and has a ‘‘ridge’’ configuration.3,4 Its
strength depends quadratically on thez coordinate:

Hg5H02HMz2a21.

The top of the ridge is elongated in the direction of t
y axis.

The dispersion equation for SMSWs in an FDM stru
ture was studied in detail in Refs. 4 and 5. As a result of
gyrotropic properties of the ferrite film, the direction of th
phase velocity vectork of the SMSWs differs from the di-
rection of the group velocity vectors. The angle between th
vectork and they axis will be denoted byw and the angle
between the vectors and they axis will be denoted byc. By
definition,1,2,5 forward waves are those for which the proje
tion of the group velocity vector on the direction of the pha
velocity vector is positive and the return waves are those
which this projection is negative. As the SMSW propaga
at a constant frequencyf, it covers sections of the film lo
cated in different fieldsHg .

An analysis shows that all possible types of retu
SMSW trajectories can be explained taking the example
an SMSW of frequencyf 53650 MHz in an FDM structure
with an yttrium iron garnet film having a saturation magn
9531063-7850/99/25(12)/3/$15.00
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tization of 1750 Gs,d515mm and p525mm, magnetized
by the field Hg for H05437.5 Oe, HM54H0, and
a5128 cm22.

Figure 1 shows dispersion curves of SMSWs w
w50 for various fieldsHg . Curve1 corresponds to the top
of the ridge (Hg5H0). The return SMSWs correspond to th
descending sections of the dispersion curves. We shall
lyze the excitation of SMSWs at the top of the ridge. It c
be seen from Fig. 1 that return SMSWs only exist in t
range of fields betweenH05437.5 Oe andHmin5431.9 Oe
~curves 1–4!. This range defines the boundaries of t
SMSW propagation channel on the plane of the ferrite fil
parallel to they axis and positioned symmetrically on eith
side of this axis.

The SMSW trajectories can be conveniently analyz
using frequency contours plotted on theky0kz plane.2,3,5Fig-
ure 2 shows a family of SMSW frequency contours for va
ous fieldsHg in the range betweenH0 and Hmin . Curve 1
~heavy line! describes the excitation of SMSWs at the top
the ridge. We shall analyze the characteristic points on
curve. The letterM denotes the point through which the ta
gent to the frequency contourkz(ky) drawn from the origin
passes. The letterN denotes the point through which th
tangent to the frequency contour parallel to theky axis
passes. The wave vectork corresponds to a ray drawn from
the origin to the point of intersection with the contourkz(ky).
The group velocity vectors is perpendicular to the tangent t
the frequency contourkz(ky) constructed at this point of in
tersection. The character of the excited SMSWs is de
mined by the position of the end point of the wave vectok
on the contourkz(ky). If the end of the wave vectork lies to
the left of pointM, the waves are forward and if it lies to th
right, they are return waves. If the end of the wave vectok
lies between pointsM andN, the return waves propagate i
the positive direction of they axis ~like the forward
SMSWs3–5!. If the end of the wave vectork lies to the right
of point N, the return waves propagate in the negative dir
tion of they axis.

By way of example, Fig. 2 shows two wave vectors:k1,
for which w57.4°, andk2 for which w57.9°. The corre-
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Dispersion curves of SMSWs for various field
Hg , Oe: 1 — 437.5,2 — 436, 3 — 434.5,4 — 433,
5 — 431.5,6 — 430,7 — 428.5, and8 — 427.
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sponding group velocity vectors are denoted bys1 ands2. It
can be seen from Fig. 2 that the vectork1 corresponds to the
return waves propagating in the negative direction of thy
axis and the vectork2 corresponds to those propagating
the positive direction. As the SMSWs propagate, the pro
tion of the initial wave vectork on the y axis is always
conserved.4,5 For k1 and k2 this corresponds to the vertica
dashed lines parallel to thekz axis. As the SMSW propa
gates, it passes successively from the axis of the ridge tow
its edge, which corresponds to the end of the wave ve
moving along the indicated dashed line toward theky axis
after which the SMSW again turns toward the ridge ax
which corresponds to the end of the wave vector mov
away from theky axis. After reaching the ridge axis, th
SMSW crosses it and the process repeats, so that the SM
trajectory is described by a periodic function of consta
amplitude.
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,
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Figure 3 shows trajectories of return SMSWs co
structed for various values of the anglew. It can be seen tha
four different types of trajectory are possible.

1. A pseudosinusoidal trajectory~curve 1! where the
SMSW propagates monotonically in the negative direction
the y axis.

2. A pseudomeander nonself-intersectingV-shaped tra-
jectory~curve2! — the half-periods of the meander are sim
lar to the Greek letterV with no sections parallel to the
abscissa~positive on the normalV and negative on the in
verted V). The tangents to the trajectory at neighbori
points withz50 intersect outside the trajectory. The SMS
as a whole propagates in the negative direction of they axis
but there are sections on which it propagates in the posi
direction. The trajectory turns smoothly.

3. A pseudomeander self-intersectingV-shaped trajec-
tory ~curve3!. The tangents to the trajectory at neighbori
FIG. 2. Frequency contours of SMSW withf 53650 MHz for
various fieldsHg , Oe: 1 — 437.5, 2 — 436, 3 — 434.5,
4 — 433, and5 — 431.9.
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FIG. 3. Trajectories of return SMSWs withf 53650 MHz
for various initial anglesw: 1 — 7.4,2 — 7.6,3 — 7.7, and
4 — 7.9°.
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points withz50 intersect inside the trajectory. The SMS
as a whole propagates in the negative direction of they axis
although the sections on which it propagates in the posi
direction of they axis are so large that the trajectory se
intersects.

4. Pseudosawtooth trajectory~curve4!. The SMSW as a
whole propagates in the positive direction of they axis al-
though there are sections where it propagates in the neg
direction of they axis. These sections are extremely sm
and the trajectory turns sharply.
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Investigation of the propagation of microwave beams in an inhomogeneous plasma
in a magnetic field
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An analysis is made of the propagation of microwave beams in an inhomogeneous magnetized
plasma. It is shown that the presence of a plasma increases the astigmatism of the beams,
increases the amplitude of the beam compared with vacuum conditions, and reduces the curvature
of their phase fronts compared with vacuum. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7850~99!01112-X#
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The propagation of microwave beams in vacuum h
already been studied intensively in connection with proble
of transmission lines, resonators, and laser beams.1

At present microwave beams are widely used for di
nostics~reflectometry and interferometry! and for rf ~micro-
wave! plasma heating. The propagation of microwave fie
in a plasma is usually analyzed using a ray traject
method.

The present paper is devoted to an analysis of the pro
gation characteristics of microwave beams~10–200 GHz! in
an inhomogeneous magnetized plasma. The influence o
separatrix layer of low-density plasma on the distribution
the fields emitted by the antenna is determined for ITE
scale facilities and correct initial conditions are construc
for calculations using the ray trajectory method.

We introduce the Cartesian coordinates (X,Y,Z):
OZiDne , OXiB ~wherene is the electron concentration an
B is the external magnetic field!. The beam propagate
mainly in the direction of theZ axis and the emitter is lo
cated in theXY plane. For the ordinary wave we haveEx

@Ey , Ez , and for the extraordinary waveEy@Ez@Ex .
Since (]Ei /]z) @ (]Ei /]x) , (]Ei /]y), we obtain from the
Maxwell equations for theo-wave (Ex[Eo)

]2Eo

]z2
1

v2

c2
«3Eo1

]2Eo

]y2
1«3

]2Eo

]x2
50 ~1!

and for thee-wave (Ey[Ee)

]2Ee

]z2
1

v2

c2

«1
22«2

2

«1
Ee1

]2Ee

]y2
1S 11

«2
2

«1
2D ]2Ee

]x2
50, ~2!

where

«1512
vp

2

v22ve
2

, «25
vc

v

vp
2

v22vc
2

, «3512
vp

2

v2
.

We obtain solutions of Eqs.~1! and ~2! using the
parabolic approximation method.2 These have the form
(a5o,e)
9561063-7850/99/25(12)/2/$15.00
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Ea~x,y,z!52
iAa

2p
A c

vka~z!
@C1a~z!C2a~z!#21/2

3expF i E
0

z

ka~z!dzG E
2`

` E Ea~j,h!

3expH i

2 F ~y2j!2

C2a~z!
1

~x2h!2

C1a~z! G J djdh. ~3!

Here we have

ko~z!5
v

c
«3

1/2~z!, ke~z!5
v

c F«1
2~z!2«2

2~z!

«1~z!
G21/2

,

C1o~z!5
c2

v2 E0

z

ko~z8!dz8, C2o~z!5E
0

z

dz8/ko~z8!,

C le~z!5E
0

z «1
2~z8!1«2

2~z!

«1
2~z8!

dz8

ke~z8!
,

C2e~z!5E
0

z dz8

ke~z8!
.

For ne50 the integrals~3! are expressed in terms o
Fresnel functions. For vacuum we haveC1a(z)5C2a(z)
5zc/v, i.e.,z5vC1,2a /c. The influence of the plasma ma
be characterized by the effective change inz. For theX axis,
z becomes zi5vC1a(z)/c, and for the Y axis z'

5vC2a(z)/c. Calculations show that the presence of a lo
density plasma does not influence the field distribution of
e-wave in the boundary layer. However, for theo-wave, par-
ticularly in the long-wavelength part of this range, the infl
ence may be considerable. In this case, the amplitude di
bution of theo-wave is not symmetric relative to the toroid
direction which is caused by the influence of the low-dens
plasma.

In order to make a detailed analysis of the propagation
the o-wave we shall seek a solution of Eq.~1! in the form

Eo5A c

vko~z!
expF2 i E

0

z

ko~z8!dz8GA~x,y,z!.

For A(x,y,z) we then obtain
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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c2ko
2~z!

v2

]2A

]x2
1

]2A

]y2
2 i2ko~z!

]A

]z
50. ~4!

It is well-known that the solutions of the diffusion equatio
~4! may be expressed in the form

A~x,y,z!5A0HmS A2x

wi~z!
DHnS A2y

w'~z!
D

3expH 2 i FP~z!1ko~z!S x2

2qi
1

y2

2q'
D G J , ~5!

whereHn(x) are Hermite polynomials. We shall analyze t
propagation of the dominant modem5n50. Expressingqa

in the form

1

qa
5

1

Ra~z!
2

2i

ko~z!wa
2~z!

,

whereRa are the radii of curvature of the wavefront in theX
or Y direction, andwa are the beam dimensions in the
directions, we obtain

w'~z!5w'0H 11F 2

w'0
2 E

0

z dz8

ko~z8!
G 2J 1/2

, ~6!

wi~z!5wi0H 11F 2c2

v2wi0
2 E

0

z

ko~z8!dz8G 2J 1/2

, ~7!

R'~z!5ko~z!E
0

z dz8

ko~z8!
H 11F 2

w'0
2 E

0

z dz8

ko~z8!
G22J ,

~8!

Ri~z!5
c2ko~z!

v2 E
0

z

ko~z8!dz8

3H 11F 2c2

v2wi0
2 E0

z

ko~z8!dz8G22J , ~9!

iP~z!5
1

2 E
0

z 1

i
w'0

2

2
1E

0

z8 dz9

ko~z9!

dz8

ko~z8!

1
1

2 E
0

z ko~z8!dz8

iv2wi0
2

c2
1E

0

z8
ko~z9!dz9

. ~10!

Separating the real and imaginary parts in the expression
iP(z), we can find the differences in the phase and am
tude of a bounded wave beam and a plane wave:
or
i-

A~z,x50,y50!5A0H 11
4

w'0
4 F E

0

z dz8

ko~z8!
G 2J 21/4

3H 11
4c4

v4wi0
4 F E

0

z

ko~z8!dz8G2J 21/4

3exp
i

2 H arctanF 2

w'0
2 E

0

z dz8

ko~z8!
G

1arctanF 2c2

v2wi0
2 E0

z

ko~z8!dz8G J . ~11!

We shall analyze the differences in the propagation of w
beams in vacuum and in a plasma using expressions~6!–~9!
in the low-density plasma approximation (vp

2(z)!v2).
1. Compared with a vacuum, the presence of a plas

causes narrowing of the beam parallel to the magnetic fi
and broadening perpendicular to the magnetic field

wi5wi0@11D2~12vp
2~ z̄!/v2!#1/2,

w'5w'0@11D2~11vp
2~ z̄!/v2!#1/2.

Here we have

vp
2~ z̄!

v2
5

1

z E
0

z vp
2~z8!

v2
dz8, D5

2 |z

wa0
2

.

2. When wave beams propagate in a plasma, the cu
ture of their phase fronts decreases compared with vacu
For the direction parallel to the magnetic field the defocus
in the ‘‘far-field’’ zone (D@1) is greater than that in the
near-field zone (D!1) and for the perpendicular directio
the reverse is true:

Ri5RvacF12
vp

2~z!1vp
2~ z̄!

2v2 G , D@1,

Ri5RvacF12
vp

2~z!2vp
2~ z̄!

2v2 G , D!1,

R'5RvacF12
vp

2~z!2vp
2~ z̄!

2v2 G , D@1,

R'5RvacF12
vp

2~z!1vp
2~ z̄!

2v2 G , D!1;

3. The presence of a plasma increases the beam am
tude compared with vacuum and this effect does not dep
on the plasma density profile.

It is interesting to note that the presence of a plas
leads to astigmatism of the ordinary and extraordinary w
beams. Moreover the astigmatism of the ordinary wave d
not depend on the plasma gyrotropy.

1H. Kogelnik and T. Li, Appl. Opt.5, 1550~1966!.
2V. A. Fock, Electromagnetic Diffraction and Propagation Problems~Per-
gamon Press, New York, 1965!, 320 pp.

Translated by R. M. Durham
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Deep diffusion doping of macroporous silicon
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An investigation is made of the diffusion of boron and phosphorus impurities in macroporous
silicon with a regular structure of deep cylindrical pores, for which through doping of
the walls was achieved. The;150mm layers obtained were quasiuniformly doped and had a
planar diffusion front, and their electric parameters were very similar to those of the
doped single crystal. It is demonstrated that deep diffusion of phosphorus may be used to
fabricaten–n1 structures. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~99!01212-4#
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INTRODUCTION

The development of the technology to produce deep
lindrical pores 0.6–20mm in diameter and up to 500mm
deep1–4 in n-type silicon opens up extensive prospects
using this material in various fields.5–9 Macroporous aniso-
tropic silicon (ma–Si! is also a promising material for elec
tronics. Unlike microporous silicon, macroporous silicon h
a low porosity (,10%) and in many respects retains t
properties of the single crystal. Thus, macroporous silic
may be considered as some new material having effec
values of macroscopic parameters, such as resistivity,
mittivity, and so on. The aim of the present paper is to stu
various possibilities for using macroporous silicon to fab
cate semiconductor structures.

FABRICATION TECHNOLOGY FOR MACROPOROUS
SILICON

The starting material waŝ100&-oriented non-crucible
zone-refinedn-type silicon having resistivityr5200V•cm.
After thermal oxidation, the 400mm thick polished wafers
underwent photolithographic treatment which opened u
square network of circular holes in the oxide 10mm in di-
ameter anda530mm apart. Standard alkali etching forme
pits in the oxide, in the form of inverted pyramids with
square surface. Deep pores were etched electrochemi
using a 2.5% aqueous solution of HF for 4 h with the back
the wafer illuminated by its self-emitted light (l<800 nm! at
4 V and current densityj 51.66 mA/cm2, which corresponds
to a currentI pp515 nA per pore. The shape and size of t
pores was monitored using a transverse cleaved sectio
the sample using a scanning electron microscope~see Figs.
1a and 1b!. These pores had a depthl 5120mm and diameter
d510mm, and their density was 1.13105 pore/cm. These
technological parameters correspond to a stable etching
gime when the current density at the bottom of the pore
equal to the critical current density for transition to ele
tropolishing j ps520 mA/cm2 ~Ref. 2! and the diameter is
satisfactorily described by3

d5a~ j / j ps!
1/258.6mm.

The porosity is easy to estimate using the formula
9581063-7850/99/25(12)/4/$15.00
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which in our case givesp58.7%.

DOPING OF MACROPOROUS SILICON

Previous attempts have been made to use a porous s
ture to introduce slowly diffusing impurities into silicon
However, the method has not been widely used becaus
the radical difference between the properties of ‘‘ordinar
microporous silicon and single-crystal Si. Usin
macroporous silicon can avoid this major disadvanta
There have already been reports of this being used to f
deep verticalp-walls preventing the breakdown of high
voltagep–n junctions along their edges.11 The regular pore
structure used by us can produce well-controlled porous
ers having the same wall thickness, which ensures unifo
doping of the porous layer when a diffusion source is int
duced into the inner surface of the pores~Fig. 1c!. In order to
achieve through doping of the walls with boron accep
impurities, the diffusion zones must overlap in the horizon
plane and the diffusion front must be equalized near
lower part of the pores. If the depth of thep–n junction in
the single-crystal silicon isx, the following condition must
be satisfied for the boundaries of thep–n junctions to close
around the pores

xj min
5

1

2
~A2a2d!,

i.e., for our samplesxj min
516.2mm. Attention should be

drawn to the fact that if the scale of the entire structure
changed, for example, by reducinga andd with the ratiod/a
kept constant, the depthxj may be reduced but the propertie
of the material are conserved, since the porosity remains
same. For example, fora53 mm and d51 mm we obtain
xj min

51.62mm and to obtain ap–n junction of this depth the
temperature and duration of diffusion may be reduced ap
ciably.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Macropores in Si: a and b — SEM images, c — diagram
showing introduction of dopant.
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DIFFUSION OF BORON

In our experiments macroporous silicon was doped w
boron from a 1% alcohol solution of H3BO3 at T51250°C
for 3 h to the depthxj530mm in the single-crystal region
which is almost twicexj min

. This allowed us to obtain ap–n

junction 150mm deep in the macroporous silicon~see
Fig. 2!. Staining a polished section showed that the bound
h

ry

of the p–n junction is horizontal in the region where th
pores enter the plane of the cross section and between
~see Fig. 3!.

The resistivity was measured using a four-probe meth

in the porous and single-crystal regions immediately a

diffusion ~Figs. 2a and 2b! and after grinding thep-layer in

the single-crystal region~Fig. 2c!. These values are given i
gh

hed
FIG. 2. Schematic of sample structure: a! top view; deep pores
etched in central region; b! cross section; c! cross section after
grinding a 35mm thick layer from above; d! structure to measure
the parameters of ap–n junction on single-crystal and
macroporous Si.

FIG. 3. Optical-microscope image of cross section throu
boron-doped macroporous silicon sample after exposingp–n
junction ~thep region is a light color!. On the left-hand side of
the photograph the pores do not reach the plane of the polis
section although the formation of a deepp–n junction can be
seen.
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TABLE I. Parameters of layers obtained by boron diffusion.

Rs , V/h r, V•cm NB , cm23 tp , ms

After diffusion Single-crystal Si 0.261 7.531024 1.831020 8
After diffusion Macroporous Si 0.168 231023 631019 4
After removing 35mm Macroporous Si 0.470 431023 331019
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Table I where the average resistivity of the layerr̄
5RS•xj , and the corresponding average boron concentra
N̄B are taken from published data for uniformly dop
single-crystal silicon.12 In regions with and without pores w
fabricatedp–n junctions with vertical walls, obtained b
mechanical polishing an annular groove, and Ni conta
~Fig. 2d!. These structures were used to measure the
lifetimes tp by the Lax method. Table I gives values oftp

measured by switching from the forward currentI j5100 mA
to the reverse I r550 mA in the single-crystal and
macroporous Si regions, respectively. It can be seen thr̄
for doped macroporous silicon is slightly higher than that
single-crystal silicon although this has a sufficiently lo
value for many applications andtp is slightly lower.

FIG. 4. Resistivity distribution in various regions of the sample after ph
phorus diffusion: a — surface resistivity, b — volume resistivity in regi
containing pores.
n

ts
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DIFFUSION OF PHOSPHORUS

Diffusion of phosphorus into macroporous silicon with
pore depthl 5165mm was carried out using a 10% alcoh
solution of H3PO4 at 1240°C for 5 h (xj525mm!. Figure 4a
shows the depth distribution of the surface resistanceRs ob-
tained as a result of layer-by-layer grinding of the sample
the pore side. The measurements were made in regions1, 2,
and3 shown on the inset. Note that the shunting influence
the lower n-Si layer can be neglected when analyzing t
results of the measurements in regions1 and2 since its re-
sistance is several orders of magnitude higher than the re
tance of the diffusion layer. It can be seen that in the sing
crystal region2, then1 layer ceases to have an influence
x'50mm whereas for the macroporous silicon region1 this
is ;200mm. The resistivity of phosphorus-dope
macroporous silicon estimated using the formular̄5Rs

3( l 1xj2x)5Rs(1902x)31024 V•cm is plotted in Fig.
4b. It can be seen thatr̄ remains low as far as values ofx
corresponding to the pore depth.

The standard substrate for the formation of bipolar d
vices is a highly doped thickn1 layer. Its role is to reduce
the thickness of the base and thus the resistance connect
series with thep–n junction. Thisn–n1 structure is usually
fabricated by epitaxial growth of thinn-Si on a highly doped
substrate or a thickn1 layer on single-crystal Si whos
thickness is then reduced~‘‘inverted’’ epitaxial structures!.
By using deep doping of macroporous silicon with don
impurities, it is possible to replace the existing epitaxial tec
nology for fabricatingn–n1 structures with diffusion tech-
nology. Measurements ofRs in region 3 ~Fig. 4a! demon-
strate an effective reduction in the resistance achieved u
this type of layer. Because of the low porosity
macroporous silicon this substrate should possess good
chanical strength and the problem of compatibility betwe
this technology and other operations involved in fabricat
devices may be resolved by masking the inner surface of
pores with thermal oxide. There is reason to assume
replacing the complex and ecologically harmful epitaxy p
cesses with relatively simple etching and diffusion proces
is economically viable.

CONCLUSIONS

We have therefore confirmed that replacing sing
crystal silicon with macroporous silicon can appreciably
crease the thickness of the diffusion layers while negligi
changing the properties of the material and can be use
fabricate device structures, in particularn–n1 structures to
produce a thickn1 layer.
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Evolution of the morphological structure of a two-dimensional cluster obtained with a
linear microparticle trajectory in the diffusion-limited aggregation regime

D. B. Berg
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Two-dimensional diffusion-limited aggregation of spherical microparticles was achieved
experimentally as a result of their rectilinear motion~‘‘ballistic aggregation’’! at a ‘‘water–air’’
interface. A percolation cluster was obtained and the evolution of its morphological
parameters was studied under compression. A change in the orientation of the cluster pores and a
nonlinear coalescence and breakup process were observed. A fabrication technology is
proposed for monolayer films similar to the Langmuir method. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7850~99!01312-9#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Aqueous suspensions of microparticles~such as latex
microspheres! of the same micrometer dimensions have be
successfully used to study crystallization processes
‘‘ideal’’ systems in which the colloidal particles are atoms.1,2

Two-dimensional crystallization–melting processes can
observed in a planar sandwich cell, whose thickness does
exceed two or three particle diameters3 or by positioning
microspheres at a planar ‘‘water–air’ interface.4 Depending
on the type of microsphere and the so-called ‘‘anti-ion
added to the aqueous medium, it is possible to obtain a b
spectrum of structures, ranging from a dense crystal lat
~such as hexagonal! to branching dendritic and fracta
forms.5 Their formation is described in terms of univers
growth mechanisms, i.e., diffusion- and reaction-limit
aggregation6,7 which have different probabilities of particl
attachment to the cluster~the analog of surface tension!. In
9621063-7850/99/25(12)/3/$15.00
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general, these regimes are established for different par
trajectories, i.e., Brownian~random walk! and ballistic~rec-
tilinear motion!.8 As a result of collisions between wate
molecules and microparticles during aggregation in a susp
sion, the particles undergo Brownian motion.9 Ballistic ag-
gregation has only been observed experimentally in a lo
density gas atmosphere or vacuum during the condensa
of evaporated material vapor when the particle mean f
path exceeded the dimensions of the growing cluster.8

In the present study ballistic diffusion-limited aggreg
tion of microparticles was achieved experimentally at
water–air interface.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD OF BALLISTIC DIFFUSION-
LIMITED AGGREGATION

Ballistic aggregation of microparticles takes place at
surface of a water droplet lying freely on a transparent gl
al

let
he

e;
r-
FIG. 1. Microparticle cluster at water–air interface: a —
formation of cluster and its observation using an optic
microscope, side view~schematic!: 1 — droplet, 2 — trans-
parent substrate, 3 — objective, 4 — growing microparticle
cluster, 5 — separate particle, after reaching the drop
surface this moves in the radial direction indicated by t
arrow; b — cluster in upper part of droplet, viewed from
above; c — breakup of large cluster pore~initial position
shown by the contour! into smaller ones~shown black! un-
der compression; inset — merging of two pores over tim
d — solid substrate on which various functional micropa
ticle monolayers are deposited.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. Evolution of morphological parameters of percolation cluster pores under compression.
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substrate, as shown in Fig. 1a. The volume of the drople
20–40m l, the diameter of the contact spot with the substr
is 3–4 mm, and the initial height 2–3 mm. A micropartic
deposited on the surface rolls downward in a radial direct
under the action of gravity and attaches to a cluster wh
grows from the edge toward the center. The cluster grow
the form of branches elongated radially in the direction o
posite to the moving particles. The pores are also oriente
this direction. The length of a branch generally does
exceed 6–8 particles since ‘‘restructuring’’ is observed
longer lengths,8 i.e., the entire branch rotates about the co
tact with the cluster at the base of the branch until a sec
contact forms. The microparticles are added singly, a
gradually fill the entire surface of the droplet, forming a tw
dimensional percolation cluster, as shown in Fig. 1b, wh
fractal dimension is 1.9560.02 ~Ref. 8!.

The cluster becomes compressed as the surface ar
the droplet decreases as a result of drying and this comp
sion is determined from the specific area of the pores on
image or from the shadow of the droplet. The rate of co
pression is regulated by the rate of drying. The evolution
the percolation cluster is determined from the morpholog
is
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n
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parameters of its pores: the perimeter, area, form factorF f ,
and the orientation according to the angular dependenc
the Fere diameterD f ~Ref. 10!, i.e., the length of the pore
projection in a given direction.

A quantitative microanalysis was made using the Sia
image analysis hardware and software~Ekaterinburg! for a
cluster in the upper part of the droplet where there are
distortions. The microparticles wereLycopodium clavatum
microspores, spheres of uniform 37mm diameter, which al-
lowed the aggregation process to be observed directly un
a microscope.11 These microparticles have a hydrophob
surface and on a planar water–air interface form typical fr
tal clusters consistent with the cluster–cluster diffusio
limited aggregation of wax microspheres9 having fractal di-
mensions of 1.4860.03.

3. EVOLUTION OF CLUSTER MORPHOLOGICAL
STRUCTURE

The following laws governing the changes in the mo
phological parameters of the cluster pores were identi
~Table I!:
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– the shape of the pores becomes more rounded and
form factor distribution becomes narrower;

– the pores not only break up but also merge, as sho
in Fig. 1c;

– the average areas and perimeters decrease mono
cally;

– the direction of orientation of the pores changes.

4. ANALOGY WITH THE LANGMUIR METHOD

Microparticles at the surface of a droplet may be
placed by amphiphilic molecules which become oriented
the water–air interface. Compression of the monolayer as
droplet evaporates will then correspond to the motion of
barrier which compresses the monomolecular layer at
surface of the aqueous subphase in a Langmuir tank.12 Thus,
the proposed method can be used to compress micropa
monolayers to small areas~less than 0.3 cm2) and may be
used to deposit films for various purposes on a solid s
strate~crystal, amorphous, Langmuir films, and so on!. The
microparticles may be macromolecules, permolecular ag
gates of macromolecules and their complexes~such as
enzyme–substratum, antigen–antibody!, microspheres~poly-
mer, ceramic, and so on!, and other supramolecular objec
which become oriented at a water–air interface.
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Magnetic resonance with a hyperfine structure which can be detected from the electrical
conductivity has been observed in iodine-doped polydiacetylene films. This resonance is
attributable to transitions between Zeeman levels in the spin-dependent carrier transfer
process in a system of localized paramagnetic centers. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7850~99!01412-3#
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The paramagnetism characteristic of most organic se
conductors together with the electrical conductivity whi
can be varied within twelve orders of magnitude by dopin
create favorable conditions for identifying a correlation b
tween the systems of paramagnetic centers and ch
carriers.

This correlation is achieved in particular as a result
carrier hopping via localized states, including paramagn
ones, and is observed as a drop in the electrical conduct
under the action of a static magnetic field.1–3 Magnetic reso-
nance was observed for the first time in Ref. 4, where it w
recorded in polyacetylene from a change in the electr
conductivity, which was interpreted as a change in the car
hopping probability in a polaron–soliton pair under the co
bined action of static and alternating magnetic fields.

In the present paper we report data on the first obse
tions of a magnetic resonance hyperfine structure dete
from the conductivity of iodine-doped polydiacetylene. It
shown that the effect is of a general nature, without us
soliton–polariton concepts and can be used to determ
some quantitative characteristics of charge carrier transp

We investigated polydiphenyldiacetylene~PDA! films
prepared by pouring from a chloroform solution onto qua
substrates with copper electrodes 10 mm high and 0.1
apart. After drying in vacuum, the films were doped w
iodine at room temperature by diffusion from vapor to
concentration of 2.031019g21. As a result of the doping, the
conductivity of the samples increased from 1.4310211 to
6.031024 V21 cm21, and the spin concentration after do
ing was 1.531019g21.

The conductivity of the samples was measured un
ESR conditions by detecting the voltage drop at a modu
tion frequency of 100 kHz at a load resistor positioned o
side the magnetic fields. The voltage applied to the sam
was 1–100 V.

The relative change in the conductivity of the PDA fil
as a function of the magnetic field strength has the form o
saturating curve which was described in detail in Refs. 1
The only difference from the known curves is that as
magnetic field increases, the section corresponding to sa
tion reveals a slight increase before reaching the limit
9651063-7850/99/25(12)/2/$15.00
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value in the rangeHb.4 kOe. In addition, in the range
H53.3 kOe we observed a resonant increase in the con
tivity of the sample in the form of a peak having full width a
half-maximumDH1/2512 Oe.

Figure 1 shows spectra of the resonant change in
conductivity of PDA obtained for a microwave magnet
field of 0.3 Oe and for various values of the electric field
the sample. It can be seen that the resonant increase in
conductivity exhibits a clearly defined hyperfine structure
the form of a three-component spectrum, which may be r
resented as the superposition of a singlet with theg-factor
g152.0027 and a doublet withg252.0035 and the hyperfine
splitting constanta512 Oe.

In order to explain the influence of the magnetic fiel
on the electrical conductivity of doped PDA, we shall ta
the system for hopping of charge carriers in the spin sys
proposed in Refs. 1–4

1,3@ ḣ11Ṙ#→8@h01R1#, ~1!

whereṘ andR1 are a neutral paramagnetic and correspo
ing charged spinless structural defect,ḣ1 is a hole formed by
capture of an electron by an acceptor~iodine!, andh0 is the
neutral diamagnetic unit of the polymer chain. The magne
sensitivity of process~1! is caused by the difference betwee
the spins states of the reacting particles on the right-
left-hand sides of the reaction, for which the charge hopp
frequency will depend on the magnetic field mixing ef
ciency of the singletS and triplet T0,6 states in the pairs
(ḣ1 . . . Ṙ).

The action of the microwave magnetic field induc
resonant transitions between the mixedS2T0 level and the
T6 levels, which leads to binding of all the levels in the sp
system and ensures an effective yield in the singlet chan
for the carrier hopping. Thus, under the action of the mic
wave field the (ḣ1 . . . Ṙ) pair lifetime decreases and cons
quently the conductivity of the polymer increases resonan

The observed conductivity spectrum corresponds to
lowed transitions between the magnetic spin levels of
paramagnetic partners in the pairs when a spin 1/2 magn
nucleus is present in the structure of one of the partners
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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The nonresonant increase in the conductivity with in
creasingH is evidently caused by the so-calledDg mecha-
nism when as a result of a difference between the Zeem
precession frequencies of the spinsḣ1 and Ṙ the magnetic
field mixes theS and T0 states with the frequencyvST0

5ug22g1ubH/2\ and thereby increases the carrier hoppin
frequencyt21 with increasingH. For effectiveS2T0 mix-
ing the conditionT1

21,t21,vST0
should be satisfied (T1

21

is the spin relaxation rate! which determines the magnetic
field at which saturation is achievedHB*2\/DgbT
~Ref. 5!. Substituting the values for PDADg5831024 and
T150.831027 s we findHB*4.63103 Oe which is close to
the experimentally observed value ofHB . The maximum
effect did not exceed 331024.

The individual spectral line widthdH can be used to
estimate the fixed carrier lifetimet0.\/gbdH.231028 s.
This value oft0 can be used to estimate the carrier mobilit
m.e l̄ 2/6kTt0, where l̄ 2 is the mean-square hopping

FIG. 1. Spectra of the resonant change in the electrical conductivity
doped PDA for various electric field intensities:1 — E513102 V/cm,
2 — E563103 V/cm.
-

an
length. Taking the typical value for polymersl̄ .30 Å, we
find m.331025 cm2/Vs, which is fairly close to the mobil-
ity obtained from independent experiments.

It is interesting that an increase in the electric field
tensity at the sample caused narrowing of the resonant
and reduced its intensity, which indicates that the duration
contact between the carrier and the paramagnetic cent
reduced~Fig. 2!, which may be caused by an increase in t
carrier hopping frequency as the electric field increases.

1E. L. Frankevich, I. A. Sokolik, D. I. Kaydrovet al., JETP Lett.36, 486
~1982!.

2E. L. Frankevich, Khim. Fiz.2, 1642~1983!.
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FIG. 2. Dependence of the amplitude~1! and width~2! of the spectrum of
resonant change in the conductivity of PDA on the electric field intensi
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The influence of surface stresses induced by an external force on the diffusion of solvent across
the surface of a resist film during centrifuging is investigated. The proposed model can be
used to estimate the formation time of the resist film and the thickness of the protective coating.
The theoretical estimates show fairly good agreement with the experimental results.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~99!01512-8#
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When a resist is deposited on a substrate by centrifug
solvent is removed from the film which causes the resist–
interface to be displaced. The resist drying process is a
lyzed by solving the problem of diffusion of the solve
component from the resist film into a vacuum-filled ha
space. An expression for the normal component of the in
face displacement velocityV can be obtained by solving th
hydrodynamic problem involving the rotation of a su
merged disk at constant angular velocityV in a resist having
the kinematic viscosity]R , allowing for evaporation of the
solvent during centrifuging1

V~j!52
2

3
AV]Rj3, ~1!

wherej5AV/]AZ is a dimensionless variable,]A is the ki-
nematic viscosity of air, andZ is the coordinate axis perpen
dicular to the plane of the substrate. We shall consider
process taking place in the laminar regime. In addition,
also need to allow for compression of the film in one dire
tion ~along theZ axis! with free expansion in the other tw
directions caused by the presence of the force density2: Q
5 (dm/dt)u/S, wheredm/dt5mCuSis the mass flow of the
9671063-7850/99/25(12)/2/$15.00
g,
ir
a-

r-

e
e
-

solvent, m is the mass of the solvent molecules,C is the
molecular concentration,u is the velocity of the solvent mol-
ecules,S is the area of the film, andt is the time.

We write the diffusion equation with initial and bound
ary conditions allowing for displacement of the resist–
interface

D
d2C

dZ2
2V~Z!

dC

dZ
5

Q~Z!

a
~2!

subject to the conditionsC5C0(Z50) andC50 (Z→`),
whereD is diffusion coefficient of the solvent vapor,C0 is
the saturated vapor concentration of the solvent,Q(Z) is the
external force acting on the resist film per unit are
a5Wh, W5AE/@3rF(12m2)#, rF is the density of the re-
sist surface film,E and m are Young’s modulus and th
Poisson ratio of the surface film material, andh is the film
thickness of the resist surface layer~not exceeding a few
nanometers!. For our estimates we assume that the solv
molecules can diffuse across the surface layer.3

The solution of Eq.~2! will be the function
C~Z!5C02M2A]A

V E
0

ZFexpA]A

V E
0

hV~F!

D
dFE

0

hQ~m!expA]A /V*0
m~V~p!/D !dpdm

Da Gdh, ~3!

M25
A~V/]A!C0

E
0

` H expA]A /VE
0

h

~V~F!/D !dFE
0

hFQ~m!expA]A /VE
0

m

~V~p!/D !dpdm/DaG J dh
.

The diffusion flux of solvent vapor per unit surface area is given by

j 5
DrsAV3/]AC0a

E
0

`

expA]A /VE
0

j

~V~F!/D !dFE
0

j

Q~m!expA]A /VE
0

m

~V~p!/D !dpdmdj

. ~4!
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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It is well known that the relationship between the stre
and strain for a polymer under tension or compression
linear. In the present paper, we show that the cubic dep
dence for a resist is very well substantiated experimenta

Q~j!5x j3, ~5!

wherex5(rFRT)/MF , R is the gas constant,T is the abso-
lute temperature, andMF is the average molecular mass
the polymer~resist!.

We assume a statistical model of a polymer film in t
definition of x.

On the basis of Eqs.~4! and~5!, the rate of displacemen
of the air–photoresist interface caused by evaporation of
solvent may be written as

V5
j

rS
>

DV3/2C0a

x]A
1/20.38

. ~6!

The thickness of the resist should be fixed by equat
the viscous flow velocity~1! and the solvent evaporation ra
~6!. For a photoresist we need to introduce the correct
factor rk /rd which allows for the difference between th
densities of the dry film and the photoresist solution, and a
the content of dry residue in the photoresistbR

l 0>
rR

rd
bRA4DC0a]R

V1/2]A
1/2x

. ~7!
s
is
n-

e

g

n

o

We shall estimate the timet0 for fixing the film thick-
nessl 0 . We shall assume that beforet0 the resist viscosity
changes negligibly and then by integrating expression~1!
between infinity andl 0 we obtain

t0>0.3S ]R
1/2]A

1/2x

V5/2DC0a
D . ~8!

Using Eqs.~6!, ~7!, and ~8!, we estimate the values o
t0 , V, and l 0 for an FP-383 photoresist where dioxane
used as the solvent. In this case we haveC050.17 kg/m3,
x51 J/m3, ]R55.9 cS, ]A50.13 S, a5131026 m2/s, and
D5731026 m2/s. For V52.53103 rpm, we obtain V
>0.3mm/min, l 0>0.6mm, and t>2 min, which shows
very good agreement with the experimental valuesl 0

>0.56mm andt>1.5 min.

1V. G. Levich, Physicochemical Hydrodynamics@in Russian#, Fizmatgiz,
Moscow ~1959!, 450 pp.

2L. D. Landau and E. M. Lifshitz,Mechanics, 2nd ed.~Pergamon Press
Oxford, 1969; Nauka, Moscow, 1965, 203 pp.!.

3V. I. Trigub and G. L. Gol’denberg, Izv. Vyssh. Uchebn. Zaved. Mat
Élektron. Tekh. No. 4, 41~1998!.
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Thermal annealing was used to study silicon samples having different sulfur concentrations. It
was established that the temperature at which the sulfur centers decay depends on the
concentration of sulfur atomsNs in the overcompensated silicon. As the distance between the
impurities (Ns

21/3) decreases, the decay temperature increases. The effect can be attributed
to characteristic features of the distribution of the compensating sulfur impurity atoms inside a
region of fluctuation, formed in silicon during doping. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7850~99!01612-2#
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Numerous studies have been made of the thermal st
ity of impurity centers in doped silicon having deep ener
levels.1–8 However, the physical processes taking place
these materials have not yet been clarified. Lemke1–3 used
DLTS to study Au, Pt, Ir, and Rh impurity centers inn- and
p-Si before and after repeated heat treatment, and sho
that the observed concentrations of impurity centers in s
con decrease, or are converted into other centers at tem
tures below 400 °C~in this case the concentrations of imp
rity centers areNim.1013–1014cm23). In Refs. 4–8 the
decay of impurity centers~Au, Pt, Ir, Rh, and S! having
concentrationsNim.1015–1016cm23 was observed at tem
peratures above 600 °C.

The aim of the present study is to identify the influen
of the concentration of sulfur centers on the thermal stab
of the conductivity of overcompensatedn-Sî B,S&.

Sulfur was chosen as the silicon impurity because fi
sulfur impurities form donor centers in the upper half of t
silicon band gap and second, sulfur has a high solubil
(;331016cm23 at 1320 °C!. These two factors allow us to
obtain n-type silicon ~overcompensatedn-Sî B,S&) from
p-type over a wide range of resistivity~between 1 and
105 V•cm!. In this case, sulfur atoms are the principal do
ant in n-Sî B,S&. By establishing the temperatureTp at
which the transition fromn- to p-type conductivity takes
place under heat treatment, we can determine the depend
of the concentration of sulfur centers on the stabilizat
temperature (Ts5Tp) for the material conductivity.

The starting material was Czochralski-grownp-type
silicon with resistivity ;45V•cm and dislocation density
;23104 cm22.

The silicon was doped with sulfur impurities by therm
diffusion in the range 1000–1300 °C for;20 h in an open
quartz ampoule followed by cooling at a rate
;250 deg/min, when conversion fromp- to n-type conduc-
tivity was observed.

We investigated isochronous annealing inn-Si ^B,S& in
the temperature range 300–900 °C for which the hold
time at a particular annealing temperature was;20 min.
9691063-7850/99/25(12)/2/$15.00
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Ohmic contacts were prepared by diffusion of phospho
prior to doping the silicon with sulfur. Standard methods
measuring the Hall coefficient were used to determine
concentration and type of silicon conductivity.9

Table I gives results of studying the variation of th
concentration of sulfur centers in overcompensated sili
with the temperatureTp for the transition fromn- to p-type
conductivity. It can be seen that as the sulfur atomic conc
tration increases,Tp shifts toward higher temperatures. W
take the view that this is caused by a nonuniform distribut
of sulfur atoms in the bulk of the overcompensated silico
i.e., these samples have different degrees of impu
fluctuation.

Repeated heat treatment~resulting in the formation of
vacancies V and interstitial sulfur impurity atoms Si)

1! up to
the total decay temperatureTdec (Tp.Tdec) leads to addi-
tional lattice strength: after a sulfur atom has migrated fr
a lattice site to an interstitial site, a previously elongat
region ~the radius of the sulfur atom is smaller than the
dius of the silicon atom;10 in this case the lattice situated i
the region of fluctuation is elongated! becomes even more
elongated. Then, the lattice strength is compensated by
interstitial atom Si and becomes concentrated inside the flu
tuation region, i.e., the released V and Si , migrating within
the region have a fairly high probability of encountering ea
other. As a result, an Si enters a lattice site configuration or
new @V1Si # forms. Thus, in our view, asNs increases,Tp

shifts toward higher temperatures. The higher the impu
concentration in the region of fluctuation, the shorter the d
tance between the sulfur atoms (N21/3) and the larger the
radius of action of the elastic forces, and as a result
thermal stability of the conductivity of the compensated s
con is enhanced@in this caseN21/3. ~0.94– 2!31025 cm#.
The proposed mechanism to explain the thermal stability
compensated silicon also confirms the results reported
Refs. 1–3. In these studies the distance between the imp
atoms isN21/3,431024 cm.

The condition for efficiency of this mechanism is th
the distance between impuritiesN21/3 should be smaller than
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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the distance of action of the elastic forcesRel , i.e., N21/3

,Rel . As the temperature increases, all the sulfur atoms
simultaneously released from vacancies and the mecha
ceases to operate.

It should be noted that when analyzing the shift of t
total decay temperature as a function of the impurity at
concentration, we allowed for dilatational charges, i.e.,
assumed that in the bulk of the material the compressed
elongated regions~formed as a result of heat treatment to t
total decay temperature! have opposite dilatational charges

To sum up, as a result of this analysis we have propo
a mechanism to explain the dependence of the total de
temperature of sulfur centers on their concentration, wh
we attribute to the different degrees of fluctuation of t
sulfur atoms: the larger the number of sulfur atoms in a
gion of fluctuation, the higher the probability of the dec
product becoming fixed inside this region in the bulk ofn-Si
^B,S&.

It is quite interesting to note that the temperature dep
dence of the annealing of the same center~in this case an

TABLE I. Dependence of the conductivity stabilization temperature
n-Sî B,S& on the concentration of sulfur centers.

Concentration of
sulfur centers (Ns), cm23 631014 131015 631015 231016

Conversion temperature (Tp), °C 680 700 730 780
re
sm

e
nd

d
ay
h

-

-

A-center11! depends on the degree of order of the semic
ductor~i.e., as the radiation dose accumulates!. However, the
radiation conditions in the experiment are such that alter
tive mechanisms may appear.12

1!Several types of impurity fluctuations occur in the bulk of the doped m
terial. It was assumed that the sulfur centers begin to decay in a fluctua
where the distance between the sulfur atoms is greater than in other
tuations.
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Integral scanning method
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Saratov State University
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A telescope system incorporating an illuminating spatially modulated laser beam, a diffuser in
the entry plane, and a random phase screen in the spatial frequency plane was used to
analyze the formation of average-intensity interference fringes in the image plane of the diffuser.
It is shown that the system can operate as a shift interferometer where the contrast of the
fringes is independent of the diffuser characteristics. Analytic expressions are obtained for the
contrast of the fringes as a function of the parameters of the screen and the illuminating
beam and it is established that the statistical anisotropy of the screen influences the contrast of
the fringes. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~99!01712-7#
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In Refs. 1–3 Ryabukho and Chausski� established tha
the parameters of the phase inhomogeneities of an ob
satisfying the ‘‘random phase screen’’ model4,5 can be deter-
mined using a spatially modulated laser probe beam focu
onto the surface of the screen. In order to observe aver
intensity interference fringes which carry information on t
inhomogeneity parameters, these authors1–3 suggested mov-
ing the object or the inhomogeneities relative to the pro
beam. Equivalent averaging is performed by scanning
laser beam over the object. In the present paper we cons
an alternative method of obtaining average-intensity frin
with both the object and the probe beam fixed. This meth
involves simultaneously probing the object with numero
identical focused spatially modulated laser beams~SMLBs!
obtained using a primary auxiliary diffuser which functio
as an irregular diffraction grating.

The optical system is shown schematically in Fig. 1.
the absence of the diffuser S1 the object S2 is illuminated by
a focused SMLB and the object must be displaced in
transverse direction to observe the interference fringes1–3

The diffuser S1 multiplies the SMLB, i.e., the diffraction
field behind it is a set of SMLBs propagating in differe
directions and simultaneously probing the object S2. As a
result of uncorrelated addition in the image of the diffus
S1, the diffraction patterns from these beams form avera
intensity fringes.

The formation of the interference fringes in the image18
can have another interpretation which is more convenient
a formal analysis. Since the diffuser S1 is illuminated by two
waves whose directions of propagation differ by the angleu,
two identical speckle fields form behind it, propagating at
angleu relative to each other.6 In the rear focal plane of the
lens L1 the fields acquire the transverse shiftr05u f
5l f /L, whereL is the period of the fringes in the SMLB
As a result of this shift the speckle fields beyond the obj
S2 also become partially decorrelated, and in the image pl
where the shift of the fields again becomes zero, the con
of the average-intensity fringes is reduced. Hence, the c
9711063-7850/99/25(12)/3/$15.00
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trast of the fringes should be determined by the modulus
the normalized correlation functionB12(z,r0) of the interfer-
ing fieldsU1(z) andU2(z) in the image plane:

V5V0U B12~z,r0!

B12~z,r050!
U, B12~z,r0!5^U1~z!U2* ~z!&,

~1!

where V0 is the contrast of the fringes in the illuminatin
diffuser S1 of the SMLB; the angular brackets denote a s
tistical averaging operation.

Let us assume that the diffuser S1 and the object S2 are
random phase screens having the transmission funct
t1(r ) andt2(r). Then, using two successive Fourier transfo
mations and assuming that the entire scattered field f
within the aperture of the lens,U1(z) may be written as

U1~z!5E
2`

` E
2`

`

U0~r !exp~ ik1r !t1~r1!

3expS i
k

f
rrD t2~r!expS i

k

f
zrDd2rd2r, ~2!

whereU0(r ) is the complex amplitude of one of the wave
in the SMLB andk1 is the wave vector of this wave. Th
expression forU2(z) is similar, with the vectork1 replaced
by k2, whereuDk12u5uk12k2u5k2sin(u/2).

Substituting Eq.~2! for U1(z) and U2(z) into Eq. ~1!,
changing the order in which integration and averaging
carried out, and taking into account the independence of
random functionst1(r ) and t2(r) yields the following ex-
pression for the correlation function of the complex amp
tudes of the fields in the image plane:
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Telescope measuring system with illuminating sp
tially modulated laser beam, diffuser in entry plane, a
object being monitored in spatial frequency plane: SML
— illuminating spatially modulated laser beam with para
lel interference fringes, L1 and L2 — collimating lenses,
S1 — diffuser in front focal plane of the lens L1 , S2 —
object being monitored in rear focal plane of lens L1, and
S18 — image of diffuser S1.
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B12~z,Dk12!5E
2`

`

^I f~r!&d2rE
2`

`

Bf

3S Dr1
f

k
Dk12Dm t2~Dr!

3expS 2 i
k

f
z DrDd2Dr, ~3!

where^I f(r)&5*2`
` *2`

` m t1(Dr )exp(i (k/f) Drr)d2Dr is the
average intensity in the rear focal plane of the lensL1 ~the
spatial spectrum of the diffuser S1), the functionBf(Dr)
5*2`

` *2`
` I 0(r )exp(i (k/f) Drr )d2r is the autocorrelation

function of the field illuminating the object S2 , I 0(r )
5uU0(r )u2 is the average intensity in the SMLB, an
m t1(Dr ) and m t2(Dr) are the normalized autocorrelatio
functions of the transmission coefficientst1(r ) and t2(r) of
the diffuser S1 and the object S2.

Substituting expression~3! into expression~1! shows
that the contrast of the fringes does not depend on^I f(r)&
andm t1(Dr ), i.e., it does not depend on the properties of
diffuser S1.

For a fairly large-aperture illuminating SMLB for whic
the width of the functionBf(Dr) is substantially less than
the width of the functionm t2

(Dr) so thatBf(Dr) may be
replaced by ad-function, the expression for the contrast
the fringes has the extremely simple form

V5V0m t2S r05
f

k
Dk12D . ~4!

The contrast is determined by the normalized correlat
function of the boundary field beyond the object as a fu
tion of the magnitude and direction of the relative shiftr0,
i.e., the periodL and the orientation of the fringes in th
SMLB. Thus, this system operates as a shift interferom
where the contrast of the fringes depends on the statis
anisotropy of the object.

For an arbitrary aperture 2W of the illuminating SMLB,
an analytic expression for the fringe contrast can be obta
under the following assumptions: the intensity distributi
I 0(r ) is Gaussian,I 0(r )5I 0exp(22r2/W2); the inhomogene-
ities of the object obey normal statistics, and their correlat
coefficient Kf(Dr) is Gaussian,Kf(Dr)5exp(2Dr2/ l f

2 ),
where l f is the correlation length of the inhomogeneitie
For m t2

(Dr) we can then use the approximation2 m t2
(Dr)

'(12exp(2sf
2))exp(2Dr2/r'

2 )1exp(2sf
2), where sf

2 is
the dispersion of the phase fluctuations, a
e

n
-
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d

n

.

d

r'5 l f@2 ln$sf
22ln@exp(21)(exp(sf

2)21)11#%#1/2 is the cor-
relation length of the field beyond the object S2 (r'' l f , for
sf<1, r'' l f /sf for sf.1).

Using these approximations in expression~3! gives the
following expression for the fringe contrast~1! in the
paraxial region of the imagez50:

V5V0

m01~12m0!r'
2 ~r'

2 1r f
2!21exp@2r0

2/~r'
2 1r f

2!#

m01~12m0!r'
2 ~r'

2 1r f
2!21

,

~5!

wherem05exp(2sf
2) and r f5A2l f /pW is the correlation

length of the field illuminating the object S2. Note that a
similar expression for the fringe contrast is obtained usin
single SMLB focused onto the surface of a moving obje
subject to the conditionr f5A2w0, wherew0 is the radius of
the constriction of the focused Gaussian beam. If the pe

FIG. 2. Contrast of average-intensity interference fringes in image of
fuser: a — as a function of the fringe periodL in the illuminating beam for
an object withsf51.15 andl f517mm for various values of the beam
aperture 2W and thus various correlation lengths of the object-probing fi
r f for f 5110 mm. 1 — 2W53 mm, r f520.8mm; 2 — 2W55 mm,
r f512.5mm; 3 — 2W512 mm, r f55.2mm; b — as a function of the
beam aperture for various fringe periods:1 — L58 mm,2 — L55.5 mm,
and3 — L53 mm.
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L of the fringes is fairly small, whenr0
2.r'

2 1r f
2 the depen-

dence of the fringe contrast on the statistical anisotropy
the object disappears.

The theoretical results agree fairly accurately with t
experimental ones. Figure 2 gives the experimental po
and theoretical curves obtained using expression~5! for the
fringe contrastV/V0 as a function of the fringe periodL and
the aperture 2W of the illuminating SMLB.

The formation of an image of the interference fringes
the system shown in Fig. 1 can also be considered from
point of view of the classical analysis of linear optic
systems.5 However, the approach used here is clearer fr
the physical point of view and allows us to establish an an
ogy with the processes of formation of interference patte
in systems using a single probe SMLB.1–3 It should also be
noted that these results can be applied to optical imag
systems of a more general nature.
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Integrated-optics semiconductor detector using a prism coupling device
A. V. Khomchenko, E. V. Glazunov, I. U. Primak, V. P. Red’ko, and A. B. Sotski 

Institute of Applied Optics, Academy of Sciences of Belarus, Mogilev
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A room-temperature integrated-optics semiconductor detector is proposed. The sensitive element
of the detector is a thin film of antimony-activated tin dioxide deposited on a prism
coupling element. The sensitivity of the structure to ammonia, alcohol vapor, and acetone
impurities is investigated. The range of detectable ammonia concentrations is 1024–1026%.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~99!01812-1#
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Ceramic or thin-film sensors for gases and gas mixtu
utilize the change in the electrical resistance of semicond
tor materials caused by chemisorption and reverse cata
or physical adsorption of the gas being detected.1 In order to
achieve efficiency together with the required sensitivity a
selectivity, the operating temperatures of these devices
between 100 and 500 °C~Refs. 2 and 3! and one of the main
problems in the fabrication of these detectors is to obt
semiconducting layers whose properties exhibit good te
perature stability.3

In the present paper we propose an integrated-op
semiconductor detector using antimony-activated tin diox
and we investigate its properties. All the measurements w
made at room temperature.

The sensitive element of the detector was a thin se
conducting film deposited on a prism coupling element.
schematic of this detector is shown as an inset to Fig. 1a
prism coupling element comprising an isosceles glass pr
serves as the substrate and is used to excite a waveg
mode in the semiconducting film. This film is separated fro
the prism by a buffer layer consisting of a silicon dioxid
film. The buffer layer is used both to achieve the wavegu
regime in the semiconducting film and to optimize the det
tor parameters. The sensitive element was fabricated by s
tering a ceramic target made from a mixture of tin oxide a
between 2 and 15 wt.% antimony oxide. The films were
posited by rf sputtering in an argon and oxygen atmosph
The thickness of the glass film varied in the range 0.2–
mm and that of the sensitive element between 0.07
0.5mm.

Light from a radiation source (l50.6328mm! is
coupled into the semiconducting film using the prism e
ment and excites a waveguide mode whose complex pr
gation constanth depends on the optical and geometric p
rameters of the buffer layer, the semiconducting film, and
properties of the ambient medium. When impurities of t
gas being detected are present in the air, this changes
optical parameters of the semiconducting film~refractive in-
dex and absorption coefficient! which in turn changes the
mode propagation constant. We used an optoelectronic
cording unit consisting of an array of photodetectors and
analog-to-digital converter to record the spatial distribut
of the reflected optical signal intensity and measure
9741063-7850/99/25(12)/3/$15.00
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change~Fig. 1a!, from which we determined the realh8 and
imaginary h9 parts of the mode propagation constant. T
changes in the values ofh8 andh9 were used as the measu
able parameters of the detector sensitivity.

We investigated the properties of this structure as a fu
tion of the concentration of ammonia, alcohol vapor, a
acetone in the ambient medium. The temperature~20 °C! and
relative humidity~80%! in the volume being analyzed wer
kept constant in all cases. The results of investigating
sensitivity of the detector to impurities in a gas are plotted
Figs. 1a and 1b whereDh9/h095(h92h09)/h09 , andh9 andh09
are the imaginary parts of the propagation constant of
waveguide mode in the presence of impurities and in
respectively. Whereas the value ofh8 changed negligibly
over the entire range of concentrations, the values ofDh9
allow this to be used as a sensitivity parameter, so that
structure can be considered to be a gas impurity sensor.

The proposed structure exhibited the highest sensiti
to ammonia impurities, being able to record concentratio
two or three orders of magnitude lower than other gases,
this type of sensor has fairly high selectivity. The range
detectable concentrations was 1024–1026 vol%. The sensi-
tivity of the sensor and the range of detectable concentrat
can be varied by varying the physical parameters of the th
film structure. For instance, a reduction in the wavegu
losses of the semiconductor film, i.e., in the value ofh09 ,
leads to an improvement in the sensor sensitivity~Fig. 2!.
Naturally, the range of detectable concentrations is then
duced. Similar results may be obtained by varying the
rameters of the buffer layer.4

The time parameters of the sensor, i.e., the actuation
relaxation times, were investigated with a time resolution
0.1 s. The actuation time was 6–9 s, and the initial para
eters of the film were recovered completely over 15–20 s

For comparison, we made similar electrical measu
ments where the measured parameter was the change i
specific conductivity of the filmss, measured by a four-
probe method. Figure 2~curve 4! gives the dependence o
Ds/s05(s2s0)/s0 on the ammonia concentration in ai
wheres is the conductivity of the film in the presence o
impurities, ands0 is the conductivity in air. These measur
ments were again made at room temperature. In view of
lower sensitivity of the electrical parameters, the values
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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the measured concentrations were slightly higher: betw
0.02 and 6 mg/L. In this case, we also obtained a sim
dependence of the sensitivity parameter on the gas impu
concentration.

This suggests an operating mechanism for
integrated-optics detector. In our opinion, this mechan
involves charge transfer from the energy levels of surf
states created by adsorbed molecules to allowed en
bands. Under equilibrium conditions, because of the elec
cal neutrality of the entire structure, the electrical cha
trapped by the surface states of the film is neutralized by
opposite charge in the surface region of the semiconduc

FIG. 1. Dependences of the real~a! and imaginary~b! parts of the propa-
gation constant on the concentration of detected gas for ammonia~1!, ethyl
alcohol ~2!, and acetone~3!; the inset shows the change in the detect
signal and a schematic of the integrated-optics detector~1 — prism,
2 — buffer layer, and3 — semiconducting film.
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film. When the semiconducting film is exposed to light, t
concentration of free charge carriers increases and the u
urated molecular bonds become unblocked. The appear
of excess carriers shifts the equilibrium between the char
in the surface states into the surface charge region, redu
the size of the latter. Under cw illumination, as in our case
new quasiequilibrium carrier distribution is established in t
space charge region. Charge exchange between surface
created by adsorbed gas molecules at unsaturated mole
bonds, and allowed energy levels is observed as a chang
the absorption coefficient of the waveguiding semicondu
ing layer and causes a change in the imaginary part of
propagation constant of the waveguide modeh9, which was
recorded experimentally.

In addition, the nonmonotonic dependence of the pro
gation constant on the impurity concentration indicates t
there is another mechanism for the processes taking plac
this structure. In our view, at low concentrations of gas i
purities, adsorption taking place via a coordination mec
nism plays a major role.5 As a result of coordination-
unsaturated centers being filled in the surface layer,h9
increases andh8 decreases. At high concentrations, a wav
guide coupling mechanism predominates,5 when the value of
h9 reaches saturation~Fig. 1b! and h8 begins to increase

TABLE I. Results of estimating the thickness of the adsorbed layers
their influence on the parameters of the waveguide structure.

Ammonia Alcohol Acetone

«med 1.836033 1.84498 1.833386
d, Å 3.7 8.5 2.2
Dhprop8 * 1.031024 1.3131024 3.931025

*The values ofDhprop8 are given for interval II in Fig. 1a.

FIG. 2. Change in the detector sensitivity with decreasing waveguide lo
in the semiconducting film:h0951.8231024 ~1!, h0953.231024 ~2!, h09
54.8731024 ~3!; and conductivity~4! for this particular structure in am-
monia.
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~Fig. 1a! which is most probably attributable to adsorption
a layer of gas molecules on the surface of the semicond
ing film.

We can estimate the thickness of the adsorbed layer
the waveguide surface for the given dependence ofh8 on the
gas impurity concentration.6 It should be borne in mind tha
the change in the mode propagation constant is influence
the two mechanisms for variation in the permittivity of th
waveguide structure indicated above. The influence of e
mechanism can be separated by utilizing the fact that fro
certain concentration of the gas impurities being analyz
any further increase causes no appreciable changes inh9, and
the change in the mode propagation constant is mainly in
enced by the formation of the adsorbed layer.

In order to estimate the thickness of the adsorbed lay
we reconstructed the parameters of the waveguide struc
used as the detector. The thickness and permittivity of
waveguide and buffer layersdf50.1mm, dgap50.71mm,
« f53.640862 i 34.2331023, and «gap52.17976 were de-
termined from the measured values of the mode propaga
constant when the detector was placed in various media
t-

on

by

ch
a

d,

-

s,
re
e

on
ch

as air and water («a51.00 and«w51.69, respectively!. The
permittivity of the prism is«p53.74813. Values of the per
mittivity of bulk materials were used as values for the a
sorbed layers. The results of these estimates are present
Table I and agree with the experimental data~Fig. 1a!.

Thus, these results show that this structure may be u
as a room-temperature gas impurity sensor.

This work was supported by the Belarus Republic Fou
dation for Basic Research.
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Beam model of waveguide regimes in a multilayer graded-index waveguide
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Beam and wave approaches were used to obtain mode dispersion equations and to perform an
analysis for a planar structure consisting of two waveguiding layers of which one is a
graded-index layer. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~99!01912-6#
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Guided propagation of light in dielectric waveguides
frequently analyzed using a beam approach, which can
used to find a relationship between the propagation cons
and the parameters of the waveguide structure and the ra
tion on the basis of clear concepts of geometric optics.1 For
waveguides having a stepped permittivity profile, the mo
dispersion equations obtained by the beam and wave m
ods are the same for one1 and several waveguide layers.2,3

The beam approach is also applied to graded-in
waveguides having one guiding layer, but the dispers
equations obtained do not agree analytically with those
tained by solving the boundary-value problem because of
approximate nature of the beam approach. In the pre
study we use both the beam and wave approaches to o
dispersion equations, and make a comparative analysis
waveguide structure having two guiding layers, of which o
has a graded permittivity profile.

We shall consider a planar structure consisting o
semi-infinite covering medium of permittivity«4, a guiding
cover layer of permittivity«3, and a guiding graded-inde
layer formed in the surface layer of the substrate and hav
the following permittivity profile:

«2~x!5«11~«22«1!exp~2x/a!. ~1!

Here «2 is the permittivity of the graded-index layer at th
interface with the cover layer (x50), «1 is the permittivity
of the substrate (x@a), anda is the characteristic thicknes
of the graded-index layer. All the values of«1 are taken to be
real, which presupposes that no absorption takes plac
these media. We postulate that«4<«1,«2,«3, which cor-
responds to real waveguide structures with a highly refra
ing coating.

Waveguide regimes in this structure are achieved a
result of total internal reflection of the wave at the bound
of the waveguiding layers. In the graded-index layer t
reflection occurs at its interface with the cover layer, and a
caustic having the coordinatexc determined from the condi
tion b25k0

2«2(xc), whereb is the mode propagation con
stant,k052p/l, andl is the wavelength in vacuum. Tw
possible radiation channeling regimes in this structure
determined by the inequalities

A«1 k0<b<A«2 k0 , A«2 k0<b<A«3 k0 . ~2!

The first regime corresponds to a zigzag mode propagatin
the cover and graded-index layers and undergoing dam
9771063-7850/99/25(12)/3/$15.00
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in the cover layer and the substrate at depthx.xc . The
second regime corresponds to a zigzag mode propaga
only in the cover layer and undergoing damping in the co
ering medium and the graded-index layer.

In the beam approach, the mode dispersion equatio
obtained from the transverse phase resonance condi1

which for this particular structure may be given as follow

2h3L31d341d3252np, ~3!

where n is the number of the waveguide mode,L3 is the
thickness of the cover layer,d34 is the phase shift of the
wave undergoing total internal reflection at the cover laye
covering medium interface, andd32 is the phase shift in the
graded-index layer–covering medium system~first regime!
or at the cover layer–graded-index layer interface~second
regime!. The value ofd34 is given by

d34522arctan~h4 /h3t!, ~4!

wheret51 and«4 /«3 for the TE and TM modes, respec
tively. Here and subsequently, the transverse componen
the wave vector in each layer are given by:

h1,4
2 5b22k0

2«1,4, h2,3
2 5k0

2«2,32b2. ~5!

For the first channeling regime in accordance with R
4, we have

d32522arctan@~12r 32!~11r 32!
21tan~f/2!#, ~6!

where the phase shift of the wave as it propagates in
graded-index layer is

f5dc12E
0

xc
~k0

2«2~x!2b2!1/2dx, ~7!

and dc5p/2 is the phase shift at the caustic in the grade
index layer,1

r 325~sh32h2!~sh31h2!21 ~8!

is the amplitude reflection coefficient at the interface b
tween semi-infinite media having the parameters«2 and«3,
ands51 and«2 /«3 for the TE and TM modes, respectively
Using the expression for the caustic coordinatexc

52a ln(v/w) and integrating in expression~7!, we obtain:

f54n~A12b2Ab arccosA12b!1p/2, ~9!
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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where we introduce the notationv5ak0(«22«1)1/2,
w5ah1, andb5(w/v)2. Substituting these expressions in
Eq. ~3!, we write the dispersion equation for the first wav
guide regime:

tan~f/2!5~sh3 /h2!tan@L3h32arctan~h4 /th3!#. ~10!

Under the conditions of the second waveguide regim
h2 becomes imaginary and the wave is damped in
graded-index layer at depthx.l/2p ~Ref. 4!. Total internal
reflection takes place at the interface between the gra
index layer and the cover layer and this is responsible for
absence of a caustic so thatdc50. As a result, the dispersio
equation for this case has the form:

tanh~f̃/2!5~sh3 /h̃2!tan@2L3h31arctan~h4 /th3!#,
~11!

where h̃25(b22k0
2«2)1/2 and f̃54v(Ab212Ab

3arctanA(b21)/b).
We also obtained the dispersion equation for this wa

guide structure using the wave approach, which gives:

J2w~2v !ah3~h2t2h3tanh3L3!1J2w8 ~2v !vs

3~h2t2tanh3L31h3!50, ~12!

whereJ2w andJ2w8 are the 2wth order Bessel function and it
derivative.5 In order to obtain an explicit analytic differenc

FIG. 1. Dispersion dependences for the first waveguide regime.

FIG. 2. Dependences of the propagation constant on the thickness o
cover layer.
-

,
e

d-
e

-

between the dispersions equations~10! and ~11! on the one
hand and~12! on the other, we need to make a comparat
analysis of their results.

For this purpose we take the parameters correspon
to a real waveguide structure consisting of an ion-exchan
Ag1 waveguide with a semiconducting coating of chalc
genide glassy semiconductor:5 «152.04, «252.31, «3

56.15, and«451.00 ~at l50.6328mm!. An analysis of
these dispersion equations shows that their solutions are
erally determined by a set of mode numbersn5n21n3,
where n2 corresponds to an integer number of ener
maxima of the mode field in the graded-index layer, andn3

corresponds to that in the cover layer. Thus, the mode n
bersn2 andn3 determine the distribution of the mode fie
with a given numbern which corresponds to the total num
ber of energy minima in the waveguide structure. The ph
shift of the mode in the cover layer in conveniently e
pressed in the formL3h35(n1a)p, where the parametera
has values between zero and one. We introduce the thick
Lh5p/h3, which is generally a function of the propagatio
constantb. If «22«1!«1, and «3 is considerably greate
than «1 and «2 ~highly refracting coating!, the value ofLh

can be considered to be constant. In this case we h
L35(n1a)Lh , and Lh is the characteristic period for th
thickness of the cover layer.

Figure 1 gives dependences of the propagation cons
b on the normalized thickness of the graded-index layera/l
obtained for the first radiation channeling regime using E
~10! and ~12! for the first fourn250, . . . ,3; n351) TE and
TM modes and the parametersL35Lh50.158mm and
a50. To within graphical error, both dispersion equatio
give the same dependencesb(a/l). The inset shows part o
the dispersion curves for then250 mode on a larger scale
obtained using the beam and wave approaches~solid and
dashed curves!. The largest difference between the solutio
of the dispersion equations~10! and ~12! Db/b, where
Db5ubwave2bbeamu, for the selected parameters does n
exceed 231024. The dispersion dependences for the seco
waveguide regime are higher thanb52pA«2/l
51.553105 cm21 and are not shown in the figure.

Figure 2 gives dependences of the propagation cons
b on the normalized thickness of the cover layerL3 /Lh for
three (n52,6,10) TE and TM modes for the paramet
a53.87mm. The lower steps on each curve correspond
n350. On transition from one step to the next step up,n3

increases andn2 decreases by one. These dependen
b(a/l) are plotted for the beam and wave approaches
agree to within graphical error.

To conclude, we note that this method of obtaining t
dispersion equation in the beam approximation is valid
only for an exponential profile but for any graded-index pr
file «2(x) in this particular waveguide structure.

1M. Adams, An Introduction to Optical Waveguides~Wiley, New York,
1981; Mir, Moscow, 1984, 512 pp.!.

2Yu. P. Udoev, Opt. Spektrosk.65, 1327~1988! @Opt. Spectrosc.65, 784
~1988!#.

3P. V. Adamson, Opt. Spektrosk.70~1!, 211 ~1991! @Opt. Spectrosc.70,
121 ~1991!#.
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Influence of acoustic treatment on the photoconductivity of zinc selenide crystals
I. A. Klimenko and V. P. Migal’

N. E. Zhulovsky State Aerospace University, Kharkov
~Submitted February 3, 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.25, 24–29~December 26, 1999!

It is shown that acoustic treatment of piezoelectric zinc selenide crystals by exciting strong
natural elastic vibrations can specifically alter their photoelectric and other properties. Irreversible
changes in the stressed-strained state of the crystals under this treatment are responsible for
characteristic features in the spectral dependences of the permittivity«8(l) and the dielectric loss
coefficient«9(l). These dependences plotted in the form of«* (l) diagrams on the
complex plane and also the spectrum of natural elastic vibrations can be used to monitor the
treatment process. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~99!02012-1#
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Bulk piezoelectric crystals of zinc selenide grown from
flux are characterized by a wide range of structural defe
i.e., strain carriers and growth inhomogeneities, which fo
a complex stressed-strained state in these crystals. This
strongly influences their optical, photoelectric, and oth
properties. In particular, it is responsible for the individu
nature of the low-frequency spectrum of elastic natu
vibrations1,2 and also for the difference between the spec
and temperature dependences of the permittivity«8 and the
dielectric loss coefficient«9. Thus, a representation of thes
dependences in the form of«* (l) and «* (T) diagrams on
the complex plane reflects the self-consistent changes in
electric and elastic fields of the crystal under exter
influences.3,4 Note that the irreversible changes in these s
tially nonuniform fields in zinc selenide are difficult to re
duce substantially by heat treatment. In the present pape
show that an effective method of changing the comp
stressed-strained state of piezoelectric crystals involves t
ing these with a strong alternating electric field at frequ
cies of specific natural elastic vibrations which can spec
cally alter the photoelectric, dielectric, and other properti

We investigated oriented samples in the form of rect
gular parallelepipeds~having sides of 103838 mm and
12312311 mm!, fabricated from crystal ingots up to 50 mm
in diameter. These were grown from a flux by the Bridgm
method under argon pressure. After chemical-mechan
polishing, indium–gallium Ohmic contacts were deposit
on opposite faces. The acoustic treatment was carried ou
exciting natural elastic vibrations in the samples using
alternating electric field of strength 100–800 V/cm. T
treatment involved systematically exciting between one
five low-frequency natural elastic vibrations. The duration
the acoustic treatment was determined from the rate of
crease in the intensity of the light during the treatment p
cess after this had been passed through a polarizer–cry
analyzer system. Torsional vibrations were excited us
four electrodes, for which a quadrupole electric field w
created in the sample. Topograms of the vibrations were
sualized by an optical-polarization method. The presenc
optical inhomogeneities in the samples was identified b
direct shadow method~luminous point method!. The dielec-
9801063-7850/99/25(12)/3/$15.00
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tric parameters were determined using an ac bridge at 1 k
For the investigations we selected two groups

samples. The first group was formed by optically more p
fect crystals whose absorption coefficient at 10.6mm is bet-
ter than 3.331023 cm21. The permittivity of the samples
measured at 1 kHz is in the range 9.1–9.4 and is alm
independent of the crystallographic direction. Their spectr
of natural elastic vibrations contains various strong vib
tions whose number predominates over the secondary vi
tions. In the second group of samples we identified numer
optical inhomogeneities created by two-dimensional str
tural defects~rotation twins, glide bands, twinning lamellae
and so on!. These create bands of alternating birefringen
which are randomly distributed in the@111# direction. In this
direction the permittivity has the lowest values~10.4–11.4!
whereas in other directions its values are in the range 12–
In addition, the method of etch figures revealed layers c
taining a substructure in these samples. The spectrum
natural elastic vibrations has a complex structure of seco
ary resonances whose number and distribution over the s
trum are individual characteristics of the sample.2 Character-
istic features of the three-dimensional image of the shad
pattern of the samples~the ‘‘deformation’’ of the image of
the sample surfaces, and so on! are shown in the insets to
Figs. 1 and 2. These indicate the complexity of the proces
accompanying the growth of plastic deformation. Note th
in the shadow pattern of the more deformed samples in
second group we can seen ‘‘traces’’ of plastic rotations.
blurred image of the sample surfaces indicates macrosc
fluctuations of the refractive index~see inset to Fig. 2!.

For the first group of samples, the most effective tre
ment involved systematically exciting between three and fi
of the strongest low-frequency natural vibrations using
strong alternating electric field. Figure 1 shows typic
«* (l) diagrams for this group of samples before and af
acoustic treatment~solid and dashed curves! plotted using
the spectral dependences«8(l) and«9(l). We can see tha
after treatment, the permittivity increment to light decreas
which reduces the area enclosed by the curve«* (l). Note
that similar changes in the diagrams were also identified
other directions of the external field.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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The efficiency of the acoustic treatment of samples
the second group depends strongly on the crystallogra
orientation of the sample, the type of elastic vibrations
cited, and the external electric field strength. The efficien
may decrease or increase the dielectric parameters, the
sorption coefficient at 10.6mm and other parameters, whic
confirms its close correlation with the stressed-strained s
of the crystal. The most significant irreversible changes
the spectra«8(l) and«9(l) were identified after treating th
samples using a quadrupole alternating electric field at
frequency of the torsional natural vibrations when the ex
nal electric field is perpendicular to the@111# direction. A

FIG. 1. Diagrams of«* (l) for zinc selenide (E parallel to @111#,
T5293 K!: 1 — 0.450,2 — 0.475,3 — 0.480,4 — 0.490,5 — 0.500,
6 — 0.510,7 — 0.525,8 — 0.550,9 — 0.580, and10 — 0.600mm.
n
ic
-
y
ab-

te
n

e
r-

comparison between the«* (l) diagrams obtained befor
and after acoustic treatment~solid and dashed curves in Fig
2! shows that after treatment the range of variation of«8 and
«9 under photoexcitation from the 0.47–0.62mm range was
almost doubled and the area enclosed by the curve on
«* (l) diagram was almost quadrupled. The photosensitiv
in the infrared also dropped significantly. The change in
diagrams after acoustic treatment indicates that the relaxa
processes undergo rearrangement. Under strong torsiona
brations the internal elastic and electric fields created ma
by two-dimensional structural defects undergo se
consistent changes in the crystals. This is confirmed by:! a
reduction in the local birefringence in some birefingen
bands, b! a reduction in the dielectric loss coefficient, and!
the increased symmetry of the optical-polarization top
grams and equalization of the contrast of the nodal lines
these topograms which indicates that the homogeneity of
samples is improved. Note also that after treatment the n
ber of secondary resonances in the natural vibration spec
decreased. The high efficiency of the acoustic treatmen
cubic zinc selenide crystals in a quadrupole electric field m
be explained by the fact that the@111# direction perpendicu-
lar to the twinning and glide planes is selected.

The strong influence of the acoustic treatment of
crystals on nonequilibrium carrier transfer processes
charge transfer between complex centers confirms the im
tant role played by the elastic fields of structural defects
the formation of photoelectric, dielectric, and other prop
ties. We also note that unlike the treatment of crystals i
traveling ultrasonic wave field,5 the possibility of exciting
various types of natural vibrations in samples means that
stressed-strained state of the crystal can be specifically
selectively altered. The«* (l) diagrams and the optical po
larization topograms as well as the spectrum of natural e
tic vibrations can be used to effectively monitor the tre
ment process. This method of treatment is particula
promising for materials grown under extreme conditio
since other methods of treatment are ineffective for thes

The authors thank the Fund for Basic Research of
FIG. 2. Diagrams of«* (l) for zinc selenide (E parallel to
@111#, T5293 K!: 1 — 0.450,2 — 0.475,3 — 0.480,4 —
0.490,5 — 0.500,6 — 0.510,7 — 0.525,8 — 0.550,9 —
0.580,10 — 0.600,11 — 0.650,12 — 0.700,13 — 0.800,
14 — 0.900,15 — 1.000, and16 — 1.200mm.
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Hysteresis and metastability of the transition from evaporative to droplet flow
of a liquid through a capillary

A. V. Melkikh and V. D. Seleznev

Urals State Technical University, Ekaterinburg
~Submitted December 10, 1998; resubmitted April 22, 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.25, 30–36~December 26, 1999!

A model is constructed for the transition from evaporative to droplet flow of a liquid through a
capillary in a gravitational field allowing for the mutual influence of the droplets. AnS-
shaped dependence of the flow on the pressure drop at the capillary is obtained which for certain
~critical! values of the control parameter gives a monotonic curve. Values of the pressure
drop are determined for which the droplet flow regime and the droplet-free regime become
unstable. It is shown that in a certain range of pressure drops in the presence of noise
transitions may take place from evaporative to droplet flow and back~intermittence!. © 1999
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~99!02112-6#
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The phenomenon of the transition to droplet flow of
liquid in a capillary is used in various devices and techn
logical processes, including inkjet printing, liquid dosing
chemical technology, in medical technology, and so on. T
transition to droplet flow has been studied experimentally1–3

and theoretically. Equations describing capillary surfaces
different types of droplet in a gravitational field have be
examined in the literature and a linear analysis has also b
made of the stability of a suspended droplet.4,5 However,
when the droplet has already formed, the droplets may in
ence each other, which may lead to nonlinear effects.
present paper is devoted to modeling the transition fr
evaporative to droplet flow allowing for the mutual influen
of the droplets.

We shall consider a thin-walled vertical capillary co
taining a liquid. We shall denote byDpS0 the pressure drop
of the liquid in the capillary for which a suspended drop
becomes unstable with respect to detachment from the
illary. The value ofDpS0 can be approximately obtaine
using the formula

DpS05
2s

r
, ~1!

wheres is the surface tension andr is the capillary radius.
Quite clearly, after the droplet has fallen, the liquid su

face at the end of the capillary does not immediately beco
equilibrium. We shall taket to denote the pressure rela
ation time at the free surface andv0 to denote the frequenc
of the ensuing surface oscillations.

Clearly defined oscillations of the liquid surface at t
end of the capillary will occur if

t@v0
21 . ~2!

For t!v0
21 the initial perturbation decays monoton

cally. The values oft andv0 may be calculated similarly:6

v05A8s

rr 3
, t5

rr 2

8h
, ~3!
9831063-7850/99/25(12)/3/$15.00
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whereh is the dynamic viscosity. An estimate of these va
ues using the formulas~3! shows that for water for exampl
(r 8;0.25 mm! at room temperature, condition~2! is reliably
satisfied.

The third characteristic time for this problem is the r
ciprocal dripping frequencyJ21.

If the perturbation relaxation timet becomes compa
rable with the dripping periodJ21, the stability conditions
will differ for the first and subsequent droplets.

We shall make a more detailed study of the case w
the liquid surface undergoes oscillations. The amplitude
these oscillations decays exponentially:

Dx5Dx0 expS 2
t

t D ,

whereDx0 is the initial perturbation.
At the instant when the droplet has become detached

liquid surface is elongated by the force mg where m is
droplet mass. The amplitude of the residual pressurep1 ~as a
result of the deformation of the surface after detachmen
the droplet! will then decay with time as given by

p15jrgr expS 2
t

t D ,

wherer is the liquid density andj is a dimensionless coef
ficient of the order of unity.

Quite clearly, the next droplet will occur under cond
tions different from the first. This difference will be that th
residual pressure will allow the droplet to fall whenDp
,DpS0.

In this case, the stability condition~1! is transformed to
give:

DpS5
2s

r
2jrgr expS 2

1

Jt D . ~4!
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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When the pressure difference at the capillary exce
DpS ~4!, this causes hydrodynamic transport of the liqu
through the channel. The resulting flow velocity can then
estimated using the Poiseuille formula:

u52
pr 2

8hL
~Dp2DpS!, ~5!

whereh is the dynamic viscosity of the liquid andL is the
length of the capillary.

By averaging formula~5! over time over the period o
droplet occurrence, we can easily derive an expression
the dripping frequency:

J5
rpr 4

8hLm
~Dp2DpS!5

3r

32hL
~Dp2DpS!, ~6!

wherem54prgr 3/3 is the droplet mass, andg is a coeffi-
cient which allows for the difference between the droplet a
capillary diameters.2

Expressions~6! and~4! then yield the expression for th
dripping frequency:

32hgL

3r
J5Dp2

2s

r
1jrgr expS 2

1

Jt D .

It is convenient to introduce the dimensionless press
difference and dripping frequency:

Dp85
Dp

jrgr
and J85Jt;

and omitting the primes we then obtain:

32hgL

3r 2jrgt
J5Dp2

2s

rgr2j
1expS 2

1

JD ,

MJ5Dr2B211expS 2
1

JD , ~7!

whereB5 (rgr2j/2s) is the Bond number which characte
izes the ratio of the gravitational forces to the surface tens
s

e

or

d

re

n

forces andM5 (32hgL/3r 2jrgt) is some dimensionles
parameter which characterizes the ratio of the visco
forces to the gravitational forces.

Graphs ofJ as a function ofDr are plotted in Fig. 1 for
various values ofM.

The curve isS-shaped. At pointsA and B the regime
changes. ForM.Mc the curve is monotonic and the hyste
esis disappears. From Eq.~7! by differentiatingDp(J):

]Dp

]J
5M2

1

J2
expS 2

1

JD50 ~8!

we can easily find the coordinates of pointsA andB. These
coordinates will correspond to a loss of stability by the s
tem.

Equation~8! can either have two solutions or none at a
The stability boundary of the droplet@condition ~1!# is as-
sumed to be given. Both solutions correspond to the stab
boundaries of the droplet regimes, i.e., ‘‘fast’’ and ‘‘slow.
In fact, if the droplets influence each other and can fall wh
Dp,B21, the flux cannot be infinitely small since the mu
tual influence of the droplets disappears in this case. Tha
to say, the transition from the droplet regime to the abse
of droplets in the regionDpS1,Dp,B21 should take place
abruptly.

Equating the second derivative to zero

]2Dp

]J2
5expS 2

1

JD F 2

J3
2

1

J4G50

and using equality~7!, we obtain the parameters of the sy
tem at the critical point:

Jc5
1

2
, Mc54e22, Dpc5e221B21.

If M.4e22 ~for example, if the viscosity is high or the
channel is long!, hysteresis cannot occur in the system a
the transition from droplet to evaporative flow~in Fig. 1 the
line J50 for Dp,B21) and back will take place continu
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ously ~without a jump!. In this case, the droplets have litt
influence on each other~see, for example, Ref. 1!.

If M,4e22, hysteresis may be observed in the syste
if the pressure drop increases from the pointDp,DpS1, the
system abruptly goes over to the upper branch of the cu
J(Dp), whereas if the system moves in the opposite dir
tion from the pointDp.DpS2, at the pointDpS1 it will drop
abruptly to zero flux. Thus, we obtain anS-shaped curve for
the system being modeled which is typical for example
trigger systems.7

The combination of all the points of stability loss~for
various values ofM ) is a curve in coordinatesJ and Dp.
This curve is an analog of the spinodal for equilibriu
phases.

In order to obtain the spinodal equation in the coor

FIG. 2.
:

e
-

f

-

natesJ and Dp, we expressM from Eq. ~8! and substitute
into Eq. ~7!:

Dp5B212expS 2
1

JD F12
1

JG . ~9!

This equation describes a curve, i.e., a set of all
spinodal points~Fig. 2!.

In the presence of noise, the behavior of the syst
changes. Quite clearly, in the regionDpS1,Dp,DpS2 the
system is metastable, i.e., both possible states, being s
with respect to small perturbations, are unstable with resp
to finite perturbations. In the presence of noise a transit
will therefore take place from the lower curveJ50 to the
upper curve and back. This behavior of the system is ca
intermittence.

Clearly, the specified interval must include a valueDp
5DpB for which both types of flow are equally probable.
parallel can be drawn between the two types of flow and
equilibrium phases~for example, for a vapor–liquid transi
tion!. The numbersDpS1 andDpS2 correspond to the spin
odals of both phases andDpB corresponds to the binodal.

This work was supported by the RFBR~Grant No. 98-
01-00879!.
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Growth of perfect-crystal Si–Si 12xGex –„Ge2…12x„InP…x structures from the liquid phase

A. S. Saidov, É. A. Koshchanov, A. Sh. Razzakov, and Sh. K. Ismailov

Physicotechnical Institute, Scientific Industrial Association‘‘Solar Physics,’’ Uzbek Academy of Sciences,
Tashkent
~Submitted February 12, 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.25, 37–40~December 26, 1999!

Structures comprising Si–Si12xGex–(Ge2)12x(InP)x with an intermediate Si12xGex buffer layer
were grown on silicon substrates. Morphological examinations, scanning patterns and
diffraction spectra, and also the electrophysical and luminescence properties of the heterostructures
were used to show that the crystal perfection of these structures depends on the choice of
liquid-phase epitaxy conditions. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~99!02212-0#
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It is well known that III–V semiconductors and soli
solutions based on them and possessing their unique pro
ties are among the most interesting materials for optoe
tronics. Consequently, studies of the possibilities of obta
ing these materials on relatively cheap substrates suc
silicon are among the topical issues in semiconductor m
rials technology.

In Ref. 1 we showed that (Ge2)12x(InP)x solid solutions
can be obtained on silicon substrates and we described
sults of some preliminary investigations. In the present pa
we report results of investigations to study the possibility
obtaining layers of semiconducting perfect-crys
(Ge2)12x(InP)x substitutional solid solutions on silicon sub
strates with an intermediate Si12xGex buffer layer by epitax-
ial growth from an indium flux in a single growth cycle.

The layers are grown from a flux bounded by two ho
zontal substrates using the forced cooling method. Be
growing the epitaxial layers of solid solutions, we search
the published data on the solubility of Si, Ge, and InP
various metal solvents and in various temperature range
order to select a suitable solvent. Since our flux is a mu
component one, when selecting the composition we ha
take into account the influence of intercomponent interac
on their solubility in the liquid phase. Since no such data
available in the literature, we carried out preliminary expe
ments to study the indium corner of the phase diagram
multicomponent In–Si–Ge–InP system in order to refine
composition of the flux.

Thus, we selected a suitable In–Si–Ge–InP flux com
sition and temperature range to grow an Si12xGex–
(Ge2)12x(InP)x epitaxial structure on silicon substrates in
single growth cycle. The structure was grown in the tempe
ture range 700–850 °C and the rate of forced cooling w
1.0–1.5 deg/min.

The substrates were KE´F-grade (n5531017cm23) and
KDB-grade (p51.131017cm23) single-crystal silicon wa-
fers (d 5 25–30 mm! having misorientations of betwee
0°158 and 3° relative to the@111# crystallographic direction.
The thickness of the epitaxial layers varied between 15
25mm depending on the crystallization initiation temper
ture and the growth interval, the composition of the liqu
phase, the position of the substrates relative to the flux,
9861063-7850/99/25(12)/2/$15.00
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also the rate of forced cooling. Morphological examinatio
of a cleaved section of the structure and the surface of
epitaxial layers, carried out using an MIM-8M metallo
graphic microscope, showed that other conditions be
equal, mirror-smooth epitaxial layers grow on the silic
substrates having the smallest misorientation (00158).

The structural perfection of the as-grown layers also
pended on the gap (d) between the horizontal substrate
which could be varied in the ranged 5 0.25–2.5 mm by
using special graphite supports. The structurally most per
layers of solid solutions were obtained on the upper a
lower substrates ford 5 0.25–0.6 mm. Ford.0.6 mm the
quality of the layers grown on the upper substrates dete
rated significantly. An investigation of the component dist
bution over the thickness of the epitaxial layer determin
using a CAMECA microanalyzer showed that when a p
ticular growth regime is maintained, an Si12xGex layer crys-
tallizes initially on the silicon substrate, beginning with th
silicon.

The intermediate Si12xGex layer then gradually gives
way to a variable-gap layer of (Ge2)12x(InP)x solid solution
whose InP content increases in the direction of growth. T
ratios of the Si12xGex and (Ge2)12x(InP)x layer thicknesses
may be varied depending on the growth conditions.

An x-ray diffraction analysis of the structural perfectio
of the layers using a DRON-UM1 device showed that t
as-grown epitaxial layers of Si12xGex–(Ge2)12x(InP)x solid
solutions possess extremely good single-crystal prope
and extremely low stresses, as is evidenced by the absen
peaks corresponding to phases other than the initial one
the diffraction pattern. The diffraction spectra were obtain
by continuous recording using copper-anode radiationl
51.5418 Å, l51.3922 Å!. The anode voltage and curren
were 30 kV and 10 mA, respectively. The exposure time w
varied between 1 and 3 h. We estimated the crystal lat
constants of the substrate and the Si12xGex and
(Ge2)12x(InP)x epitaxial layers, which were 5.420, 5.65
and 5.743 Å, respectively~Fig. 1!.

We investigated the spectral dependence of the phot
minescence at 77 K obtained from the surface of the epita
Si–Si12xGex–(Ge2)12x(InP)x structures. The edge emissio
band corresponded to the band gap of indium phosph
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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1.34 eV, which indicates that the surface of the epitax
layer has an InP composition~Fig. 2!.

We studied some electrophysical properties of fil
grown on high-resistivity substrates. We determined the
sistivity, the type of conductivity, and the carrier concent

FIG. 1. Diffraction pattern of Si–Si12xGex–~Ge2)12x~InP!x heterostruc-
tures.
l

s
-

-

tion at 300 K (r50.1–1V•cm,n52.8–531017cm23). The
films possessn-type conductivity.

To sum up, we have shown that perfect-crystal epitax
layers of (Ge2)12x(InP)x solid solutions can be grown from
the liquid phase on silicon substrates by suitably selec
the growth conditions.

1A. S. Saidov, Dokl. Akad. Nauk Uz. SSR. No. 1, 17~1991!.

Translated by R. M. Durham

FIG. 2. Spectral dependence of the photoluminescence at 77 K obta
from the surface of Si–Si12xGex–~Ge2)12x~InP!x structures.
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Inversion of acoustic emission asymmetry accompanying martensitic transformations
in titanium nickelide alloys

V. A. Plotnikov

Altai State University, Barnaul
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Asymmetry of the acoustic emission indicates that the processes of nonchemical energy
scattering differ in the direct and reverse martensitic transformations. An analysis of the inversion
of the emission asymmetry with increasing nickel concentration in binary Ti–Ni alloys and
in the course of multiple transformation cycles suggests that in a direct transformation nonchemical
energy is dissipated by plastic relaxation whereas in a reverse transformation it is dissipated
by dynamic relaxation. Significantly plastic relaxation degrades to saturation and dynamic
relaxation begins to appear exclusively. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7850~99!02312-5#
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It has been reliably established experimentally that
acoustic emission produced in the course of martens
transformations in alloys has various characteristic featu
1! the acoustic emission recorded for the direct and reve
martensitic transformations is highly asymmetric; 2! for mul-
tiple martensitic transformations the parameters of the ac
tic emission are unstable.1

Figure 1 shows fragments of acoustic curves~the depen-
dence of the mean-square acoustic-emission voltage reco
at the exit of a piezotransducer! obtained for a cycle of mar
tensitic transformations in binary Ti–Ni alloys, which in
volves heating and cooling in a temperature range wh
includes the ranges for direct and reverse transformati
The direct transformation~under cooling! is a cooperative
process involving rearrangement of the high-temperatureB2
phase~CsCl-ordered body-centered cubic structure! to form
the low-temperatureB198 phase. The transformation take
place directly asB2→B198 in alloys having a low nickel
concentration below 50.0 at.% or asB2→R→B198 in alloys
having a nickel concentration higher than 50.0 at.%~Refs. 2
and 3!. Here R is a rhombohedral phase andB198 is an
orthorhombic phase with additional monoclinic distortion
the crystal structure. The reverse transformation~under heat-
ing! is also a cooperative process in the reverse order,
B198→B2 or B198→R→B2.

A characteristic feature of the curves plotted in Fig. 1
the clear existence of two types of emission asymmetry
the direct and reverse martensitic transformations. The
type of asymmetry~the emission energy for the direct tran
formation is substantially higher than that for the reverse! is
typical of alloys containing less than 51.0 at.% nickel. T
second type of asymmetry~the emission energy for the re
verse transformation is substantially higher than that for
direct one! is typical of alloys containing 51.0 at.% nicke
Thus, as the nickel concentration in binary Ti–Ni alloys i
creases, the type of asymmetry of the acoustic emis
changes, i.e., an asymmetry inversion occurs.
9881063-7850/99/25(12)/4/$15.00
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Figure 2 gives the emission energy as a function of
number of martensitic transformation cycles for these allo
It can be seen that the acoustic emission energy for the d

FIG. 1. Acoustic emission asymmetry during martensitic transformation
binary Ti–Ni alloys:1 — fragments of acoustic curves,2 — temperature
line: a — Ti–49.8 at.% Ni alloy, b — Ti–50.3 at.% Ni alloy, and
c — Ti–51.0 at.% Ni alloy.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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transformation decreases substantially~by approximately an
order of magnitude! as the cycle number increases. For t
reverse transformation, the acoustic energy increases du
cycling ~except for the alloy containing 49.8 at.% Ni!. After
an appreciable number of cycles the drop in the emiss
energy for the direct transformation and the increase in
emission energy for the reverse transformation reach sa
tion, i.e. cycling also leads to inversion of the acoustic em
sion asymmetry. For the alloy containing 51.0 at.% Ni, c
cling barely influences the emission energy for the direct
reverse transformations, i.e., the initial asymmetry of
acoustic emission is conserved.

Thus, in experiments to record the acoustic emission
identified the following behavior: 1! two types of acoustic
emission asymmetry appear; 2! inversion of the acoustic
emission asymmetry occurs as the nickel concentration in
alloys increases and also in the course of multiple trans
mation cycles in alloys containing more than 50.0 at.%
less than 51.0 at.% nickel; 3! the initial asymmetry of the
acoustic emission is conserved.

The relationship between the emission energy and

FIG. 2. Influence of cycling of martensitic transformations on the prod
tion of acoustic emission in Ti–Ni alloys: a — alloy containing
49.8 at.% Ni, b — alloy containing 50.6 at.% Ni, and c — alloy containi
51.0 at.% Ni;1 — direct transformation;2 — reverse transformation.
ing
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cycle number, at least for the direct martensitic transform
tion, can be fairly accurately approximated by the expon
tial dependence4

Jk5J0 exp~2ak!, ~1!

whereJk andJ0 are the emission energy of thekth and some
zeroth cycle, respectively, anda is a parameter characteriz
ing the rate of decrease in the emission energy to the sa
tion level. Reducing Eq.~1! to the linear form

ln Jk5 ln J02ak, ~2!

we can determine the exponential coefficienta and estimate
the accuracy of approximating the experimental points by
linear dependencef (Xi) 5A1BXi. Table I gives values of

FIG. 3. Influence of multiple cycles of martensitic transformations and
termediate annealing on the production of acoustic emission in a sin
crystal sample whose composition is similar to that of the alloy contain
49.8 at.% Ni:1, 2, and3 — number of series of transformation cycles.

-

TABLE I. Values of regression coefficientsf (Xi) 5A1BXi and the coef-
ficient a ~alloys initially annealed at 850 °C!.

No. Alloy A B R a

1 Ti–49.8 at.% Ni 16.960.03 20.1460.04 0.976 0.1460.04
2 Ti–50.3 at.% Ni 14.160.2 20.4060.04 0.988 0.4060.04
3 Ti–50.6 at.% Ni 15.260.2 20.4860.02 0.974 0.4860.02
4 Ti–51.0 at.% Ni – – – –
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TABLE II. Comparison between acoustic emission parameters for a direct martensitic transformatio
mechanical characteristics of the alloys~alloys initially quenched!.

Alloy, J1 , 10212 Saturation sm , ss2sm ,
ss , MPa

No. Ni at.% a B2 s/mol cycle MPa MPa 1 cycle 11 cycles

1 49.8 0.1460.04 2660065000 20 180 90 270 380
2 50.3 0.3660.01 56006800 12 100 250 350 450
3 50.6 0.6360.03 34006770 8 50 500 520 570
4 51.0 2 840680 0 30 930 960 960
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the coefficientsA and B, the exponential coefficienta, and
the correlation coefficientR.

It can be seen from the data presented in Table I that
experimental points can be approximated by the linear
pendence~2! with a high degree of accuracy and a corre
tion coefficientR close to one. The value of the coefficienta
increases with increasing nickel content in the alloys, fr
0.14 in alloy No. 1 to 0.48 in alloy No. 3. The higher th
coefficient a, the faster the curveJk5 f (k) reaches satura
tion. It follows from this formal definition that the rate o
saturation of the emission parameters in alloy No. 3 is
proximately 3.5 times higher than that in alloy No. 1.

Heating the binary alloys to 600–850 °C after repea
cycles of martensitic transformations strongly influences
emission parameters in the following cycles. Figure 3 giv
the integral acoustic emission parameterNk as a function of
the numberk of transformation cycles, plotted in terms of th
coordinates lnNk–k for successive series of cycles and inte
mediate annealing using single-crystal samples whose c
position is similar to that of alloy No. 1~Ti–49.8 at.% Ni!.

First, the initial acoustic emission asymmetry is restor
second the initial level of emission energy is restored, a
third, after annealing the value of the coefficienta in the
argument of the exponential function~1! increases, which in
turn reduces the number of transformation cycles requ
for the acoustic emission energy to reach saturation. A s
lar tendency was identified in polycrystalline samples of
loys Nos. 1, 2, and 3. In alloy No. 4, annealing does
change the type of acoustic emission asymmetry.

These dependences in the production of acoustic e
sion during a cycle of martensitic transformations are ess
tially related to the mechanical characteristics of the allo
and particularly to the martensitic shear stresssm and the
yield point ss ~the dislocation yield point!. Table II com-
pares the mechanical characteristics of the alloys and
acoustic emission parameters.

It can be seen from the data presented in Table II that
higher the martensitic shear stress and the lower the y
point of the alloy, the higher is the probability of plast
relaxation~the local internal stresses reach the plastic fl
stress! and the higher is the acoustic emission energy p
duced by a direct martensitic transformation in the fi
cycle. This may indicate some relationship between pla
relaxation and the production of acoustic energy in the dir
martensitic transformation.

In the course of a martensitic transformation cycle, co
plete dislocations are generated and accumulate in the s
ture and an increase in the yield point is observed. This p
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nomenon is called phase hardening.5 During cycling, phase
hardening builds up and saturates. At the same time
acoustic emission energy produced by the direct transfor
tion also saturates exponentially, i.e., the coefficienta in the
argument of the exponential function can characterize
alloy both in terms of its tendency to harden and in terms
the possibility of producing acoustic emission by plastic
laxation. Thus, the first type of acoustic emission asymme
is strongly related to the plastic relaxation of the stres
which degrades as far as saturation during cycling.

This is confirmed by the fact that the initial acoust
emission asymmetry is restored by annealing. During hea
the phase hardening is also annealed~the dislocation density
and the stress fields are reduced!, i.e., the structure of the
alloy is transformed to its initial state. However, the increa
in the coefficienta during the series of transformation an
annealing cycles indicates that the structure does not f
return to its initial state. The simultaneous aging proce6

changes the tendency of the alloys to plastic relaxation.
The inversion of the acoustic emission symmetry as

nickel concentration in the alloys increases to 51.0 at.%
during repeated transformation cycles indicates that
types of processes are responsible for producing the aco
emission.

In the alloy containing 51.0 at.% Ni, the relationship b
tween the martensitic shear stress and the yield point is s
that plastic relaxation is impossible and no phase harden
was observed experimentally. Thus, the second type
acoustic emission asymmetry corresponding to asymm
inversion predominates. It has been shown that a dynam7

acoustic emission mechanism strongly related to the grow
contraction microkinetics of a martensitic crystal is respo
sible for the second type of emission asymmetry. Unl
plastic relaxation which tends to degrade to saturation,
namic relaxation is always present during a martensitic tra
formation. However, in the presence of plastic relaxation
role in the scattering of nonchemical energy during a dir
martensitic transformation is only a minor one. During a
verse transformation no plastic relaxation occurs and
namic relaxation is maximized.

1V. A. Plotnikov and Yu. I. Paskal’, Fiz. Met. Metalloved.84~3!, 142
~1997!.

2D. B. Chernov, Yu. I. Paskal’, V. E´ . Gyunter, L. A. Monasevich, and
E. M. Savitski�, Dokl. Akad. Nauk SSSR.247, 854 ~1979! @Sov. Phys.
Dokl. 24, 664 ~1979!#.
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Influence of nitrogen on the tendency to packing defect formation and the temperature
dependence of the thermoelectromotive force in Fe–Cr alloys

L. M. Kaputkina, V. V. Sumin, and K. O. Bazaleeva

Moscow Institute of Steel and Alloys
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The influence of nitrogen on the absolute coefficient of thermoelectromotive force in steel and
the tendency of the material to form packing defects is studied. The absolute coefficient
of the thermo-emf increases monotonically with increasing nitrogen concentration. The tendency
to form packing defects increases monotonically with increasing nitrogen concentration in
the range where the austenite solid solution is stable. Near the phase transition
~austenite–martensite! this tendency increases sharply. The experiments described indicate that
nitrogen influences the electron subsystem of the metal. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7850~99!02412-X#
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The introduction of nitrogen is an extremely promisin
method of modifying various properties of steel. The infl
ence of nitrogen on the properties of iron alloys is in ma
respects comparable to the widely studied influence of
bon. However, many authors have noted substantial dif
ences in the behavior of nitrogen and carbon in solid so
tions of bcc and fcc iron and, specifically, differe
influences on the packing defect energy1 and the nature of
the interatomic bonds.2 At the same time, specific data t
estimate the structure and properties of iron–~substitutional
dopant!–nitrogen solid solutions are clearly inadequate a
frequently often contradictory.

In the present study we report an experimental ass
ment of the influence of the nitrogen concentration on pr
erties closely related to the electron subsystem, i.e., the
perature dependence of the thermo-emf and
concentration of packing defects.

We investigated Fe–18%Cr–N alloys with nitrogen co
tent varying between 0.42 and 1.68 wt.%.

After being quenched from 1100 °C the alloys were
various phase-structural states. Since nitrogen fairly stron
stabilizes austenite, the steel having the lowest nitrogen c
tent, 0.42%, was in a two-phase state~martensite plus auste
nite! at room temperature. According to x-ray diffractio
data, the sample containing 0.68% nitrogen possibly ha
small quantity (,2%! of martensitic phase and then, as t
nitrogen content increased~0.96–1.68% N!, the steel became
completely single-phase and the austenite was more sta

In order to determine the position of the nitrogen ato
in the alloy we measured the lattice period; the results
plotted in Fig. 1. It can be seen that the lattice period of
austenite increases monotonically with concentration and
slope of the curve agrees fairly accurately with the exp
mental data.3,4

This behavior is evidence that almost all the nitrogen
present in solid solution after quenching the steel.

Results of measuring the temperature dependence o
thermo-emfE(T) of the alloys are plotted in Fig. 2. Th
9921063-7850/99/25(12)/2/$15.00
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measurements were made in the range 50–200 °C by a
tegral method5 where the hot junction acted as the conta
between the tungsten tip contained within a microfurna
and the surface of the sample. It can be seen that the slop
E(T) increases monotonically with increasing nitrog
concentration. The absolute coefficient of the thermo-e
(S52dE/dT) calculated using these data is plotted in F
2b. The coefficientS also increases with increasing nitroge
content and for pure austenitic alloys~0.94–1.68%! the de-
pendenceS5 f (N) is less steep and close to linear. We kno
that this coefficient is a function of the density of electr
states at the Fermi surface (S5p2k2T/(3ueuNd(«))
3(Nd(«)/d«)«5j , whereNd(«) is the density of states as
function of energy andj is the Fermi energy5! so that we are
confident that this result qualitatively indicates that nitrog
influences the state of the metal electron subsystem.

The influence of nitrogen on the packing defect ene
was estimated indirectly from the packing defect concen
tion a in these alloys under intensive deformation. The pa
ing defect concentration was determined in austenite by m
suring the shift of the x-ray peaks.6 Results of numerous
experiments show that, although this method does not g
the correct absolute value of the packing defect energy

FIG. 1. Lattice period of austenitic solid solution as a function of nitrog
concentration.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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certain cases, it provides a qualitatively true reflection of
tendency to form packing defects. We assume that the p
ing defect energy and the inversely proportional parametea
in the solid solution are closely related to the density
electron states7 so that we could predict a correlation b
tween the values ofSanda. However, the tendency to pack
ing defect formation is also influenced by another factor, i
the packing defect energy decreases (a increases! near the

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the thermo-emf for alloys contai
0.677% N~1!, 0.964% N~2!, and 1.68% N~3! ~a!; absolute coefficient of
thermo-emf~50–200 °C! for these alloys~b!.
e
k-

f

.,

phase transition. Thus, in this case for two-phase all
where the austenite solid solution is unstable~0.42 and
0.677% N! the values ofa are exaggerated and they decrea
on approaching the stable solid solution~0.964% N!. The
second ascending branch of the curve in Fig. 3 clearly
flects the influence of nitrogen on the electronic structure
the fcc solid solution and the increase ina here is caused by
a reduction in the packing defect energy accompanying
nitrogen doping.

1R. M. Banov and G. Z. Zlateva, Izv. AN SSSR. Metall. No. 2, 176~1977!.
2H. Ino, K. Umezu, S. Kajiwara, and S. Uchawa, inProceedings of the
International Conference on Martensite Transformations, Nara, Jap
1986, pp. 313–318.

3M. Hansen and K. Anderko,Constitution of Binary Alloys, 2nd ed.
~McGraw-Hill, New York, 1958; Metallurgizdat, Moscow, 1962, 163 pp!.

4W. P. Pearson,A Handbook of Lattice Spacings and Structures of Met
and Alloys~Pergamon Press, Oxford, 1958!, 258 pp.

5F. J. Blatt et al., Thermoelectric Power of Metals~Plenum Press, New
York, 1976; Metallurgiya, Moscow 1980, 248 pp.!.

6Ya. D. Umanski�, Yu. A. Skakov, A. N. Ivanov, and L. N. Rastorguev
Crystallography, X-Ray Diffraction Analysis, and Electron Microscopy@in
Russian#, Metallurgiya, Moscow~1982!, 632 pp.

7Ya. D. Vishnyakov,Packing Defects in Crystal Structure@in Russian#,
Metallurgiya, Moscow~1970!, 215 pp.

Translated by R. M. Durham

g

FIG. 3. Packing defect concentration for alloys having different nitrog
contents.
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Influence of defect diffusion on the radiation resistance of the heterogeneous
photoconductor CdS–PbS

V. É. Bukharov and A. G. Rokakh

N. G. Chernyshevski� State University, Saratov
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It is shown that the well-known fact that the radiation resistance of CdS improves considerably
when PbS is added@A. G. Rokakh, E. V. Elagina, L. P. Matasova, and N. A. Novikova,
Composition to Fabricate Film Photoresistors, Author’s Certificate No. 1110351, publ.
March 17, 1983# accompanied by the formation of the heterogeneous photoconductor CdS–PbS
may be attributed to the gettering of radiation defects by narrow-gap phase inclusions.
This gettering occurs because the radiation-stimulated diffusion is considerably more pronounced
in the wide-gap CdS–PbS component compared with the narrow-gap component. A model
is proposed to explain the radiation resistance of a CdS–PbS system and this is used to determine
the steady-state defect concentration profile. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7850~99!02512-4#
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As we are well aware, degradation of the photoelec
and luminescence properties of II–VI compounds is cau
by the formation of defects which lead to additional dopi
of the sample2 and/or the establishment of new effective r
combination channels.3 It has been shown that the radiatio
resistance of CdS may be improved considerably by add
lead salts to the photoconductor, particularly PbS.1 As a re-
sult of the limited mutual solubility of CdS and PbS, a he
erogeneous material forms, conventionally designated C
PbS, which consists of a wide-gap matrix comprising a so
solution of PbS in CdS~PbxCd12xS! and narrow-gap, low-
resistivity CdyPb12yS inclusions. The presence of these
clusions is evidenced by a plasma resonance analysis
CdS–PbS system.1! Since these narrow-band inclusions ha
low resistivity, the wide-gap matrix connected in series w
the narrow-gap phase is the working material from the p
toconductivity point of view.

Explanations for the radiation resistance of CdS–P
have been forward using the idea that the recombination
tivity is extracted from the wide-gap to the narrow-g
phase.4 The aim of the present study is to construct a mo
of the resistance of a CdS–PbS system from a slightly
ferent point of view, based on the assumption that the di
sion of radiation defects is intensified by radiation to diffe
ent degrees in the narrow-gap and wide-gap component

The main mechanisms for radiation-stimulated diffusi
were examined in Refs. 5–7. When applying these studie
CdS–PbS, we must take into account the characteristic
the material and the diffusants.

Mak7 considered diffusion stimulated by recombinati
charge transfer between centers. However, formula~2! pro-
posed by Mak only holds if each charge transfer event le
to a diffusion jump, i.e., after charge transfer the center is
an unstable position. In fact, charge transfer generally o
reduces the energy barrierU for defect migration byDU
'0.5–1 eV~Ref. 8! so that in formula~2! from Ref. 7 we
9941063-7850/99/25(12)/3/$15.00
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introduced the factor exp@2U2DU/kT#, wherek is the Bolt-
zmann constant andT is the temperature.

Stepanov5 considered a mechanism for radiatio
stimulated diffusion based on the transfer of energy to d
fusing atoms as a result of particles in the radiation fl
being scattered at these atoms. Since we are considering
fusion of recombination centers rather than the diffusion
atoms of the dominant material, in formula~17! from Ref. 5
we introduced the probability factorP that a center will par-
ticipate in a diffusion jump, which may be expressed
P5N/Na , whereN is the concentration of centers andNa is
the atomic concentration.

Vinetski� and Cha�ka6 examined the diffusion of recom
bination centers stimulated when the energy of free carr
is transferred to them as a result of recombination. Numer
calculations based on our own experimental data and the
given in Refs. 8–12 showed that this last mechanism
radiation-stimulated diffusion plays a dominant role in t
wide-gap phase of CdS–PbS, and the coefficient
radiation-stimulated diffusion calculated for this mechani
under electron beam irradiation of 1013cm22s21 ~current
density 1026 A/cm2, dose rate 106 rad/s! is D* 52
31029 cm2/s. This value seems fairly realistic since the e
perimentally determined coefficient of radiation-stimulat
diffusion of the radiolysis products for x-ray irradiation o
CdS at a dose rate of 250 rad/s wasD* 510212–10211cm2/s
~Ref. 13! and our radiation power was three orders of ma
nitude higher.

In the narrow-gap phase of CdS–PbS, none of th
mechanisms gives any significant stimulation of diffusio
For instance, the recombination mechanism is ineffect
here because of the low recombination energy which can
exceed the band gap. This means that the field of the di
sion coefficientD(r ) in CdS–PbS can be considered to u
dergo a jump at the phase boundary.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Calculated profile of the steady-state concentrationN of defects in the heterogeneous photoconductor CdS–PbS for various rates of diffusion
narrow-gap phase:G5431012 cm23

•s21, k52310220 cm3
•s21, l 5331023 cm, r 5331025 cm, D151029 cm2/s. 1 — D2510211 cm2/s; 2 — D2

510212 cm2/s; 3 — D2510213 cm2/s; 4 — D2510214 cm2/s; 5 — D2510215 cm2/s; and6 — D2510218 cm2/s.
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As our model problem we analyzed the generation,
nihilation ~recombination!, and one-dimensional diffusion o
defects in an infinite region whereD varies periodically as
given by

D5H D1 , 2 l 1~2l 12r !k,x, l 1~2l 12r !,

D2 , l 1~2l 12r !,x,r 12l 1~2l 12r !,
~1!

wherek is an integer and 2l and 2r are the thicknesses o
regions 1 and 2 with the diffusion coefficientsD1 and D2

(D1.D2). This corresponds to the CdxPb12xS–PbyCd12yS
periodic superlattice under irradiation. Although strict pe
odicity is not always satisfied experimentally, this apprec
bly simplifies the analysis since on account of the symme
we only need to analyze the region 0<x< l 1r , and the
boundary conditions are simplified.

We analyzed the equation of continuity for the defec

]N

]t
5D

]2N

]x2
2R1G, ~2!

whereN is the defect concentration,G andR are their rates
of generation and annihilation, which are given by11

G5hn, R5kN2, ~3!

whereh andk are proportionality factors, andn is the con-
centration of free electrons. The last expression in Eq.~3!
implies that the concentrations of vacancies and interst
atoms are equal.

The symmetry ofD(x) yields the boundary conditions

]N1 /]xux5050, ]N2 /]xux5 l 1r50, ~4!

where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the correspond
regions.

In order to obtain ‘‘matching’’ conditions for the solu
tions at the boundary of the regions we shall analyze
defect fluxesJ1 and J2 from the appropriate regions. B
-

-
-
y

al

g

e

analogy with the kinetic theory of gases, we can obtainJi

5Ni( l )v i /6, where the rates of displacement of the defects
the crystal arev i5ai /t i (ai is the lattice constant andt i is
the average residence time of a defect in one of the equ
rium positions!. Expressingn i in terms ofDi @see formula
~III, 6! from Ref. 8#, we obtainJi5DiNi( l )/ai . The result-
ant flux 2D1(]N1 /]x)ux5 l , passing across the boundary
the regions is determined by the difference betweenJ1

andJ2:

2D1

]N1

]x U
x5 l

5D2

]N2

]x U
x5 l

5
D1

a1
N1~ l !2

D2

a2
N2~ l !. ~5!

If N1( l )'N2( l ), a1'a2, andD1@D2, the right-hand side of
Eq. ~5! is positive and a flux of defects appears from regi
1 to region 2, i.e., they are gettered by a narrow-gap inc
sion. For a more accurate analysis we need to allow for
surface annihilation of defects which modifies condition~5!.

Figure 1 gives the dependencesN(x) (N1 and N2) ob-
tained by solving the problem~2!–~5! numerically for vari-
ous values ofD2. It can be seen that the defect concentrat
in the working region~region 1! is 1.5–2.5 orders of magni
tude lower than that in the gettering region and the higher
ratio D1 /D2, the lower the steady-state defect concentratio
in the working region, i.e., the more effective the getterin

Thus, the radiation resistance of the heterogeneous p
toconductor CdS–PbS may be attributed to the gettering
radiation defects which function as fast recombination c
ters, by narrow-gap, low-resistivity inclusions. This getteri
occurs because the diffusion of defects in the narrow-gap
wide-gap phases of CdS–PbS is intensified by irradiation
different degrees.
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1!The authors are grateful to N. B. Trofimova for supplying this data.
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Superhardness of cast iron induced by copper under laser treatment
G. I. Kozlov

Institute of Problems in Mechanics, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow
~Submitted June 29, 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.25, 61–65~December 26, 1999!

A new phenomenon has been observed, i.e., the copper-induced formation of superhard cast iron
having a microhardness up to 22 000 MPa as a result of cw laser treatment of the surface
of gray iron covered with a thin copper inductor layer. The induction phenomenon involves the
inductor in close contact with the crystal structure specifically influencing the phase
transition processes which take place in the surface layers of metals and alloys during cooling
after laser treatment. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~99!02612-9#
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Laser thermal hardening is one of the most effect
methods of hardening the surface of metals and alloys
distinguishing feature of laser quenching compared with c
ventional methods is the highly nonequilibrium nature of t
process, since the characteristic times for structural r
rangement in metals and alloys under laser treatment co
tions become comparable with the heating and cooling tim
From the physical point of view, the process of harden
alloys involves obtaining structures which impede the dev
opment of plastic deformation processes, i.e., creating
stacles to the migration of dislocations. In principle, this c
be achieved by forming inhomogeneities in the crystal latt
of the alloys by means of impurity atoms or new-phase
clusions, and also by reducing the grain sizes.

In the present paper we report the first observation o
exceedingly interesting phenomenon, i.e., the copp
induced formation of a superhard structure in the surf
layer of gray iron as a result of laser treatment of the surf
on which a thin copper inductor layer had been prelimina
deposited.

For the laser treatment we used a system consisting
6 kW cw gas-discharge laser,1 a focusing system, and a sp
cial device to scan the beam over the surface being trea
The intensity distribution over the beam cross section w
fairly uniform in the central part of the beam with a slight
lower intensity toward the edge. A salt lens of 100 cm fo
length was used to focus the laser radiation onto the surf

At the first stage of the investigations we carried o
experiments to study laser thermal hardening of gray i
samples in order to determine the optimum treatment co
tions and obtain the maximum microhardness for this p
cess. These data were important for a subsequent compa
with the results obtained using the new method of laser tr
ment developed in the present study. The optimum laser
diation intensity was 23104 W/cm2 which for an exposure
time of 0.4 s, gives a hardened layer at least 0.8 mm d
with a microhardness in the range 8000–11 000 MPa.

The maximum microhardness of 11 000 MPa obtain
for laser thermal hardening of the surface of gray iron sho
good agreement with published data.2 However, it appears
that this is not the limit and superhard cast iron~!! may be
obtained by using the idea of the induced action of a spec
9971063-7850/99/25(12)/2/$15.00
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‘‘seed–inductor’’ on the kinetics and mechanism of t
phase transitions which take place during cooling of the c
iron after laser treatment. It is advisable to use copper as
inducing ‘‘seed.’’

In the experiments a thin copper layer was deposited
the surface of the gray iron immediately before the la
treatment. The layer thickness was 100–150mm. The laser
radiation power was kept constant at 5.5 kW during the tre
ment and the radiation intensity was selected so that
thickness of the molten layer on the surface was small
thus negligible mixing of the cast iron and copper took pla
in the melt. At this beam power this was achieved with
focusing spot of approximately 8 mm and a beam sweep
over the surface of 40 cm/min.

After the laser treatment, the surface layer of copper w
removed by milling to a depth of 0.5 mm~first stage! and
1.0 mm~second stage!. Then, in order to reduce the influenc
of the deformed zone produced by the milling, a layer
around 10mm was removed by chemical etching. The mi
ing revealed a specular matrix which had an extremely h
hardness, as was shown by the measurements. The p
composition, microstructure, and microhardness of the m
trix were investigated.

The microhardness was measured over the width of
specular matrix zone using a PMT-3 tester. The values of
microhardness at the first stage reached record level
22 000 MPa, although the microhardness distribution o
the width of the zone was slightly nonuniform and fluctuat
in the range 22 000–19 000 MPa. In the deeper layer at
second stage the values of the microhardness were slig
lower but still remained high in the range 18 000
16 000 MPa which is almost unattainable for cw laser th
mal hardening of cast iron.

These high values of the microhardness are undoubt
related to the inducing influence of copper on the mechan
and kinetics of the phase transitions which take place du
the cooling of cast iron after laser treatment. The structu
components responsible for these high levels of microha
ness need to be determined. With this aim in view, we a
lyzed the phase composition.

In order to study the phase composition, we compa
the diffraction pattern of the treated zone with that of
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Photograph of the microstructure of the specu
matrix zone:1 — boundary of molten region.
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untreated zone which consisted predominantly ofa Fe,
Fe3C, and carbon. The diffraction pattern obtained at the fi
stage from the specular matrix zone indicates that the ph
composition corresponds to a mixture of ferrite, austen
cementite, and carbon. Compared with the untreated zone
the diffraction reflections are strongly broadened which in
cates that the structure of these phase components exh
appreciable dispersion. No distinct splitting of the diffracti
reflection in the range of angles corresponding to the m
tensite doublet is observed. In the deeper layers~at the sec-
ond stage! the reflection intensity of the martensite doub
increases and the broadening of the diffraction reflecti
decreases slightly. The measurements yield the impor
conclusion that the hardening of gray iron under laser tre
ment with an inducing seed is unrelated to the formation
martensite. However, the inducing influence of copp
which like g Fe has a face-centered cubic lattice, proba
involves the copper acting as an austenite-stabilizing fac
lowering the austenite conversion temperature and thus
preciably reducing the size of the perlite formed during
cooling process. However, the reduction in the grain s
may be just one of the factors responsible for the format
of superhard cast iron in these experiments.

A second important conclusion follows from a study
the microstructure which was made for the end surface of
t
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sample. Figure 1 shows a photograph of the microstruc
of the specular matrix zone which fairly clearly reveals t
boundary of the molten region in which considerable rele
of globular-shaped carbon can be observed. In addition to
black inclusions associated with the carbon, we can a
identify dark-gray regions having an acicular structure~prob-
ably bainite! and light ferrite regions containing rounded di
perse cementite inclusions. However, no new structural c
ponent responsible for these high microhardness va
could be detected on the basis of this analytical data.

To sum up, the formation of superhard cast iron with
record microhardness of 22 000 MPa as a result of laser tr
ment of the surface of gray iron on which a thin layer
copper had been previously deposited is undoubtedly rel
to the phenomenon of copper induction established in
present study, which influences the kinetics and mechan
of the phase transformations which take place during coo
of the cast iron after laser treatment.

1G. I. Kozlov and V. A. Kuznetsov, Kvantovaya E´ lektron. ~Moscow! 16,
1360 ~1989! @Sov. J. Quantum Electron.19, 878 ~1989!#.

2Ya. B. Zel’dovich, G. I. Barenblatt, V. B. Librovich, and N. M
Makhviladze, Mathematical Theory of Combustion and Explosio
@in Russian#, Nauka, Moscow~1980!.

Translated by R. M. Durham
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Scanning tunneling spectroscopy of amorphous carbon: tunneling model
V. I. Ivanov–Omski , A. B. Lodygin, and S. G. Yastrebov

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg
~Submitted August 26, 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.25, 66–71~December 26, 1999!

An analysis is made of a model of tunnel current flow through amorphous diamond-like carbon.
It is shown that single-electron phenomena may occur in this medium which result in the
appearance of specific features on the current–voltage characteristics of thin amorphous carbon
films. The model is used to explain the tunnel spectra of diamond-like carbon and the
size of a graphite-like cluster is estimated. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7850~99!02712-3#
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Amorphous carbon films initially attracted the attenti
of researchers because of their high mechanical stren
chemical resistance, hardness, and transparency over a
spectral range. It has recently become apparent that t
films are also promising as a material for cold cathodes
cause of their low field emission threshold.1 The unique
properties of amorphous carbon are associated with the c
acteristics of its mesoscopic structure~see, for example, Ref
2!. Amorphous carbon films consist of two mutually embe
ded phases, a diamond-like phase characterized
sp3-hybridization of carbon atoms, a tetrahedral structu
and large ~up to 4 eV! HOMO–LUMO spacing, and a
graphite-like phase consisting of fragments of graph
planes and curved fullerene-like fragments. This graph
like phase is characterized bysp2-hybridization of carbon,
comparatively high electrical conductivity, and a band g
which is either small or non-existent, depending on the cl
ter size. The diamond-like phase is usually called tetrahed2

to avoid confusion with diamond-like carbon which is th
general term for solid carbon films. The phases are in
mixed in fragments having characteristic dimensions of
tween a few and hundreds of angstrom. The cluster size
this structure have been determined in several studies,
as Ref. 3. Another important factor is that the properties
the graphite-like clusters depend very strongly on the fr
ment sizes of this component.

The most important method of directly studying meso
copic structures is scanning tunneling spectroscopy, in wh
the tip of the tunneling microscope is fixed at a specific po
above the surface of the film and the current–voltage ch
acteristic of this tunnel structure is recorded. For mater
having no mesoscopic structure the interpretation of th
characteristics generally presents no difficulty. At moder
temperatures and voltages the differential conductivity of
tunnel contact is simply proportional to the product of t
density of states at the Fermi level in the scanning tunne
microscope~STM! tip and the density of frees state~or for
reversed polarity, filled states! in the material at a leve
shifted relative to the Fermi level according to the appl
voltage:
9991063-7850/99/25(12)/2/$15.00
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}rSTM~EF STM!rsam~V!,

whererSTM(EF) is the density of states in the STM tip at th
Fermi level~it is assumed that the tip is metal and the dens
of states in it near the Fermi level is close to constant!, and
rsam(V) is the density of states in the sample at the dista
V from the Fermi level. Having studied the functionrsam(V),
we can use this to reconstruct the energy diagram of
density of states of the material. This approach to the st
of the energy spectrum of amorphous carbon was applie
Ref. 4.

However, because of the characteristic features of
mesoscopic structure of amorphous carbon, another inter
tation of the tunnel current–voltage characteristics is a
possible. This is because the graphite-like clusters conta
in the material are potential wells for the electrons and h
sizes so small that their charging by a single electron lead
a substantial change in the electrostatic energy. Even at r
temperature this change may substantially exceedkT. A
structure consisting of a low-capacitance cluster and two t
nel junctions is called a single-electron transistor~SET!.5

The charge at the base of this transistor can only var
jumps with increments of the elementary chargee ~in an
ordinary transistor this effect is suppressed by thermal no
and also by the ‘‘spreading’’ of charge because of the l
resistance of the base–collector and base–emitter junctio!.
Thus, the conductivity of a single-electron transistor a
varies abruptly~a so-called ‘‘Coulomb staircase’’!. The step
width of the staircase

Dw5e2/2C ~1!

corresponds to a change in the base charge by 1e. When the
base is a graphite-like cluster having characteristic dim
sions of 2–3 nm~Ref. 3!, its potential as a result of chargin
by a single electron can reach tenths of an electronvolt.
effect of this magnitude is quite noticeable even at ro
temperature. In particular, if the current flow path throu
the film contains a low-capacitance cluster separated by
tunnel junctions, the differential current–voltage characte
tic will have regular steps unrelated to the overall modulat
of the density of states of the material.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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Consequently, the classical approach and an appro
associated with single-electron phenomena can be use
explain the current–voltage characteristics of amorph
carbon films. In the present paper we attempt to comb
these two approaches to produce a combined model of tu
effects in amorphous carbon.

The basic assumption of this model is that Coulomb
pulsion forces in a nanosize cluster generate a correctio
the electron energy at the lower edge of the conduction b
in graphite-like carbon. A theoretical analysis of this pos
bility as applied to quantum dots was made by Averin
1991 ~Ref. 6!.

Amorphous carbon films as a whole, i.e., including tho
containing graphite clusters, possess the band gapEg ~for
which their dimensions must not exceed 101 nm! ~Ref. 7!.
Assuming that in the absence of an external voltage,
Fermi level in the collector and emitter junctions, and also
the cluster is equalized, and in the cluster the Fermi level
at the center of the band gap~which approximately corre-
sponds to the real situation!, we find that the following volt-
age must be applied to the transistor for the cluster to
charged by a single electron

U15
Eg

2
1

e2

2C
. ~2!

At the same time, when a photon is absorbed by the clu
in the fundamental absorption region, an electron–hole
forms with zero total charge and in the optical absorpt
spectrum its edge will be located alongsideEg . The band
gap is generally a macroscopic parameter so thatEg for a
cluster has the meaning of the HOMO–LUMO spacing. T
capacitance of the cluster is determined using the formu

C5«0«r /2 ~3!

~a graphite-like cluster can be approximately assumed to
flat disk of radiusr ).

Charging a cluster by an electron shifts its potential
Dw5e2/2C, and when the external voltage varies by th
amount, the next differential conductivity peak appears,
so on. Thus, the first conductivity peak appears at the volt
given by formula~2! and the following peaks appear at in
tervals of Dw. Taking into account formulas~1! and ~3!,
which can independently determine the cluster size fr
these data, we can directly check the model for s
consistency.

We shall now consider the experimental tunnel spec
of amorphous carbon given in the literature. The first seri
study of the tunnel spectra of amorphous carbon films w
reported in Ref. 4. The graphs of the normalized differen
conductivity plotted there contain clearly defined regu
characteristics which begin around 1.2 V and follow at int
vals of 0.4 V. The authors of Ref. 4 ascribe the characte
tics visible on the differential conductivity graph to fluctu
tions of the density of states in the band gap and vale
band of amorphous carbon. These fluctuations are pos
because at low bias voltages the main contribution to
density of states is made by graphite-like clusters and t
HOMO–LUMO spacing depends strongly on their siz
Moreover, since these clusters generally consist of an inte
ch
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number of six-membered graphite rings, this spacing va
abruptly in accordance with the following empirica
formula:7

Eg ~eV!'4.5/AL, ~4!

whereL is the number of rings in the cluster and this formu
holds for L,100. However, no quantitative explanation
the differential conductivity structure is given in Ref. 4.

The clearly defined periodic structure of the conductiv
characteristics observed in Ref. 4 shows that the theory
scribed above can be used to explain the curve profile.
merical estimates for data given by Robertson g
Eg50.8 eV and thusL530, cluster diameter 3.6 mm,Dw
50.4 eV, andC52310219F which gives an estimate of th
cluster radius of the order of 2 nm. Hence, the propo
model provides a satisfactory and noncontradictory expla
tion for the positions of the differential conductivity peaks o
the tunnel spectra of amorphous carbon.

It should be noted that the real experimental picture d
fers from that assumed in the model. An STM tip has a mu
larger cross section than the characteristic spacing betw
the graphite-like carbon clusters so that several tunnel ju
tions could appear simultaneously beneath the tip. Howe
this is offset by the fact that tunneling in a disordered m
dium takes place initially along a single, more favorab
path ~known as a puncture! whose resistance is much lowe
than the ambient resistance. This characteristic of tunne
in an inhomogeneous medium, of which amorphous car
is one on the mesoscopic scale, was first considered
Ra�kh.8 Along the length of this channel for low flowing
currents the highest voltage reaches the junctions surro
ing the lowest-capacitance cluster~this, like a switch, breaks
the circuit when the applied voltage becomes less thanU1).
All the other clusters presumably create an additional Oh
correction to the resistance of the main ‘‘working’’ clust
and do not influence the form of the tunnel current–volta
characteristic. Thus, in this problem a fairly thick film can
considered to be a system with a single cluster.
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